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The augmentation of contemporary personal technologies seems to have an
extensive influence on people’s everyday lives. A range of social practices and
processes are being reconfigured and mediated through new technological platforms.
These aspects have affected and changed notions such as public and private, intimacy
and immediacy, subjectivity and proximity. Media that are used, prod-used and
employed by numerous people at the same time contribute to maintaining mutual
preferences and references. In 2006, young Norwegians (16-23 years old) sent more
than 8000 text messages per day and approximately 20 multimedia messages every 20
days (Ling, 2007).1 This private one-to-one communication is seen as the most
profound and frequently-used personal digital communication among this group,
making connection their contemporary ‘currency’.
As Máirtín Mac an Ghaill and Chris Haywood (2007:172) point out, the changes in
communicative events have historically generated much concern, particularly in
relation to gender and sexuality. One example put forward by Beathe Due (2003) is
the 19th century launch of the landline telephone. As she points out, in order to
prevent women’s assumed endless telephone gossip, strong discourses on telephone
usage quickly became internalised. What followed was that men’s presumed
disciplined, brief and business-related phone calls became the norm. Similar gender-
polarised perceptions and criticism followed when the mobile phone became a
common property in the mid-nineties; girls and women were criticised for
shamelessly sharing their most intimate matters in public space, whereas boys and
men were assumed to be more interested in the technological features as such (Prøitz,
2005b). Another contemporary example is the prevalent media warnings that have
increased parallel with the spread of camphones among Norwegian youths. These
warnings concern a fear about young women’s position as vulnerable and victimised
parties (Prøitz, 2007 [forthcoming]). Again, a gender-biased media image has been
1 As will be further discussed, youths claim that they take far more images than they actually send. If
shared, they often share in other ways than through the multimedia system in order to avoid the costs.
2put forward adjoined with an anxiety about the new blurred technosocial public and
private boundaries.2
Thus new media and technology intertwine with how we structure and shape our
social lives, implying an authority on gender and sexuality relations. As Mac an
Ghaill and Haywood (2007:173) further claim, the impact of this new authority seems
vital in both stabilising and destabilising gender and sexuality aspects. As more recent
research on gender, sexuality and media show, reconfigured possibilities of notions
and practices beyond the simple juxtaposition between women and men are
emphasised (Arthurs, 2003; Brown, 2004; Cole and Daniel, 2005; Cooper, 2001;
Mühleisen, 2003; Halberstam, 2005; Koskela, 2005; Shugart and Waggoner, 2005). In
this respect, potential ambivalence and ambiguity crosswise traditional ideas of
gender and sexuality have been put forward. These theoretical approaches have
inspired my research. One example of a reconfigured concept concerns a shift of
focus in relation to the notion of body and subjectivity. As Mac an Ghaill and
Haywood (2007:151) state, there has been a theoretical shift from /…/ working with
the body (focus on the industrial employee) to working on a culturally inscribed,
aspirational and narcissistic body (focus on the aesthetical stylised body image) (ibid).
They suggest that this shift is part of a contemporary cultural and social dynamic in
which consumption and the emergence of hybrid and narcissistic subjects are focal
points. Symbolic and signifying acts configure the way young people look, and
various ways of looking are being extolled by these novel representational acts.
In order to examine whether a new regime of articulations and self-pleasuring are
being prod-used and adapted in the enhanced mediated youth culture, I look at
youths’ camphone culture in the light of the increasingly and intensified self-
broadcasting culture. This culture is, as Mark Andrejevic (2004:5) underlines in his
research on reality trends, enabled by the shift from subjects being media consumers
to content producers. By submitting to displaying and monitoring the rhythms of
everyday life through mobile phone communication, youths are unquestioningly a
dominant group of prod-users of mobile phone culture and content. Moreover, I
examine whether the constant communication also imparts youths’ perception of
gaining control and whether this form of control and exposé may provide youths with
2 The term ‘technosocial’ was developed by Ito and Okabe (2005:259) and signifies ‘a way of
incorporating the insights of theories of practice and social interaction into a framework that takes into
account technology-mediated social orders’.
3modes of (symbolic) participation in the media commodities and facilities that they
employ on a daily basis.
Forms of mediated voyeurism and exhibitionism have been focal points in various
recent researches on new media and youths (Andrejevic, 2004; van Dijck 2003;
Jimrouglu, 2001; Jerslev, 2004; Koskela, 2005; Lee, 2005; Miller and Shepard, 2005;
Milne, 2004; Nussbaum, 2005; Rosen, 2005). For example, Andrejevic (2004) argues
that the amplified and complex techniques for looking and being looked at are
mediated forms of ‘individuation and self-authentication’:
/…/ subjectification entails active submission to surveillance, which means that
we don’t just endure the monitoring gaze, we embrace the drive to make
ourselves seen (Andrejevic, 2004:189).
In this sense, Andrejevic points to a subjectivity that has been subdued by the
uniformity of mass society, leaving submission as a mode of empowerment (see also
Koskela, 2005; Miller and Shepard, 2005). These aspects are fruitful when examining
how mobile phone practices have affected youths’ performances of the self, gender
and sexuality as well as the role of agency.
In the mobile-phone youth culture, the daily communication represents modes of
comprehending the world in terms of what is seen as important and relevant. As Rupa
Huq states (2006:4), only by questioning those cultural modes and contexts that
youths are a part of can one comprehend how cultural practices constitute power
relationships that form young people's experiences and perceptions. The interpersonal
mobile-phone communication thus contributes to defining the reality as well as
reflections of the self. This is supported by Helene Jansen and Stefan Lock Jensen
(2003:11) in their work on reality television, asserting that performance of the self is a
part of the modern self-referring self-process, in which one becomes prod-user of
one’s own life and individualisation. In similar ways, the mobile phone offers, as
Christine Rosen (2005) points out, a great deal of instant pleasure and gratification to
our egos, as it serves as a ‘publicisation of emotional fulfilment’ (see also de
Gournay, 2002).
Through discourse-analytical approaches, the purpose of my thesis is to examine
young people's personal and interpersonal mobile telephony practices. In order to
grasp how various modes of articulation and self-performance are being prod-used
and adapted in an increasingly and intensified self-broadcasting culture, I examine the
interplay between how young people present and become a self in a social world
4through mobile telephony practices. In other words, I question how youths’ mobile
telephony practices affect the role of agency alongside the three following axes:
A. In order to examine whether mobile telephony communication and
practices have implications for alternative performances across traditional
gender and sexuality norms, I will focus on the way young people present
and become a self in relation to gender and sexuality performances. How
do performances of gender and sexuality take place at the micro-social
level of text-message communication and camphone-image practices?
B. In order to understand the continuity and possible changes in the practice
of family photography, I examine camphone and traditional family images
in a wide socio-cultural and historical context. What potential
consequences does the new ‘indivisual’ use of camphones have for the
visual documentation of the family, and do new technologies of the self
affect young people's role of agency?
C. In order to grasp the complexity of young people's mobile telephony
practices and social relationships, I examine the significance between
mobile telephony as a medium, its practices and the genres it conveys.
Based upon love text-message and camphone self-portrait genres, in what
ways do young people's practices have implications for the constitution of
media and genres of the self?
My PhD research was originally motivated by my Master’s thesis, in which an
interest in youths’ gender and sexuality performances through text-message
communication was the point of departure (Prøitz, 2003). In this manner, the PhD
stems from the same focal points yet is further developed, extended and prolonged.
The PhD project has thus given me the unique ability to follow some of the same
young people over a period of four years. This has provided vital micro-social
knowledge from and within a fast-growing mobile-phone youth segment. In order to
grasp and understand the complex interplay between new mobile-phone technologies
and services, and changes in youths’ mobile-phone practices and perceptions, it has
been necessary to examine these aspects in close interrelation with the informants’
concrete technologies of the self. Apart from an expanded focus on gender and
sexuality matters, new focuses on i.e. visual culture, subjectivity articulations and
genres are perspectives that have been added in my PhD. The PhD is also a part of the
5Department of Media and Communication’s (IMK/University of Oslo) umbrella
project ‘Internett I Endring 3. Digital genreutvikling; smalbåndskommunikasjon mot
en bredbåndsverden’.3
Organisation of the thesis
The thesis consists of an introductory essay (chapters 1 to 6) including an epilogue
and four research papers provided as appendices.
The next chapter (2) highlights a brief historical sketch subjected to a Norwegian
context followed by an outline of national and international research on mobile
phones.
The various theoretical approaches are thoroughly presented and discussed in
chapter three. In brief, this includes a presentation of the way I grasp the meaning of
linguistic and textual notions before outlining the concept of post-structuralism. These
approaches will be structured in relation to feminist and queer-feminist theoretical
approaches. The chapter also draws some main theoretical features on photography
and image culture, interpretations that are not based upon text or linguistic modes of
understanding. In the final part, a short account of new media and genre theories is
presented.
In order to scrutinise and grasp young people's mobile-phone culture and
communication from various perspectives, I have applied a triangulation of several
methods. The fourth chapter encompasses a wide and detailed presentation of the
various methodological approaches utilised throughout the longitudinal research. In
brief, this includes an account of various modes of in-depth interviews, samplings of
text and multimedia images, drawings and network maps. All methodological
approaches are thoroughly elucidated and discussed in the introductory chapter 4. The
chapter closes with a brief discussion of the methods used as well as an account of the
analytical framework.
Chapter five is an extended part of the methodological approaches, merely
focusing upon and discussing ethical aspects of the methods used. When examining
interpersonal acts in a rather unknown and unexplored area, I argue that it implies a
rethinking of practical methodological and ethical frameworks. The reflection
embraces main questions and challenges in regard to how research on new personal
media should be carried out in order to suit the researcher’s task and be ethically
3 http://www.media.uio.no/prosjekter/internettiendring
6justifiable. New media requires a reconsideration of traditional methods and the
development of new ones. Overall, the chapter’s point of departure is the Association
of Internet Researchers (AoIR), De Nasjonale Forskningsetiske Komiteer/The
National Committees for Research Ethics (NESH) and Norsk Samfunnsvitenskapelig
Datatjeneste/Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) ethical guidelines.
The introductory essay’s final chapter, chapter six, summarises the findings and
conclusions across the four research papers, while the epilogue that follows
recapitulates the main social changes and effects regarding mobile phone usage
throughout the four years. I particularly call attention to young people’s relation to
and perception of the technology itself, as well as changes in their communication
with peers and parents.
The four research papers included as appendices are:
Paper 1: Prøitz, Lin 2005. ‘Cute Boys or Game Boys? The Embodiment of
Femininity and Masculinity in Young Norwegians’ Text-Message Love
Projects’ in Fibreculture Journal, 2005, Issue 6 ‘Mobility, New Social Intensities
and the Coordination of Digital Network’
http://journal.fibreculture.org/issue6/issue6_proitz.html 2005
Paper 2: Prøitz, Lin 2007 (forthcoming). ‘A Play of Visibility. Performances of
Gender and Sexuality in Young Women’s and Men’s Camphone Images’
(submitted to Convergence, 09.02.2007)
Paper 3: Prøitz, Lin 2007. ‘“Everybody has a family tree – and this is mine:”
Writing your own narrative. A study of family photography from the family
album to MMS’ [“Alle har sitt familietre – og her er mitt:” Å skrive sin egen
historie. En studie av familiebildepraksis via familiealbum til MMS] in Lüders,
Prøitz and Rasmussen (2007) (eds), Personlige medier. Livet mellom skjermene,
Oslo: Gyldendal Akademisk
Paper 4: Prøitz, Lin 2007, “Mobile Media and Genres of the Self”, in Stuedahl,
D. & Storsul, T. (Eds.) Ambivalence towards convergence. Digitalisation and
media change: Nordicom, Gøteborg 2007, pp. 199-216. The article is a further
development of “Intimacy Fiction. Intimate Discourses in Mobile Phone
Communication amongst Norwegian Youth” in Nyiri, Kristof (ed) A Sense of
Place. The Global and The Local in Mobile Communication, Vienna: Passagen
Verlag 2005, pp. 191-201
7CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH ON MOBILE TELEPHONY
Mobile telephony in a Norwegian context
In Norway, 1st December 1966 is according to historian Henrik Bastiansen (2006)
the alleged official birthday of the mobile phone. At this point, no one spoke of a
mobile phone but rather a ‘car-radio-telephone’ implying its origin: a telephone
through a radio installed in a car (ibid). In this fashion, due to the size and weight of
the technological device, the car was required in order to make the radio-phone
movable at all. Throughout the next 30 years, there were various fundamental and
important technological, industrial and political phases that influenced and enabled
the Norwegian mobile phone’s success in the nineties (i.e. from NMT to GSM4, for
more details see Bastiansen, 2006). In the mid-nineties and onward, the mobile phone
had become affordable for most people, and the massive media and commercial
marketing contributed to the perception of it as indispensable. By the late nineties, the
mobile phone had become a necessary part of people’s individual private and social
lives. From focusing on the GSM breakthrough, prices, models and services, the
media and mobile-phone market shifted its rhetoric in the years following 2000,
turning the mobile phone into a personal medium. Today, customising and
personalising one’s mobile phone in order to fit one’s personality and use appear as
vital and sovereign hallmarks (Hjorth, 2005). In this sense, from being mainly a mass
product, the mobile phone today symbolises the foremost individual, personal and
private digital media.
Out of the numerous mobile-phone communication functions, text messages have
been the most popular function among Norwegian youths.5 Interestingly, when
launching the SMS in Norway (1995), it was thought of as an assistant service
exclusively tailored for businessmen. The short messages were therefore designed in
order to enable and support the busy businessman/woman throughout his/her hectic
4 NMT stands for "Nordisk mobiltelefonsystem" [Nordic Mobile phone system] and is a system with
analogue transfer of speech and digital signaling. The system is called the first generation automatic
mobile phone system. The first NMT net in Norway opened in 1981. The Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM: originally from Groupe Spécial Mobile) is the most popular standard for
mobile phones in the world. GSM differs significantly from NMT in that both signaling and speech
channels are digital call quality, which means that it is considered a second generation (2G) mobile
phone system. In Norway GSM was launched in 1993 by Telemobil (Bastiansen, 2006:175f). See also:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_System_for_Mobile_Communications
5 In Norway, the first text message was sent in 1995 (Bastiansen, 2006:160).
8and demanding days where time pressure was at stake (Due, 2003). Today, it is well
known that the market’s text-message hypothesis among this group failed. Instead,
text messages became Norwegian youths’ foremost communication practice which
rocketed and affected the youths’ social and cultural lives in many ways and on many
levels (Due, 2003; Hareide, 2002; Johnsen, 2000; Ling, 1999, 2002, 2004; Prøitz,
2003; Skog, 2006; Sti, 2002).
After seven or eight years with exceptionally high usage of text-message
communication in Norway, the multimedia message system (MMS) was introduced in
2002, two years after the launch of the world’s first camera-telephone handset
(Bastiansen, 2006:163).6 During 2003, the two largest telephone companies in
Norway at that time, Telenor and Netcom, offered their subscribers MMS free of
charge. The campaign was introduced in an attempt to make MMS as popular as text
messaging. Hence, during 2003, frequent MMS activity was registered, not merely in
the way it was pre-scripted: again youths found their own ways of making use of the
technological system, where sending long text messages free of charge seemed highly
suitable. However, when the telephone companies in late December (2003) started to
charge for MMS usage, which was three times more expensive than SMS, the amount
of sent MMS dropped. Various aspects of MMS and camera-phone image practices
are examined in this thesis.
During the same year, 2003, the number of camera-telephones sold exceeded the
sale of (traditional) digital snapshot cameras. Today, five years after the launch of the
camera-telephone in Norway, more than 90% of all mobile telephones are sold with
an integrated camera and MMS functions, and 18% of youths take images on a daily
basis (Ling, 2006).7
National and international research on mobile telephony
Examining the actions of technosocial practices and their consequences among
youths have been crucial points in mobile telephony research over the last ten years.8
Rich Ling (1999, 2002, 2004, 2005) has been one of the Norwegian protagonists in
6 Japan, October, 2000, by J-Phone; J-SH04.
7 The very few people who still buy a mobile telephone without a camera are, according to salespeople
at Ericsson Norway, people who are declined to have a work phone with these functions.
8 i.e. Bell, 2006, 2007; Castells et.al., 2007; Ling, 2002, 2004; Ling and Yttri, 2002; Döring et al, 2004;
Fourtinati, 2005; Hjorth 2005; Ito, Okabe and Matsuda, 2005; Johnsen, 2000; Katz and Aakhus, 2002;
Lee, 2005; Lin, 2005; Lüders, 2007; Plant, 2002; Prøitz, 2003, 2005a,b, 2007; Rheingold, 2003; Scifo,
2005; Skog, 2006; Taylor and Harper, 2003
9this field. In his works, social patterns and practices have been scrutinised from
various angles in various age groups. His findings show that the elderly keep a mobile
phone in order to feel safe whereas micro-coordination is the foremost purpose for
families. However, for Norwegian teenagers, being connected is their major purpose
(Ling 2004, 2005). According to Ling (2004, 2005), the two latter groups also
emphasise how the mobile phone enables a far more flexible and effective lifestyle.
By continuously being able to micro-coordinate every moment and movement in
one’s (and others’) daily life, life becomes more effortless. Yet in my work I argue
that in the wake of our new flexible lifestyle, a counter effect is at the same time
constituted: we are more attached and obliged to be continuously available for each
other (Prøitz, 2003). Therefore, the mobile phone simultaneously reduces the effect of
flexibility. We have become more concerned with and dependent on being in touch
with more people more frequently, which I have characterised as ‘the unbearable
lightness of availability’ (Prøitz, 2003).
Cultural and social significances and effects due to mobile-phone usage is an
international research field that has been explored by various researchers from various
angels (Hjorth, 2005, Kim, 2005; Castells et al., 2007; Fourtunati, 2005; Scifo, 2005;
Koskinen, 2005; Oksman, 2005; Katz and Aakhus, 2002). The most common aspects
concern mobile-phone practice and its reconfigured significance on time, space/place,
private-public boundaries and interpersonal communication. Ito and Okabe (2005)
have made complex analyses of Japanese youth culture, studying the meanings of
urban spaces in relation to surveillance and regulations. Due to the culture’s (Tokyo)
rather high degree of regulations and social codes of conduct, Ito and Okabe
(2005:20) found that the mobile phone is an influential personal medium in young
people’s re-shaping of new social forms, norms and disciplines. Other works on
mobile-phone culture include Angel Lin’s (2005) who through the examination of
language and gender patterns among Hong Kong youths states that mobile-phone
usage merely ‘inserts itself into existing gendered practices of sociality’. However,
she also claims that mobile-phone practices may change communication patterns,
particularly among men, towards a more social and emotionally-oriented practice
traditionally seen as feminine. Other interesting findings on mobile phones in Asian
culture are Bella Ellwood-Clayton’s (2005) research on SMS and religious services in
the Philippines. By studying the collaboration between the Catholic Church and
Philippine mobile-phone companies, interesting practices are sketched out: ‘hotlines
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to God’, confessions, bible verses and evangelical SMS (spiritual prayers) are all
materialised through commercial mobile-phone ventures (op. cit. p. 262, see also
Genieve Bell, 2006). A complex comparative work on mobile-phone usage between
various Asian-Pacific capitals is seen in Larissa Hjorth’s (2005) work. She
particularly emphasises aspects of customisation and gender, pointing out the local
particularities and differences among youths in Seoul, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Taipei.
Similar work has been done in a European context supporting Hjorth’s points of each
city’s specific cultural customs, both in terms of the communication practice and also
people’s relationship to the technology per se (Harper, 2005; Koskinen, 2005; Lasen,
2004; Nyiri, 2005; Oksman, 2005; Scifo, 2005).
As the previous ten years’ international research on mobile phones has shown, new
media technology contributes to reconfiguring and altering social communication
practices. Rather than discussing ‘fictive practices in virtual societies’ (which was the
late-nineties’ online research focus) most work on mobile phones concerns
negotiations of social acts in relation to aspects such as time, space, intimacy,
immediacy and private-public boundaries. 9
I find the above-mentioned research crucial and highly interesting, yet I claim that
there are some vital aspects that are not addressed. Firstly, very few studies have
investigated the way gender and sexuality are played out at the micro-level of text-
message and camera-phone-image communication. Although there have been
numerous works on gender and media, the analyses tend to focus upon displays and
acts within the female-male and subject-object dichotomy (i.e. Lin, 2005; Ling, 2005;
Döring et. al, 2005; Skog, 2006). I argue that there is a need for applying theoretical
and analytical approaches that challenge these perspectives. For instance, queer-
theoretical and discourse-analytical approaches seem apt in order to grasp the
complexity and interplay of hegemonic discourses and youths’ gender and sexuality
performances through mobile-phone communication. By applying these theoretical
perspectives, traditional understandings of i.e. gender and sexuality, ‘objectification’
or ‘the grand family narrative’ may be relocated, intervened, muddled and/or
transposed. Therefore, analyses of conventional expressions and performances may
agitate new understandings, significances and effects. As already mentioned, there is
some research that has brought up these challenges (Koskela, 2005; Lee, 2005), yet I
9 Bell, 2005; Bromseth, 2006; Hjorth, 2005; Ito and Okabe, 2005; Ling, 2004; Manovich, 2001; Prøitz,
2003; 2005a and b.
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claim that studies in visual culture and new media that offer these perspectives are
still limited.
Another account concerns work on personal media where I argue that one needs to
advance the analysis in order to examine how new media of the self materialises and
functions in young people's concrete everyday lives. Although there are some works
on mobile phones that address practices on a micro-social level, the works tend to
ignore the question of genres, not differentiating between genre and media or
analysing genres isolated from their media (i.e. van Dijck, 2003; Ling and Julsrud,
2005; Milne, 2004; Scifo, 2005). My attempt is to concretise the interrelationship
between the mobile phone-medium and genres in order to grasp the complexity of
young people's communicative acts and the social effects that mobile-phone genres
may produce.
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CHAPTER 3 THEORETICAL APPROACHES
Introduction
As new personal media have implied a rearranged perception of subject-
technology, private-public and ‘here-now’, one ought to rethink the concept of social
and cultural significances new personal media entail. One of the main focuses in this
thesis is to explore and expand on the perspective of how meanings are constituted
through young people's usage of new personal media; more specifically, I will give an
account of some various theoretical approaches on communication and social
practices, gender and sexuality, imagery and new genres.
In this chapter, I will present my understanding of linguistic and textual aspects,
before framing these concepts in relation to a discourse-analytical approach. Next, I
will elucidate the concept of post-structuralism, and subsequently relate these
thoughts to feminist and queer-feminist theoretical approaches.
The chapter will also encompass theoretical perspectives which are not framed on
the basis of sentences or other linguistic forms, such as images. Here, a theory which
no longer subjects the image to language yet still interprets images as productive acts
is discussed. Finally, in order to grasp the complexity of young people's
communication practices and the social significances that mobile-phone genres may
constitute, I will in the final theoretical sub-chapter contemplate the interrelationship
between youth culture, the mobile-phone medium and its genres.
The effect of language and text
As the new popular communication practice among youths propelled, fear and
warnings in the media pursued. One concern has been the contagious effect that the
short, effective and abbreviated text-message linguistics could have on youths’
grammar and language. According to Sigfrid Tvitekkja (Mediehuset Østlandsbladet,
02.02.2007) at Norsk Språkråd (The Norwegian Language Council), one concern is
whether languages used in new digital communication practices will be imparted in
later generations’ vocabulary.10 One of the implications could be that later generations
may have difficulties in distinguishing prose, lyrics, sermons and "chat-language". If
so, this will according to Tvitekkja threaten the Norwegian grammar and language.
10 see http://www.oblad.no/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060202/NYHETER/102020027
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On the other hand, the linguist Finn-Erik Vinje (Mediehuset Østlandsbladet,
02.02.2007) claims that the risk of SMS slang influencing the distinct character of the
Norwegian language is small. He argues that in order to make meaningful
communication, youths are able to distinguish and use ‘correct’ language in relation
to the communicative purpose and context. In this sense, incorrect grammatical
statements may also be meaningful in a given context, provided that the parties are
aware of the same linguistic ‘rules of the game’.
In the context of the focus on language and text in this thesis, it is appropriate to
describe the linguistic and textual understandings in the context of the chosen
theoretical perspectives, a coupling that will constitute a basis for the linguistic-based
analyses. According to Eli Glomnes (2001) a wide definition of ‘text’ is applied. She
states that ‘text’ consists of “written, oral and pictorial messages” (2001:11). She
particularly emphasises how language contributes to creating our understanding of
reality. In other words, Glomnes regards text and reality as a complex interplay
between various texts, patterns, acts and signs. In this manner, our knowledge of the
world is constituted through texts and language that become a part of our experience.
Context is another aspect that contributes to the meaning of the text, both because
the context determines the expectations that we have of an utterance, and because
these expectations serve to limit the possibilities for interpretation. As a social act that
produces meaning, language thereby gives us an identity and a contract with the
world in which the indistinct borders of social exchange appear as ongoing, seamless
processes (Glomnes 2001).
The interpretation of ‘text’ in this thesis will be used in accordance with Glomnes’
understanding. Analytically this implies reading the text messages sent by adolescents
as written announcements that produce reality, and which are ruled by clear,
conventionalised expectations of text-message practices. Some of these
conventionalised expectations are related to gender.
Gendered expectations
The feminist linguist researcher Kirsten Gomard (2002:23) points to Nordic
linguistic research which assumes that women speak more standardisedly and that
they have a wider variety of styles, and that men tend to speak more frequently, at
least in public. Various works on mobile-phone and text-message usage support this
gender-biased image. For example, in Ling’s (2005) research on the sociolinguistics
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of text messages among Norwegian youths, it is asserted that young women seem to
have a broader emotional repertoire and vocabulary than young men. Finding that
young women tend to be more socially oriented in text-message communication than
young men (who are found to be more interested in the technological aspects of the
mobile phone), are perspectives that are supported in various international works (i.e.
Döring et. al 2004; Hareide, 2002; Lee and Sohn, 2004; Ling, 2004; Skog, 2002). In
this sense, Gomard (2002) questions the proclivity of popular linguistics to reproduce
stereotypes, rather than observing that gender differences are also interspersed with
“social, regional and age-dependent variations” (ibid.). She claims that, depending on
the situation and the conversation partner, there are not necessarily any large
disparities between the language usage of women and men, but that these differences
appear in the interpretations. Gomard therefore calls for further empirical research
that could explain men’s language usage rather than treating it as the norm, as well as
research that could explain similarities in the language usage of men and women
respectively (ibid.). In my analysis of young Norwegians’ love text messages,
Gomard’s points are supported and further elaborated. By applying a discourse-
analytical approach I examine how these traditional concepts are challenged.
Based on a performative understanding and a Butlerian perspective of ‘doing
gender’ (clarified in more detail in the next sub-chapter), Gomard (op. cit. p. 25f)
wishes to address gender in a way that opens the field for change and variety in time
and space, as well as in terms of contradictions and divisions within a particular
individual. Seeing language as performances that serve to constitute and maintain
certain gender and sexuality structures has been one of Judith Butler’s (1990, 1993,
1997, 2005) theoretical focal points.
By regarding the way women and men talk as discursively produced, either in
conformity with, crosswise or in opposition to institutionalised gender conventions,
one can avoid creating overly primitive or reductionist theories of gender and
sexuality. In the next sub-chapter, I will clarify the way ‘discourse’ and ‘discourse
analysis’ are utilised in this thesis.
The creation of meaning
According to Michel Foucault (1972), a discourse is in the narrowest sense
understood as a specific way to talk about and understand the world. Furthermore,
discourses define certain possible conditions of what can be said and what cannot. In
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this sense, truth and knowledge are seen as products of social, cultural, historical and
political battles of power. Discourses of knowledge that ‘win’ these battles are
‘rewarded’ by the privilege of Hegemony. ‘Possessing’ hegemony implies that some
cultural and social positions, constructions and practices dominate over others. In
Foucault’s works, particularly Discipline and Punish (1994) and History of Sexuality
(1995), the becoming of body and sexuality is scrutinised. Through a discourse-
analytical approach, the perception of what is seen as natural and imminent
concerning gender and sexuality is destabilised. In order to examine which utterances
are perceived as legitimate and which are not, discourse-analytical approaches, in
addition to understanding gender and sexuality as a practice, enables an interpretation
crosswise of the woman-man/femininity-masculinity dichotomy (Butler, 1990).
‘Truths’ are thereby not products of objective observations of reality but rather,
according to Foucault (1995), products of ongoing social processes. These relations
are maintained by the reproduction of pre-existing conceptual frameworks and
categories in the context of a shared culture and language. When examining which
utterances and practices are accepted and meaningful in a specific culture and time
(i.e. concerning gender and sexuality performances) and which are not, regimes of
power and knowledge are made visible. Various social customs lead to various social
acts, and the production of knowledge constitutes concrete social consequences. In
my analyses, I examine which gender, sexuality and linguistic discourses that
influence acts and practices are accepted and which are not. Interpreted in a
Foucauldian manner, internalised text-message customs are the effects of hegemonic
text-message discourses in force constituted crisscross youth, media and technosocial
culture.
As an offshoot of the structuralist and post-structuralist philosophy of language,
Winther Jørgensen and Phillips (1999:17) argue that an approach based on discourse
analysis implies the assumption that our access to reality invariably goes by way of
language:
With the aid of language, we create representations of reality that are never
mere reflections of a pre-existing reality – the representations contribute to
shaping it (ibid.).
This understanding often meets criticism such as ‘what and where is the material
world (reality) if everything is reduced to discourses?’ Like Winther Jørgensen’s and
Phillips’ (1999) argument, I agree that meanings and representation are just as real.
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Thus the acknowledgement of discourses does not imply that reality does not exist,
but as they clearly underline ‘it assumes meaning only through discourse’ (Op. cit. p.
17). In the same vein, ascribing discourses significance is not the same as saying that
negotiations or changes are impossible or that physical people (or women and men,
for that matter) disappear. Being interested in people’s status is precisely what is a
part of some specific philosophical discourses (this is further discussed in the next
four sub-chapters). Based on an understanding of language as a social system,
discourse analysis is therefore mainly concerned with studying meaning in the place
where meaning is created, which is, according to Iver B. Neumann (2001:18), within
language itself. In other words, discourse analysis is a strategy that aims to show how
representations have been constituted and dissipated, as well as to show which of the
different representations constitute a discourse at any given time.
In the papers, analyses of young people's mobile-phone practices, and discourses
of love text messages, camphone self-portraits and family album images are studies.
The analyses elucidate how various discourses are made relevant, and how
adolescents impart the premises for expectations and cultural understandings of the
various customs.
Deconstructing strategies and discourse-analytical approaches are key elements in
feminist post-structuralist theoretical perspectives. In the next sub-chapters, I will
clarify my understanding of post-structuralism before framing these notions in
relation to feminist theories.
Positioning western feminism in relation to post-structuralism
Post-structuralism should not be conceived as a coherent theoretical school or
‘ism’, but should rather be perceived as part of a social framework of understanding
what can be regarded as a continuation of, reaction to and reflection on modernity.1
Thereby, post-structuralism constitutes part of a number of different critical strategies
that challenge certain metaphysical assumptions. These also imply a critical
perspective to the notion that knowledge and science, for example, can be based on
and explained with the aid of natural, objective and unequivocal observations of
reality. This critical perspective thereby implies that the way in which human beings
categorise the world does not necessarily refer to ‘natural’ categories. In a post-
structuralist view, categorising people, for example, according to gender is a
constituted rather than a ‘natural’ division. The post-structuralist perspective thereby
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assumes that there is no objectively-given reality with an ‘inherent’ essence. In this
manner, knowledge appears as constituted, and one understanding cannot be claimed
to be superior or closer to reality than other understandings (i.e. heterosexual nuclear
families versus same-sex families). Rather than perceiving its static structure as the
key aspect of language (structuralism), post-structuralism relocates its focus from the
language system to the statement level, placing the key emphasis on how meaning is
constituted (Glomnes 2001:44). Following a review of some of the main perspectives
in post-structuralist thought, I will in the next sub-chapter take a closer look at the
reasons why exactly this body of thought has assumed such importance for feminist
research.
Western feminism’s acknowledgment of post-structuralism11
From the seventies onwards, one vital aspect became trendsetting within a range of
western (Anglo/American) feminist researchers: the acknowledgement of body and
gender as culturally, historically and socially conditioned (Rubin, 1993). This implied
that the concept of gender was split into two sub-categories: the biological sex and the
social gender (Laqueur, 1992; Plummer, 1995; Rubin, 1993). The biological sex was
still perceived as essentialist, immutable and innate, while the social gender was
regarded as a social construct that was socially and culturally changeable. This
conceptualisation was embraced by (western) women- and gender-studies in the entire
period leading up to the nineties.
From the early nineties, even this binary division was met with criticism from
feminists who claimed that the perception of physical differences should also be
understood as part of a discursive practice (Butler, 1990, 1993; Davies, 1999; de
Lauretis, 1991; Haraway, 1991; Scott, 1988; Sedgwick, 1990). Thus it is explained
that what is perceived as natural about gender in reality is a product of cultural and
discursive practices that subsequently have become ‘naturalised’ and have come to be
seen as natural properties in men and women (Butler, 1990, Foucault, 1995).
Understood in this manner, discourse signifies not only a linguistic construction, but
also comprises an institutional and material practice.
Taking a lead from this approach, various feminist researchers today argue that the
knowledge of how to pass oneself off, and conduct oneself, as a ‘correct’ woman or
11 The encounter between feminism and post-structuralism was by no means an unequivocally
fascinating and attractive embrace. I use the word ‘acknowledgement’ because I focus on that part of
feminism that has been fascinated by and attracted to strategies inspired by post-structuralism.
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man is an effect of a culture’s hegemonic discourses on gender and sexuality; it is a
part of the Grand Heteronormative Narrative (Bech, 2005; Berlant and Warner, 2002;
Butler 1993; Eng, 2003; Foucault, 1995; Kulick 2005; Rosenberg, 2002; Søndergaard,
2000; Warner, 2002). Introducing approaches from discourse analysis to feminist
‘post-structuralist’ perspectives, Judith Butler (1990, 1993, 2004) is one of the most
paradigmatic theorists. Inspired by Foucault (1995) and Derrida (2001 [1978]), one of
Butler’s main tasks has been to develop post-structuralist feminist strategies in order
to denaturalise and deconstruct hegemonic categories and binaries. Therefore, what
we perceive as natural qualities of women and men should rather be seen as products
of dominate discourses. As Butler further claims, there is nothing ‘outside’
discourses, as everything is produced by and within a variety of (competing)
discourses, including the gender/sex dichotomy. Consequently, gender and sexuality
are reiterations of norms and citational practices in a given time and cultural context.
The performance of gender crosswise the expectations, conventions and traditions
of how women and men usually appear as men or women, would most likely
encounter reaction. In my research I particularly examine young people’s perception
of gender and sexuality, both in terms of what are seen as expected and accepted text-
message language and customs as well as practices among women and men
respectively. As Dorte Marie Søndergaard (2000:35) claims, the modes of
representing gender and sexuality will invariably quote the prevailing perception of
gender:
One cannot choose not to express anything; one cannot choose not to be
perceived in relation to gender in cultures where gender is a common element
of construction in the social order. A culturally conventional expression is
never a “neutral expression” or an “absence of expression”; it is a presentation
in the negotiations in favour of conventional gender, and thereby a
contribution to the forces which in a given society strive to maintain the
prevailing order, for perpetuation of the status quo and opposition to
movement and change. The key point is thereby that nobody can abstain from
expressing something; nobody can withdraw from the negotiations (2000:35
[my translation].
Søndergaard here points out how non-reflected expressions of gender also impinge
on the importance of gender in the creation of the social order (ibid.). Various
gendered self-representations are subsequently regulated through repetitive and
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imitative practices in which the repetitions themselves contribute to constitute the
conditions of the subject. According to Butler, because this repetitive gender practice
is always performed within a regulated framework that becomes ‘affirmed’ over time,
the illusion that gender and sexuality are substantial categories arises (Butler 1990). In
this manner, a joint ‘knowledge’ on what the given culture presumes to be ‘true’ (e.g.
heteronormativity) is constituted. Gender is thereby understood as consisting of the
meanings that are assigned to gender through cultural practices and symbolic
expressions. In this way, it becomes apparent that gender and sexuality should not be
perceived as substantial or as innate, but rather as something that is becoming in the
enactment.
However, this does not imply that these expressions are not open to negotiation, or
that they are closed to any change (see Winter Jørgensen and Phillips in the discourse
chapter). Here, Butler refers to the creative potential of the situation, and points out
that situations never appear as precise imitations of each other, and shifts in the
citations enable new articulations and new expressions of gender and sexuality (Butler
1990). Foucault (1995) points out, however, that this practice can be performed only
within relations of power and knowledge. Understanding gender and sexuality as
temporal and mutable cultural categories does not imply that one can choose one’s
gender or change it at will. Foucault bases this reasoning on the fact that one needs to
take account of the perspectives of power and knowledge that at any time are implied
in the various negotiations. Thereby, gender and sexuality are not definable by
themselves as internal issues, but rather as circumstances that are discursively
constituted. In this manner, the ‘internal’ is not separated from the ‘external’, so that
‘autonomous subjects’ or ‘inner gendered cores’ cannot be addressed. The perception
of gender identity is therefore a constituted, rather than a genuine, dimension
(Foucault 1995). In the same vein as how gender and sexuality are perceived in post-
structuralist thought, power is not understood as a substance that one can own or lose;
it is rather seen as a relationship, an activity that is performed. Power is immanently
included in all these relationships as a limiting and productive activity, which further
acts constitutively on our perception of reality. The way we perceive and comprehend
ourselves thereby turns into a part of our integration into historical relations of power
and knowledge. Understood in this manner, the heterogenous relation of power and
knowledge can neither be transcended, nor rejected by way of an act of volition
(Foucault 1995). Yet again, critics of this thinking often question how negotiations or
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changes in gender and sexuality practices and significances in fact are possible when
body, materiality and experiences are ‘reduced to discourses’. Again it must be
emphasised that post-structuralist thinking does not imply that physical bodies,
women or men disappear, although essential gender and sexuality are not
acknowledged (Mühleisen, 2003:22). Instead, post-structuralists focus upon the
significances and effects that physical bodies constitute. Additionally, because
discursive practices never emanate from an unequivocal and immutable structure,
they can be reapplied and restructured in new ways that in turn create new meanings
and articulations, something that the next sub-chapter discusses.
A queer-theoretical approach
Queer theory emerged out of feminist and lesbian and gay studies in the early
1990s and may be seen as a prolonging and further development of post-structuralist
thinking. Like feminist theory and gay and lesbian studies, queer theory rejects the
idea of sexuality being an essentialist category, something determined by
anatomy/biology or judged by eternal standards of morality and truth (Bech, 2005;
Eng, 2003; Halberstam, 2005; Mühleisen, 2003; Rosenberg, 2002; Warner, 2002).
However, unlike feminist theory and gay and lesbian studies, which mainly focus on
homosexuality or on dichotomising and hierarchic gender relations, queer theory
developed its field of study employing a (political) critique of what falls into
normative and deviant categories, in particular sexual activities and identities. One
point here is that non-normative gender and sexuality performances are not
necessarily non-heterosexual (i.e. BDSM, inversion, prostitution, intergenerational
sex, transgender, bisexuality, intersexuality etc). In order to try to open up and get
past hierarchical divisions where some practices and performances are valued over
others, Rosenberg (2002:161) states that queer theory has developed and elaborated a
theory and an analytical framework (deconstruction, destabilisation) that sheds light
on heteronormativity, established categories and dualisms.
Heteronormativity is based upon the perception that everyone is heterosexual and
that the natural way of living is heterosexual. This includes those institutions,
structures, relations and practices that through power uphold heterosexuality as
something homogenous, natural and all-encompassing (Bech, 2005; Rosenberg,
2002:100; Warner, 2002). In this sense, being permeated in society, heteronormativity
is, as Henning Bech (2005:151) further adds, actively and effectively structuring and
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normative for people’s everyday life at all social levels. Heterosexuality is the
expected and dominant way of living, a coherent and privileged structure of
understanding. Hence, everything outside or against the hegemonic heterosexual norm
is perceived as deviant or wrong. For example, in the article “Everybody has a family
tree – and this is mine” (article 3), I discuss how the social structure of the nuclear
family is constantly being (re-)produced as the key model and ideal of a family in
Norwegian culture. Although new practices of gender and sexuality have challenged
the patriarchal and heterosexual nuclear family, the heterosexual, romantic
relationship and parenthood shared between couples still remain the ideal (Andersen,
2003). The ‘grand family narrative’, ritualised and represented through family album
photos, is thus an illustration of a conceptual framework that is valued as privileged
over other ways of living.
The ‘grand family narrative’ fulfils some vital principles of the function of
heteronormativity. One of these implies the dominant thinking in categories and
dichotomies, which is a way to simplify a complex reality (Rosenberg, 2002:102).
This way of separating and classifying implies a production and effective
maintenance of the dichotomies ignoring possible similarities between categories or
within particular categories (i.e. new family practices). The impure, the non-
heterosexual or queer, appears amorphous and ambiguous which in turn threatens
with chaos an established and meaningful world ‘occupied’ by the privileged
dominant group. In order to safeguard people from deviance and insecurity, there is a
set of social rules (norms) that is seen as normal and right. As Rosenberg (2002:101)
further claims, these rules remain invisible as long as no one infringes, conflicts with
or disobeys them. Thus the queer-theoretical focal points implies, as Bech (2005:152)
asserts:
/…/ other sexual orientations, practices, gender performances, ways of living,
perceptions of the self than those designed by the normal’s normativity (ibid.,
[my translation].
By applying a queer-analytical approach, one sheds light on discourses, practices,
norms and effects which enables one to articulate existing gender and sexuality
disorder and hybridity (Mühleisen, 2003).
Some various rhetoric tools that structure the knowledge from which sexuality
positions and acts are conceived is, as Foucault (1995) points out, through language,
through images, symbols and signs or through concrete social acts (see also Eng,
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2003). Queer theory underlines that all sexual acts are social constructs and sets of
signifiers that manifest themselves in a way that produces certain types of social
meanings and effects. In my analyses, I apply a queer-theoretical approach when
analyzing gender and sexuality performances in text messages and camera-phone
images. Moreover, I examine aesthetical cultural significances through camphone
family-images, discussing high- versus low-brow art, claiming that, as with gender
and sexuality, our perception of aesthetic culture and its relevance is culturally
discursive.
In these analyses, the point of departure is not necessarily non-heterosexual, yet by
queer-theoretical interpretations of the hetero/normative culture, the attempt is to offer
various and diverse readings of articulations and interpersonal practices, particularly
as they become evident in genres. Rather than interpreting stereotypical gender and
sexuality performances within the subject-object dichotomy, queer-feminist-
theoretical approaches offer other viewpoints.
The directions from this sub-chapter are crucial perspectives in my work. As major
parts of the thesis concern theoretical discussions and analyses of camphone portraits,
self-portraits and family-album images, I devote the next theoretical sub-chapter to a
description of situations when an understanding of the supportive and creative
importance of language is not sufficient.
Beyond language – visual pleasure revisited
Ever since the (official) invention of photography theoreticians have focused on
photography as a system of representation, including discussions of both the image as
a form and of photography as a social phenomenon. According to the Concise Oxford
English Dictionary, ‘photography’ means ‘writing with light’. Beyond this simplified
definition, many diverging and partly-contradictory understandings and meanings of
photography are used. Among the theoretical texts on photography from the seventies,
Roland Barthes’ (1977) discussions of the spatial presence and temporal displacement
of photography have had the greatest impact. Barthes is mainly concerned with the
“real unreality” of the photograph, a temporal relationship in which photography’s
dualistic essence of both past and future is discussed. These thoughts are further
developed in ‘Camera Lucida’ (1981:91) where he in a phenomenological manner
argues in favour of the function of photography as a ‘counter-memory’, i.e. as neither
memories per se, nor as traces of reality, but as a power to indicate time.
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During the 1980s and 1990s, it is fair to claim that post-modern voices and post-
structuralist perspectives have dominated academic understandings of photography.
With authors like John Tagg (1988), Alan Sekula (1984) and Victor Burgin (1996) at
the forefront, positivist/marxist-semiological/formalist interpretations of photography
(Bazin (1967), Barthes (1977), Sontag (1977), Berger (1972)) have gradually been
replaced by interpretations indicating that photography has no fixed identity or
separate force, but represents a cacophony of competing discourses. Or, as formulated
by Burgin (in Batchen 1998:8 [1977]), ‘an unending process of becoming enacted by
the viewing subject’.
In the wake of these trends, Aud Sissel Hoel (2005:287) claims that the key
question concerning the essence of photography has become nearly illegitimate. As a
consequence of ‘the death of the grand narratives’, present discourses tend to refer to
photographs in the plural, rather than to photography. In general, Hoel agrees with the
critique raised against the position claiming that photography can be regarded as
objective and visual evidence of truth. In the same vein, she adheres to the mantra
inspired by Foucault that knowledge and understanding cannot be regarded
independently from discursive structures of power: it is meaningless to discuss
‘aesthetically correct’, ‘natural’ or ‘true’ forms of photography without referring to
the prevailing linguistic, socio-cultural or historic discourses of which these are a part.
Despite these arguments, Hoel remains highly critical of post-modernist theories of
photography by claiming that if discourses deliver the premises for the productivity of
systems of representation, one loses sight of the force of articulation which is specific
to photography as a medium (2005:303). As an alternative, Hoel develops and
employs a perspective on the philosophy of representation that in itself also
encompasses ascribing power [tilskrivende kraft], but rather than discussing
photography as having an ascribing power on time, Hoel focuses on photography as
having an ascribing and constitutive power on the object. By focusing on the ‘power
of photography as a medium’ (ibid.) the specificity and identity of photography as a
medium is reformulated and reinterpreted. Hoel ‘searches’ for the identity of
photography as a medium elsewhere:
Rather than searching for the characteristics of photography, we should explore
photography’s capacity as a medium. The identity of photography is not found
in its characteristics, but in its manner of ascribing characteristics. In this
manner, identity emerges as a dynamic magnitude in a dual sense: identity
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emerges over time, and this presupposes an ascription of identity (Hoel
2005:299).
Hoel’s reinterpretation is fertile, because she introduces a mobility into the highly
deterministic concept of ‘identity’, and this forms the conditions for us to be able to
regard photography as both a stage director and producer of meaning, for example, in
photography’s production of meaning of and by the Family. Understanding
photography as a producer of identity, like Hoel does, i.e. as a practice rather than as
an object in the classical sense, is also seen in Gottfried Boehm’s work (without
annual volume). He suggests that the image possesses a separate force and separate
meaning that belongs to the image alone. Hence, if overly emphasising the text behind
the image, Boehm argues that one fails to see the possibilities of the image:
/…/without the diverse, the ambiguous, the sensual and the multivocal, one
cannot really think of images. Any image derives its determining power from its
connection with the indeterminate (Boehm).
In this sense, rather than representing a craving for a visual purity and innocence in
the images, Boehm asks for a theory that no longer subjects the image to language. In
spite of the fact that the medium is not ascribed any medium-specific characteristics
or has a permanent, immanent identity, photography is still productive as a practice.
In this manner, Hoel and Boehm move beyond Barthes’ understanding of
photography and post-modernist theories of photography in Tagg’s sense, in spite of
the fact that she – like Tagg – bases her views on the assumption that ‘all access to
reality is mediated’ (op. cit., p. 301). Instead Hoel emphasises the productivity of the
representation in a more pragmatically-phenomenological spirit by claiming the
following:
There is thereby already a meaning, and the techniques of representation
(language, photography) interact with this meaning in an articulating and
transforming manner. Meaning is not re-presented, neither do they project; they
reveal reality in line with its specific, biased aim (op. cit., p. 302).
A further point in this discussion of theories of photography concerns the transition
from analogue to digital practices of photography. A number of photography
theoreticians have already voiced their fears of the death of photography. For
example, an article by Anne-Marie Willis (1990:197-208) called ’Digitisation and the
living death of photography’, published in the early nineties, presages a gloomy future
for photography: “... digitisation is a process which is cannibalising and regurgitating
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photographic (and other) imagery, allowing the production of simultations of
simultations.” (Willis, 1990:197-208).
To the extent that analogue photography can be regarded as having an indexical
relationship with reality, digital images constitute only signs of signs, rather than
signs of reality, as pointed out by Willis above. However, like Batchen (1999:213), I
am inclined to ask: What reality? In Batchen’s interpretation of Willis’ fears,
photography appears to be facing two crises: one technological and one of an
epistemological nature. The technological crisis concerns the introduction of digital
images themselves, while the epistemological crisis revolves around broader ethical,
scientific and cultural changes (ibid.). Batchen points out that this scenario does not
represent a new aspect of the debate over photography; it is rather as old as
photography itself. Among others, he refers to the classical, theoretical texts on
photography by Walter Benjamin (1936) and Roland Barthes (1981), who all discuss
various aspects of the authenticity of photography and its relationship to life and
death. Batchen also questions the assumption that ‘the objective truth’ is still regarded
as the cultural privilege of traditional photography. In Batchen’s (1999) view,
lighting, exposure time and chemical development processes also constitute
intervening and manipulative analogue processes. Furthermore, he emphasises that
photography has never been a single technology, but rather part of nearly two
centuries of competing technologies and innovations that, according to Batchen (213),
have never threatened the very concept of photography:
Even if we continue to identify photography with certain archaic technologies,
such as camera and film, those technologies themselves embody the idea of
photography, or, more accurately, a persistent economy of photographic desires
and concepts (p. 213) /.../ Even if photography as a separate entity may be fast
disappearing, the photographic as a vocabulary of conventions and references
lives on in ever-expanding splendor (p. 216).
Batchen’s point concerns an understanding of new ways to see and exist, in the
light of – and in line with – changed technological, social and cultural formations,
changes that have a bearing on the importance and value of the image, but without
leading to the disappearance of photography as a concept. In article 3 “Everybody has
a family tree /…/”, I describe various aspects of the family as an idea and as a practice
against a historical backdrop, before going on to use Batchen’s understanding of
digital photography, Hoel’s perspective on the philosophy of representation, and
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Barthes’ reflections on the intervention of the photography in time and space to
investigate how renegotiations of the ‘moment’ contribute to the production of
representations of the family i.e. the aesthetic, ascriptive and intervening effects of
images made by mobile-phone cameras.
Overall, the thesis addresses various aspects and practices of young Norwegians’
mobile-phone customs. Thus the next sub-chapter is subjected to an assortment of
facets that concern this particular age group, and their usage of new media and
emerging genres.
Young people, new media, new genres?
Parallel with a highly-mediated social concept and an increased life expectancy,
the phase that constitutes ‘youth’ has been lengthened (Buckingham and Willet 2006;
Huq 2006; Pedersen 2005; Thurlow 2007). This has resulted in an increased
juvenilisation of society. At the same time, various aspects of the youth culture and
young people's acts are often criticised. In relation to media and new technologies,
young people are frequently cited as the digital generation, the thumb generation, the
online-generation, generation text, the mobile generation, wired teens, text-savvy
teenagers, and/or cyber-kids (Buckingham, 2006, Thurlow, 2007). Moreover, when
describing the social effects that new digital media and genres may have on youths,
terms such as feverishly, hooked and addicted are recurrently used. As Crispin
Thurlow’s (2007:5) finds in her research on the media representation of youths and
technoculture, a caricatured image of youths is often presented, as tragic victims
unable to control their consumption.12 One fear concerns a threat to the standard of
morality and conventional communication practices. For example, rather than
emphasising the socio-linguistic poetry, ironic play, creativity, and innovative, self-
reflexive and aesthetic potential of communication use, youths are often accused of
destroying the language. According to Thurlow, youths’ use of language in i.e. text
messages are too often compared to and/or put as opposition to standard language.
She asks (2007:7) whether new forms and styles are inferior to older, and
furthermore, whether a loss of standard grammar and style implies a loss of
communication. I support Thurlow’s view, claiming that by dismissing text-message
and camphone-image communication as meaningless, one devalues ways of
communication which clearly have a great deal of interpersonal and symbolic value
12 This is particularly a criticism of Postman’s (1994) work.
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for many young people. As Thurlow underlines, new linguistic practices seldom
spring from nowhere.
When examining the attributes and properties of i.e. love text messages, camphone
family images or camphone self-portraits taken by young people, it is clear that some
specific distinctiveness of these acts is enabled by the mobile-telephony technology.
For example, text-message communication constitutes an intimate and immediate
shared space at the same time as one is physically separate. This position facilitates
one to send daring and juicy love text messages to someone one hardly knows. At the
same time, although love text-message communication adds a distinctiveness hitherto
unseen in traditional genres, it also draws upon and borrows features from previous
genres. Expressing love and intimacy to each other has been a well-known practice
for ages, of which emails, love letters or the billet genre are some examples.
Therefore, when examining new emerging technologies and genres, one ought to take
into account past examples as these generate models and expectations for the
following ones. In my research, I particularly discuss genre theories in accordance
with past and new media and genres of the self. In doing so, my attempt is to grasp
the complexity of young people's communicative acts, as well as comprehending the
new media and the effect that this communication imparts.
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CHAPTER 4 METHODS
The choice of methods is inseparable from the theoretical perspectives and
research problems. Based on the theoretical axes from the previous chapter, my task
has been to examine and understand various processes of negotiations in young
people’s ‘mobile’ life: gender and sexuality performances in visual-message and text-
message communication, play of visibility in young people's camera-phone images,
reconfigurations of family-album images, and elucidation/illumination of
technologies of the self through personal mobile communication. As various
perspectives may contribute to broaden the nuances and understandings of what is
examined, I have chosen to sample data from a range of various empirical sources.
The triangulation of methods in this thesis includes focusing on group interviews,
interviews of couples and individual in-depth interviews for a total of 23 young
informants in 2001, 2004 and 2005. In addition, a sample of 2000 text messages and
300 camera-phone images/graphics/MMS form a fundamental source of analyses. A
chart provided as an attachment (Appendix I) gives an overview of the informants’
participation during the three phases.
Moreover, the informants’ drawings of mobile phones and social-network maps, as
well as a sample of newspaper clippings, early historical family photos and visiting
cards are all empirical elements in this thesis that broaden and nuance the analytical
context. In the following parts, I will clarify the methods used point by point before
reflecting upon some ethical and methodological challenges.
Designing the interview guide
In order to gain insight into the practices, processes and premises of young people's
text-message culture, approaching their current social life at a micro-level was central.
In Görlich and Kirkegaard’s (2000) research, focus groups are utilised in order to
study cultural, relational and individual aspects of young people’s life in general,
focusing upon the constitution of gender and sexuality in particular. As they constitute
research axes that were of interest to me, such as gender, sexuality, time, space,
communication and youths, I found their methods fruitful. Hence, I designed an
interview guide that, in accordance with Görlich and Kirkegaard, emphasises personal
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and interpersonal relationships in the light of these axes (see appendix II). My
interview guide focuses on six overall subject matters: a) everyday usage of the
mobile phone (voice calls, text messages and camera-phone images), b) youthhood
(being a friend or partner), c) parent-child relations, d) sexuality and gender, e)
subjectivity/self-understanding, and f) youths’ relation to the technology.
The intense process that often takes place in the teen years e.g. challenging
existing limits, developing new possibilities, and modifying modes of acts and
perceptions in order to constitute (new) meanings, as well as focusing on gender and
sexuality, are all vital aspects that influenced the choice of the age group.
Additionally, the 2001 fifteen- and sixteen-year-old adolescents were also the first
young generation that had grown up alongside the escalating mobile-phone society.
Rather than focusing upon differences between adolescent boys and girls, my interest
in 2001 was to examine variations, diversity and negotiations among adolescent girls.
Hence, I exclusively chose groups of girls in 2001. However, although boys were not
my focus, the findings do not exclude the fact that adolescent boys may use, or
perceive, text messages in the same manner.13
In order to understand the informants’ thoughts, perceptions and personal
experiences, the interview guide was formulated along lines of thought where
contrasts and categories were formulated as questions. For example, I would ask
‘what do you associate with masculinity? Can you give some examples?’, followed by
asking ‘what do you associate with femininity? Can you give any examples?’
Moreover, the interview guide needed to be comprehensible to the informants. Thus
making the interview guide specific and concrete in relation to familiar cultural and
conventional expressions emerged as an apt method. If I had asked ‘in what ways are
you performing and constituting gender and sexuality when communicating through
text messages?’ or ‘to what extent is it vital to appear as a culturally intelligible
woman when communicating through text messages?’ the questions would most
likely have appeared incomprehensible. Instead I made the questions concrete such
as: ‘could you tell me about what an ordinary text-message day looks like? To whom
do you send/receive messages and in which situations? Can you give me an example
of one text message that you sent to a boy/girl of the same age as you?’14 Using the
13 There are only girls that have been re-interviewed in all three phases. However, several boys were
interviewed twice, in 2004 and 2005.
14 The full interview guides are provided as appendices.
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informant’s everyday life as a point of departure for questioning is, according to
Søndergaard, (2000) a mode that assists the informant to be concrete and present in
relation to the informant’s own actual ways of living (Søndergaard 2000:73).
Apart from modifying some initial problems and weaknesses from the first 2001
interview guide (e.g. the questioning was too abstract, the questions were too similar),
and customising the interview guide in order to fit each group (e.g. partner interview,
random compound groups, individual in-depth interviews) and each year’s mobile-
phone novelties overall, all the interviews were designed in this fashion.
Interviews
Contrary to the classical individual in-depth interview, the focus-group interview is
a research method where data are constituted through the informants’ interplay with
each other (Wibeck, 2000). The method enables one to study the informants’
thoughts, points of view and argumentation as well as to observe how knowledge and
perceptions are produced and utilised in a cultural and social context. By examining
ways in which the participants reason and discuss, the researcher can study how a
variety of significances are constituted. However the significance of other
interrelational aspects, such as physical appearances, previous interrelations, attitudes
and expectations of each other’s responses and reactions, influences the outcome in
focus groups. The extent to which this influences the group depends on the
composition of the group.
2001 and 2005 focus groups: The three focus groups consisted of groups of five,
four and three white, middle-class participants (October and November 2001, and
October 2005 respectively). The interviews took place in two cities in the eastern part
of southern Norway (Oslo and Lillehammer) and in one city in the northern part
(Bodø). The two groups in 2001 were fifteen- and sixteen-year-olds (freshmen) who
were technical high school classmates.15 Two of the girls had been friends for many
years, and a third knew these two girls prior to high school, whereas the rest had come
to know each other during the previous two months. None of them had become ‘best
friends’, yet they all shared confidences. At the same time, I found it difficult to
observe clear interpersonal structures of hierarchy or other social regulations in force.
15 In order to recruit informants, I made phone calls to three high schools located within one hour’s
travel distance from the university. I chose the high schools that immediately replied positively. I
recruited all nine informants through the school inspector, who randomly chose nine girls from two
parallel classes.
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I suspect that the brief time of acquaintance plays a key role here. Both group
interviews were carried out in a study at their school during school hours. The first
interview lasted 60 minutes, the second 90 minutes.
The 2005 group consisted of two folk high school classmates and one who was a
long-term friend of one of them. All were twenty years of age. Two of them attended
the same class at the folk high school, one of whom I had interviewed in 2004. The
latter was a friend visiting one of them. This friend was initially not asked to
participate, however, as the intended informant cancelled, the friend was asked by the
other informants to join them.16 The interview took place at a conference room in
Lillehammer and lasted 90 minutes.
2004 individual and same-sex partner interviews: During spring and summer 2004,
I re-interviewed six of the same young women from the 2001 study, as well as
recruiting nine additional white, middle-class informants (four women, five men) in
Oslo (in the southern part of eastern Norway) and Bodø (in the northern part of
Norway). All informants from Oslo were recruited by the “snowball method” and
individually interviewed in-depth in their school or at my office. The remainder were
two same-sex partner interviews, two male and two female partners, all recruited by
an advertisement I had placed on a gay internet site (www.gaysir.no). Both couples
were interviewed in the gay association department in Bodø. In total my sample
included five young men and ten young women, all 18 to 19 years old. The partner
interviews lasted 90 minutes each, while the individual interviews lasted from 60 to
90 minutes.
2005 individual interviews: In addition to the 2005 focus group interview, I
conducted eight individual, in-depth interviews. The in-depth interview consisted of
three women, all from the initial 2001 study, and five men, two of whom had
participated in 2004. I interviewed the informants at their workplace, at conference
rooms at various hotels and at my office. The remaining participants were recruited
by the snowball method and included in the study for three reasons: a) I could not
reach any of the previous interviewees, b) I assumed that six informants would be too
limited, and c) by adding five young men the total gender balance would be more
16 The term “folk high school” is a literal translation of the Norwegian word folkehøgskole. However,
this translation may give you the wrong idea. Folk high schools are not “high schools” in the sense of
upper secondary school institutions designed to prepare students for college or work through exams.
Folk high schools are separate from the rest of Norway’s educational system. Students can be of any
age and can have any level of educational experience. Indeed, these are schools for all people, all
“folk”. http://www.folkehogskole.no/
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equal. All interviews lasted from one to one-and-a-half hours. The interviews took
place in Oslo.
Reflections and discussions of the interviews
2001 focus group interviews
The advantage of interviewing people who know each other prior to the interview
situation is that they are more likely to be relaxed and have developed, to a certain
extent, an interpersonal confidence with each other (Søndergaard, 2000).
Consequently, the situation would enable me to observe already existing social
interplay and contexts. On the other hand, interviewing friends or acquaintances that
have to relate to each other after the interview may also engender some limitations.
As already established, expectations and configurations within the group are (to a
certain degree) set; the group may place too much focus on avoiding conflicts.
Another point is that if the group is too established, internalised ‘regulations’ and
structures within the group may influence what each person perceives as ‘possible’ to
utter (according to what is perceived as conventional and normal). However,
according to meta-theoretical approaches, what is said, as well as what is not said, is
valuable to note in order to shed light on hegemonic discourses at play. A latter aspect
concerns thoughts that do not take place due to implicit knowledge that are obvious
for those within the group. The challenge here is to estrange internalised
understandings and perceptions, facilitating the informants’ options to reflect upon
aspects in life that they usually do not contemplate.
With the intention of obtaining as nuanced and complex material as possible, I
wanted a mixture of voices. At the same time, I had to limit the sample of interviews
in order to harmonise the collection of empirical data with what I could possibly
handle (my capacity in accordance with time available). As my interest was not to
forecast a fully representative picture of Norwegian youth’s mobile-phone
communication, but to examine and understand discourses in force at a micro-
analytical level, I found two qualitative focus-group interviews to be apt and
sufficient in 2001.
I found both focus-group interviews quite fulfilling. When I started the first focus-
group interview, I had no personal knowledge of or experience with a mobile phone.
For many years I had opposed the whole mobile-phone culture, claiming that it would
be an annoyance in my life. Interviewing the first group was therefore my first meta-
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experience with a highly mobile-phone-dominated culture. The interview provided
me with knowledge and curiosity far beyond my research problems. My fascination
and their mobile-phone interest had a mutually contagious effect; the interview
proceeded at a highly intense pace. However, as I had no prior test group, the first
interview functioned as a pilot as well. Questions that were too abstract, and those
that were too similar, were cut in the next round.
By the time the next round began, I had obtained my own mobile phone.
Knowledge derived from the first interview, as well as quick acquisition of my new
device, no longer made me a ‘mobile-phone novice’. Hence questions concerning
basic usage were omitted. This engendered more time to linger/focus on gender and
sexuality questions. These aspects combined to make me feel more secure and
prepared, making the second group work out even better. The combination of both
groups was a success.
2004 individual and same-sex partner interviews
By adding three more years of research to my work, I was able to extend the
empirical data and research problems. As pointed out, focus-group interviews are a
key method that enables the researcher to observe interpersonal negotiations and
production of knowledge. This method was profitable when I started to map a hitherto
indistinct cultural field.17 In 2004 I applied in-depth, individual interviews in addition
to the other interview modes. One valuable aspect of doing so was to encourage the
informant to express perceptions that perhaps could have caused unpleasant conflicts
in the group context. Moreover, in-depth interviews enabled each informant to
employ more time to think, reflect and answer. The individual focus also allowed me
to follow each informant’s argumentation more thoroughly, an option that was far
more limited in group and partner interviews. I appeared vague, curious and
sometimes banal in my questioning style. Employing this questioning mode will,
according to Søndergaard (2000:71), tone down the research position, a position that
some may find superior, influential, judging, estimating or normative. By bringing in
the informant’s own expressions and meanings, the informant may influence the
17 In 2001 there were some Norwegian and international studies on mobile-phone communication
among youths, yet no research focused particularly on gender and sexuality performances. In research
where gender and sexuality have been discussed, these have largely been quantitative analyses
focussing on differences between the sexes. Their findings have been valuable to my work as they map
tendencies on a broader scale. However, in order to understand in-depth, social processes on a micro-
analytical level, qualitative methods seemed far more apt.
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power of definition to a larger extent (ibid). The question mode was also fruitful in
order to elicit narratives that ran counter to social and cultural standards and norms.
A further aspect that influenced the choice of introducing in-depth interviews was
the intention of going through the informants’ MMSs during the interview. As one’s
images in general are personal and private, I assumed that images kept in one’s
already highly-privatised mobile phone were at least, if not even more, personal and
private. Thus constituting a confident space for sharing and commenting on these
images was necessary.
Contrary to 2001 where adolescent girls were my primary focus, I decided to
include young men in my 2004 study for two reasons. Firstly, in order to examine if,
or to what extent, physical sex influences the ways in which young people
communicate, the problem required examples and reflections on communication from
both genders. Secondly, as men’s culture and social life may differ from women’s,
understanding discourses in men’s lives is crucial in order to obtain knowledge of a
culture that women may not have access to. In accordance with the theoretical
perspectives, gender and sexuality are seen as practices and performances rather than
inherent qualities. Hence, due to this understanding, my aim was to examine cultural
discourses in young women’s and young men’s lives, both in order to grasp
differences and similarities among men and among women as well as between the
physical sexes.
A final aspect in the 2004 interview round was the choice of carrying out same-sex
partner interviews. Today there are multiple accepted ways of living. There are
singles, heterosexual couples, same-sex couples, both heterosexual and same-sexed
couples with children, single parents, collectives, etc. Yet the dominating ideal is still
to live as a heterosexual in one way or another. Living as lesbians or gays often
implies that one experiences heteronormative discourses in a far more explicit way
than those who live as heterosexuals. For example, asking a man about his partner’s
name, one would most likely ask ‘what is her name’, rather than his. This internalised
knowledge is a part of our ‘invisible’, yet highly structured and structuring,
heteronormative culture and society. So although sexual preferences do not
necessarily make any difference to the ways that young people perform, perceive or
articulate gender and sexuality in text or multimedia messages, I argue that due to the
thesis problems and perspectives, it is important to let voices from non-heterosexual
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communities emerge as far as the hegemonic understanding of the correct way of
living is heterosexual.
Interviewing partners progressed in a way quite similar to conducting group
interviews. A large part of the advantages and disadvantages were the same.
Nonetheless, the partners seemed more thoroughly in agreement with each other than
among those in the focus groups. Although debates emerged, explicit conflicts were
absent or omitted. One explanation may be that for both couples, the relationships
were fairly new (five and seven months). The newness of a relationship does not
necessarily prevent early conflicts. However, conflicts usually emerge after
experiencing opposition between simultaneous but incompatible desires, needs, drives
or impulses over time. Another point is that both couples had experienced
homophobia to various degrees. All four informants stated that they preferred to hang
out in a gay community. Although I did not explicitly present my research as inspired
by queer theory, the questions were designed in a way that made it clear that I did not
take for granted that one’s perspective, practice or position was heterosexual, a
questioning mode that may have had an approving and supporting significance for a
young same-sex couple.
2005 focus group and individual interviews
In autumn and winter 2005 all informants had finished high school and moved out
of home. As high school no longer was the point of contact, tracking the informants
appeared to be quite challenging. Amongst the nineteen- and twenty-year-old
informants, some were working full time, some were serving in the military, others
were travelling while three informants had started at a folk high school.
Of the eleven informants, I had interviewed six previously, four of them only once
whereas two had participated in all three phases, from age fifteen, sixteen to nineteen
and twenty. These two provided the study with interviews, network maps, drawings,
surveys, text messages and camera-phone images from 2001 to 2005. Due to the long-
established contact, I think interviewing these two women stands out from the other
interviews. There was no initial tension since the informants just started off as if the
last interview was yesterday. Both interviewees seemed confident with the interview
situation and with me as the interviewer. As they both were familiar with the
interview situation, its structure and my project, I did not have to spend time
introducing the project.
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A disadvantage might have been that they were too familiar with the situation and
the project, something that could have caused too much internalised knowledge
leading to unspoken features and reflections. Another issue was that the longitudinal
perspective made me search, maybe too much, for changes. However, I argue that the
new aspects regarding mobile-phone inventions as well as changes in their life
situations kept all parties alert. The two women were the ones that provided the study
with the most camera-phone images. Although the contact with the two women was
different than with the other informants, the other individual, in-depth interviews also
proceeded quite well.
The 2005 focus group did not work out as I expected; there were no debates or
discussions amongst the three participants, only between the two classmates. The
third resigned from the interview situation quite early and remained silent for most of
the time, except when I specifically addressed him. Then he responded with prompt,
short answers. In an individual, in-depth interview situation, I would have followed
up by giving him more time to reflect and answer. In an individual, in-depth interview
situation, he may have also acted otherwise. Overall he seemed uncomfortable with
the interview situation, something that made me quite stressed. However, the other
two informants seemed totally unaffected by their quiet friend, as they were highly
engaged with my questions. Their engagement directed my focus to them, something
that made me pay less attention to trying to include the third informant. Though the
focus group interview did not work out as expected, the outcome was – once again –
highly valuable.
Overall, I have found the triangulation of interview methods useful in order to
grasp multiple voices from various perspectives, and when synthesised, I argue that
the micro-analytical potential is considerably enlarged.
Sampling text messages
In 2001, the same nine focus-group informants were individually offered one
telephone card and asked to forward approximately one hundred text messages each
to me.18 As my focal point was to capture text-message communication, they were
asked to forward all text messages that they prod-used and sent, as well as text
messages that they received from others. When the informant sent or received a text
18 I gave each informant a 150 NOK telephone card. At this time, one text message cost one NOK.
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message, the informant synchronously sent a text-message copy to my mobile
telephone.19 In the rest of the article, I will refer to this as ‘the forward method’.
The forward method engendered variable results. Three informants sent fifty text
messages during one month, whereas one sent three hundred text messages within one
weekend. In order not to interrupt the latter girl’s on-going communication, she was
offered the opportunity to continue forwarding messages beyond the hundred we had
agreed upon. I offered her telephone cards that would cover what she sent throughout
the weekend, which she accepted.20 The rest sent more or less what was agreed. I kept
counting text messages from each informant. When they reached one hundred
messages, I sent them a message asking them to terminate the task. In total,
approximately one thousand text messages were received during October and
November 2001.
In 2004, I subjected the same forward method as initiated in 2001. Seven
informants participated in the forward method. Six informants from the initial 2001
study accepted, whereas all except one of the informants recruited in 2004 declined.
Five informants sent 60-100 text messages each; the other two sent 250-300 each
and were, as in 2001, offered telephone cards in order to continue forwarding
messages throughout a long weekend (Thursday to Monday). The 2004 material
includes one thousand text messages sampled in May 2004.
Reflections of the forwarding method
Transcribing text messages
In 2001 I had one of the mobile phones with the highest memory capacity at that
time. Still, the mobile phone was not ‘prepared’ to receive hundreds and hundreds of
text messages each day. It simply could not handle it. A simple solution would have
been to buy more telephones in order to distribute the weight of incoming messages.
However, my 2001 Master’s thesis budget was far too limited. In the search for
convenient methods to transcribe text messages, I found that the two largest telephone
companies offered personal text-message net services. This meant that one could send
text messages to one’s own personal site, and have them stored online. This method
was ideal, meaning that I could be spared transcribing every single word, and non-
19 This is possible by choosing the ‘reply to multiple’ software option that is integrated in most mobile
telephones.
20 When she approached one hundred messages, I contacted her by text message. In all other cases, no
one was interrupted by me during the forward project.
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alphanumeric symbols and signs from one thousand messages. However, there was
one aspect that made this method totally useless for me: if I sent all forwarded
messages to my site, vital information such as original text-message time, as well as
the sender’s telephone number, was lost. The only information that would be copied
was my telephone number and the time that I transferred the messages to the site. As
this information was crucial in order to contextualise the text-message traffic, I had to
reject the whole idea.
So for a period of two months I ended up transcribing incoming text messages
continuously and as concurrently as possible as I received them. After transcribing the
messages, I had to delete them in order to make room for more. To facilitate this, I
made two text-message groups that started to forward messages at two-week
intervals. During the weekdays this worked well, but the weekend text-message traffic
was intense. On Saturday and Sunday mornings I often woke up to find hundreds of
incoming text messages. My life became one huge meta-text at this point.
As already mentioned, text-message language is constituted through young
people's specific mobile-phone, micro-communication culture. With the purpose of
not losing anything that had valuable significance, I was therefore cautious about
keeping the original spelling, misspellings and abbreviations included. Nevertheless,
in transcribing one thousand text messages, there is the risk that misspellings have
occurred.
In 2004, the forward method proceeded in the same manner as in 2001. This time I
had mobile-phone equipment that facilitated the transfer of text messages. Using a
mobile phone with a higher memory capacity than in 2001 and with an inbuilt
Bluetooth capability, I intended to transfer all messages directly to my computer.
However, it turned out that this particular mobile phone model was not able to
couple/link text messages directly to a PC or Mac. Instead, I solved the problem by
transferring all text messages by Bluetooth to a Bluetooth printer. This made the
progress/process far easier than in 2001. However, the drawback, of course, is that
there was no digital backup of the original printed text-message material.
Contextualising text messages
Contextualising text messages was the next challenge. As the telephone number
was included in all text messages, I could easily distinguish each informant’s texts.
However, apart from distinguishing the informants from each other, it was
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tricky/confusing to make a distinction between each informant and their text-message
partners. As all text messages that the informant received from a text-message partner
were forwarded through the informant’s telephone, the original text-message producer
was not clear. To illustrate this challenge, one example from a text-message
conversation as displayed on my mobile phone follows:
Heidi, sent at 21:15:
a) Rather than attending school tomorrow, want to have sex with me instead?
[lyst å ha sex md mg istendfor å dra på skolen i mårra?
Heidi, sent at 21:19:
b) Would have been nice :), but we’re going to/…/ [hadde vært koslig d:), men
vi skal /…/
This was a conversation between Heidi and a text-message partner, but in the way
these messages were displayed, it is impossible to know whether one was composed
by Heidi and not by her text-message partner. Additionally, sometimes there was no
clear chronology of the forwarded texts, something that indicates that the informant
had several text-message partners concurrently. This impeded the interpretation of the
text messages significantly. In addition, keeping the anonymity of the text-message
partners was strictly necessary due to the ethics of personal protection; the third party
was not informed of her/his indirect participation in the research project. The absence
of the third party’s telephone number ensured her/his anonymity (ethics are discussed
in a separate section).
How was I to make a meaningful interpretation of these text-message
conversations? For some of the messages, names were added in the closings, such as
“hugs, Tina”. However, among friends, partners, acquaintances or family members,
the informants assert that one usually configures one’s phone numbers as names (e.g.
each time a friend sends a message, her or his name pops up on the display instead of
the phone number). Signatures are therefore superfluous. Few text messages were
therefore signed with names, but fortunately many messages contained/were signed
with initials. In combination with the informants’ network maps (clarified in the next
section), initials were highly supportive/helpful in contextualising the texts. A final
issue is that some of the texts were not answered. I suggest that it may have been the
informant’s/text-message partner’s decision not to answer/forward, or he/she forgot to
forward it, or that the intention was not to answer the text message. In most cases, the
solution has been to examine the full text-message conversation in combination with
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network maps and additional information from the interviews. By doing so, the
picture of the conversation became clearer, yet still far from unambiguous.
Discussing the forwarding method participation
2001 text messages: With no hesitation, all nine 2001 girls agreed to participate.
Beforehand, I worried that the informants would find the method too uncomfortable,
considering the private aspects of one’s text messages. However, the informants
seemed quite eager to participate, and when information of the project reached other
students’ ears, I had a trail of students asking to participate when I left the school. I
suggest that the combination of the informants’ age, the already existing, intense
mobile-phone culture, their limited economy, as well as the option of ‘being
published’ played key roles here. As their parents did not have the right of inspection,
the fifteen- and sixteen-year-old informants found the participation rather
entertaining. Another issue was that for the informants, telephone cards were worth
their weight in gold. Taking into account the adolescents’ internalised, yet highly
structured and disciplined, text-message customs at that time, being without telephone
cards implied ‘a world without being’. None of the informants minded/were
concerned that I was monitoring ‘every single step’ they took during those days.
2004 text messages: There are various aspects that may have influenced the limited
participation of forwarding text messages. Firstly, I suggest that the already
established confidence with the six initial informants at such an early age (i.e. fifteen-
and sixteen-years-old) has played a key role. Although they got to ‘know’ me in a
period of life where the extent of privacy was not necessarily less, or involved fewer
aspects, I propose that the trust established at that age made them less sceptical in
2004. At that time these six young women had already constructed/accrued
knowledge and experience of what the forward method implied. Apart from the
nineteen-year-old newcomers’ unfamiliarity the project, I suggest that in general this
age group has a larger need to protect their privacy than younger adolescents.
Forwarding camera-phone images
Upon launching the MMS service, the two largest telephone companies in Norway
offered free MMS messages throughout 2003, which skyrocketed the MMS
communication throughout the year (Bastiansen, 2006). However, when interviewing
during spring 2004, the camera-phone was still a quite new application among the
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informants. Most of them could receive, download and send images, but not all had
cameras on their telephones. Nevertheless, once the free MMS service terminated,
most informants argued that the cost of sending one MMS was too high which
resulted in a rather poor MMS exchange.
Nevertheless, in 2004 all informants had a collection of images or graphics in their
phones, and so they were all asked to forward a sample of their camera-phone images
through MMS to my mobile phone. I made use of the same forward method as when
forwarding text messages. They were offered telephone cards or cash in exchange for
the expenses spent.21 Out of fifteen informants, four agreed to forward images, three
women and one man. From May to October 2004, I received approximately one
hundred images, of which one person sent sixty images and the other three sent
fifteen, twelve and eight respectively; this was a smaller number of images than
anticipated. The images were images of objects, people, landscapes and downloaded
graphics.
In 2005, I had no capacity to sample both text messages and camera-phone images.
Up to that point I had two thousand text messages from 2001 and 2004, a longitudinal
material that had already provided me with invaluable knowledge. As the recent
novelty of the year was still the camphone, I chose to sample camera-phone images
instead of text messages.
As assumed, all informants were far more familiar with MMS and camera-phone
images than in 2004. After last year’s lessons (e.g. lack of context, limited amount of
forwarded images), I decided to sample images differently. Prior to the interview, all
informants were notified that the focus of the interview would be their camera-phone
images. During the interview, the informant was asked to forward a sample of her/his
camera-phone images to my computer by MMS or Bluetooth. Simultaneously as we
transferred the images, they were encouraged to contextualise the images according to
the following aspects:
• Who took the picture?
• Did you receive it; if so, by whom?
• Who/what is pictured?
• When and why?
• Did you share it; if so with whom, how and why; if not, why not?
21 Rather than merely using telephone cards as in 2001, more informants had transferred to mobile
phone subscriptions. For those who had subscriptions, cash was offered instead.
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What do you intend to do with the image; and if stored, how?
Six of the fifteen informants agreed to participate (three women and three men)
which resulted in 200 images.
Reflections of the camphone method
For the 2004 images, the lack of context made the analyses challenging. Except for
the identity of the person who sent the images, I had no more information about the
situation in which the images were taken. So in the middle of the forward phase I
contacted the informants and encouraged them to send me contextualising comments
by email. Only two informants responded to this request. I suggest the request came
too late for most of the informants in order for them to make an effort. Apart from the
lack of context and a rather limited amount of forwarded images, the forward method
proceeded with no obstacles.
In 2005 the guidelines facilitated the context that I had mainly missed in 2004. By
sampling images during the interview, four out of six informants decided to transfer
their whole image gallery, something that resulted in far more images from each
informant. The other two chose to make a selection of images before forwarding
them. I received fewer images from both of them than from the others. I deleted one
image at the request of one of the informants after the interview. The image contained
information that he thought could cause trouble if published.
Network maps
As the challenge of contextualising text messages became obvious after sampling
them, I decided to contact the informants in order to make them draw network maps.
These maps were designed like a target. The informant marked her name in the bull’s
eye, and then ticked her mobile-phone partners on the circles surrounding her name.
The most frequent communication partners were ticked close to her name, whereas
less frequent partners were ticked in the outer circles. For example, on Heidi’s
network map, “Karl (most recent ex-boyfriend)” was marked on the inner circle while
“parents” were marked outside the whole target (see attachment). Various friends
were ticked in between. In addition to the names and the informant’s relationship to
the name (most recent ex-boyfriend, mother, best friend, sister, etc.), a description of
which mobile-phone mode used (e.g. text messages or voice calls) was added. In this
fashion, the interpretation of the messages was facilitated. When reading Karl’s name
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or a ‘K’ in Heidi’s messages, I could assume that she was communicating with her
recent ex-boyfriend. Additionally, the network maps have been priceless for doing a
longitudinal study of young people's social and mobile-phone communication
processes. When comparing the 2001, 2004 and 2005 maps, significant changes in
their social structure are apparent. These aspects are discussed further in the epilogue.
Examples of network maps are provided in appendix III.
Drawings
The final data I sampled in 2001 were young people's mobile-phone drawings. I
asked all nine informants and their classmates to make drawings of an imagined,
personalised mobile phone. I gave them free rein with no technological or economical
limitations. Twenty female and male students handed in sketches.
Of the twenty sketches, most mobile phones were designed according to the
characteristic mobile-phone shape. However, two sketches were different from the
others: one was like a Nike wing, the other was like glasses with integrated mobile-
phone functions. The characteristics of these phones were that they were customised
to fit the body in one way or another, either as a necklace (the Nike model) or used as
glasses (see prints in the epilogue). The designers emphasised, as did the other
eighteen designers, a better interface, a more user-friendly navigation mode, coloured
displays, a camera, mp3 players, extended memory capacity, TV, VCR options,
videophone options and a simplified web browser. The drawings are discussed in the
epilogue.
In 2004 I also asked the informants to make drawings of mobile phones. However,
at the point I asked them, I had started my one-year stay in California and had no
chance to pick them up physically. They were asked through email and text messages
to snail-mail their drawings. This resulted in a rather poor collection; I only received
two prints. Another reason is that the mobile phone already had all the applications
that they had managed to come up with at that moment. So designing something new
and different was perhaps far more difficult.
In 2005 I received only one drawing. Most informants claimed that they had no
further technological wishes to add to a ‘future mobile-phone dream’ as everything
they ever wanted (concerning the mobile phone) was already launched. The young
man who handed in a future mobile-phone sketch designed a conventionally-shaped
mobile phone. He added no new applications, instead he emphasised enhanced user-
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friendly applications that already existed, better interface and graphics, an improved
and more user-friendly net browser, more effortless connection to other platforms and
more individually-customised mobile phones. Interestingly, as will be apparent in the
epilogue, the option most informants begged for was the possibility to remove or hide
applications they actually never used anyway. Some suggested that the future mobile
phone and digital media landscape in general would be far more divergent. As for the
mobile phone, some asserted that it would be stripped back to basics: a phone to just
make phone calls with.
Like the invaluable network maps, the drawings have been particularly interesting
for examining the development significance of the mobile-telephony culture. Apart
from comparing technological improvements throughout the years, the drawings
comment on interrelational changes regarding young people and their personal
technology. Examples of drawings are provided in appendix IV.
Newspaper clippings, archived photographs, visiting cards
and cabinet portraits
As one of the main focuses of the thesis has been to examine discourses and
practices in young people's mobile-phone culture, I found it necessary to contextualise
youth culture and mobile phone-practices in a broader sense. Therefore, I have
sampled all front-page copies regarding mobile phones from the five largest
Norwegian newspapers (Aftenposten, VG, Dagbladet, Dagsavisen and Dagens
Næringsliv) in 2001 and 2005.22 Most of the front-page copies consisted of
comments, tests and test results of new mobile-phone applications. In general, a large
number consisted of media warnings concerning how new technology challenges the
private-public distinction. As for topics regarding youth culture, sexuality was a
frequent topic. This data is basically used as background material in the second paper.
In order to understand camphone practices, there is a need to draw upon
knowledge from a much broader visual cultural field, both historically and
theoretically. Taking images of friends, family and oneself is an old visual practice
that has existed ever since the birth of photography. Presenting oneself through
camera-phone images/MMS is therefore interesting in relation to the 19th century
visiting-card and cabinet-portrait practice. So I found it relevant to examine original
22 Many thanks to my research assistant Einar Søberg whom carried out this sample.
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visiting-card material. I went through Norsk Folkemuseum’s visiting cards, visited the
portrait archives and made a selection of sixteen cards. A media-historical analysis of
family photo practices is presented in paper three.
Consent
All informants received written information prior to the fieldwork. This letter
informed them of who I was, and the project’s aim and duration. I particularly
emphasised the research methods – both the interview mode as well as the forward
method. I specified that all material would be treated anonymously and that the
participation was voluntary. The informant could withdraw at any point, even during
the interview situation, without any explanation or costs.
In 2001 all informants were minors and had to receive consent from their
parents/guardians prior to the interview. In 2004 and 2005 all informants were 18
years old or more, and could accept and sign the letter of consent (for the letters of
consent, see appendix V).
In all three periods, reports of the research methods were sent to the Norwegian
Social Science Data Service (NSD) (for the NSD receipt, see appendix VI).23 Ethical
challenges are thoroughly discussed in the next chapter.
Analytical framework
The empirical findings are not to be interpreted as either objective or universal
truths. Following arguments presented by Steinar Kvale (1997; see also Egeland,
2001), I suggest the knowledge that emerges in an interview is not seen as objective
knowledge that emerges from the “inside mind” of the interviewee. Instead, the
interview is comprehended as a particular discourse situation where meanings are
negotiated and objects are constituted (Egeland, 2001; Kvale, 1997).
Thus analysing gender performances in this paper, among other things, implies
taking into account principles such as heteronormativity and hegemonic masculinity
that regulate the production of discourses. In this sense, the knowledge derived from
an interview is not objective knowledge about something, rather it is knowledge of,
with or in between the interviewee and the interviewer; the knowledge is seen as
“interrelational” where negotiations of meanings play a key role (Kvale, 1997).
23 For Norsk Samfunnsvitenskapelig Datatjeneste (NSD), see http://www.nsd.uib.no/english/ and
http://www.nsd.uib.no/personvern/database/resultant.cfm?code=13635
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Hence, being located in a specific time and space, the interview as a discourse
situation is comprehended as a situation in which the interviewee and interviewer are
given specific positions in a certain discursive universe where a negotiation of
meanings may occur.
In the section ‘Designing the interview guide’ I touched upon how interview
questions were constructed in relation to the meta-theoretical and analytical
perspectives. In the following analyses, the previously-mentioned approach, including
my own appearance as a novice/outsider, is carried out in order to shed light on
internalised categories, dualisms, norms and values that constitute the informants’
self-understanding and mobile-phone culture. The deconstruction mode contributes to
placing the focus on inclusion and exclusion processes: which narratives/perceptions
go with the flow, and which narratives meet resistance? By using deconstruction as an
analytical strategy, I examine how meanings and significances are being constituted,
or in other words, how various significances and understandings are being shaped and
re-shaped through certain modes of discursive practices.
Validity and level of quality
Empirical material must be analysed in a way that is consistent with the premises
of the research problems. The aim is that understandings and interpretations of a
phenomenon, such as young people's mobile-phone culture, offer new knowledge and
perspectives to the research field and furthermore generate new questions. For
qualitative research methods, questions of validity and generaliseability are often
questioned.
Although the 23 informants’ perceptions and interpretations in this research may
not be a representative picture of Norwegian youths’ understandings of mobile-phone
communication and gender and sexuality performances, their contribution may still
have features in common with a range of young Norwegians’, and even young
Scandinavians’, understandings and practices of the mobile phone. Nevertheless,
being a part of a micro-sociological research, the question of generaliseability is not
the research’s central focus. As Søndergaard (2000:63) argues, the assertion of
generalisability is interesting in this manner:
The assertion of generaliseability is rather related to the question of whether the
description of these meta-codes may be a constructive tool for others, and
whether the description will be meaningful in order to constitute interesting
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understandings of phenomena within other parts of cultures and other cultural
contexts (ibid).
Situated knowledge: the influence of the researcher
A research interview may be a stressful situation for both parties: those who are
being interviewed as well as the interviewer. The constructed situation takes place
within a limited time, and the conversation is often taped, something that may cause
anxiety among the informants. As already mentioned, I did not have a mobile phone
prior to the 2001 interviews. In this manner, I did not have to pretend or tone down
any internalised mobile-phone knowledge as I was totally inexperienced with the
mobile-phone practice and culture. I suggest that my non-expertise and engagement
led to softening the situation, as they appeared to be the field experts. The informants
had the opportunity to explain internalised aspects regarding mobile-phone practices
in a simple way. None of the informants seemed stressed by the recording of the
conversation. I experienced the accomplishment/results of both 2001 focus-group
interviews as pliable and quite successful. All nine informants appeared highly
engaged.
The experience and knowledge that I had achieved after these interviews prepared
me even better for the next 2004 and 2005 interview rounds. Although I was no
longer a mobile-phone novice, the perspectives and aspects were new. I was very
eager to meet some of the same informants three and four years later, as well as let
new voices emerge. Employing a longitudinal perspective made the research project
unique, both nationally and internationally. Few studies, if any, had followed first-
generation mobile-phone prod-users on this type of micro-social level for a long time.
In addition to the fact that the youths had become young adults, development within
the mobile-phone technology had expanded. Thus I experienced both the 2004 and
2005 interviews as highly absorbing since all interviews brought new fruitful aspects
to the project. Another point is that I had been extremely fortunate with the selection
of informants. Except for the 2005 group-interview informant, I experienced all
informants as highly engaged, open-minded and trusting. Whether or not the
relationship of trust has been affected by being a thirty-something female researcher
is uncertain. Nonetheless, rather than being reflections of an objective reality, I argue
that successful interviews are related to questions of discourses and negotiations of
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significances. Interpreting interviews as language, I argue as does Kvale (1997:52ff)
that ‘reality’ is jointly constituted by the communicating parties.
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CHAPTER 5 ETHICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL REFL
ECTIONS
Research on digital media is still at an embryonic stage. This also includes mobile
telephony research, a field that makes an important contribution to the digital media
research field. The main question is: how are we to carry out such research?
As Janne Bromseth (2003:67-68) claims, unknown and unexplored areas for
studying interpersonal acts means rethinking basic aspects regarding practical ethical
concerns. One of the main points articulated in NESH/AoIR/NSD is that one must
develop and approach the research field in a way that both suits the research tasks and
aims at the same time as to be ethically defensible for the informants involved. The
latter implies ensuring the informants’ self-determination, and safeguarding their
privacy including close relationships (NESH 2001, 7 pt 5). As there are few
references from previous research, developing and applying ethical and
methodological approaches are challenging (Bromseth, 2003; Ess, 2002; Löfberg,
2003; Ridderström, 2003).
In general my aim has been to study young people’s usage of mobile phone
language/text/images, particularly focusing on their concepts and performances of
intimacy, gender and sexuality through their mobile phone communication. In this
sense, making analysis of their interpersonal practices from their mobile phone
culture has been one of the main concerns. Therefore, in order to be able to grasp the
significances and effects of the text/images prod-used, and often profoundly
culturally-coded, it required in-depth knowledge of their micro-social contexts.
Except for two Norwegian works conducted by Tonje Sti (2002) and Helene Hareide
(2002), I am not familiar with any other micro-analytical works that have made use of
the methods carried out here.24 However, drawing upon experiences and references
from their pioneer works, the forward method has been further developed and
redesigned, now including both forwarded text messages and images.
When I started this work, all the informants were minors and belonged to an age
group seen as the fastest-growing segment of mobile phone prod-users using mobile
phones in social realms. Therefore, young people have an important role to play in the
24 There are some works with access to people’s text and image messages. However, in most cases
these data have been sampled during interviews and not through the ‘forward method’ as outlined in
chapter 4. For example, see Lin, 2005; Ito and Okabe, 2005.
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future research and development of mediated interpersonal communication.
Moreover, for youths the mobile phone makes up an important personal technology in
their struggle for independence and acknowledgement. Yet, as Ridderström
(2003:147) points out, children and youths tend to be more spontaneous and naive
than the average adult, which may imply that articulation from this group may appear
more personal and/or less reflected upon, and hence results in more vulnerable
information. In this sense, they may not be perceptive enough about what kind of
harm mobile-phone communication may cause themselves or others. One example is
broadcasting sensitive and vulnerable images of themselves or others, or spreading
harassing text messages (Roland 2005; Næss, 2005; Skog, 2004). On the other hand,
what bourgeois academics may see as vulnerable and sensitive may be (too?) aged
standards in a fast-growing digital-mediated world where the concept and perception
of privacy is changing. Young people belong to a very self-confident and skilled
mobilephone generation. As my work shows, they claim that they are more familiar
with the technology and the culture than most adults, who often tend to twist and
misinterpret youths’ internalised and culturally-customised codes (see also
introductory chapter 6). In Ridderström’s (2003:155) ethical reflection on internet
research and youths, he argues that the researcher must find a balance between
appropriate protection and oppressing overprotection:
Being competent, self-confident and exploratory without been given legal
and/or official permission to decide fully for oneself can be a frustrating
experience; the researcher has to both credit these youths for their often-
impressive activities on the Net, and acknowledge that his informants are not
fully responsible for their acts (Ridderström 2003:156).
Ridderström’s reflections harmonise with the guidelines outlined in AoIR
(2002:5), in which minors, residing in a middle ground between children and adults,
are seen as representing a particular challenge. AoIR stresses that the researcher’s
obligation to protect must be seen in the light of the author’s/subject’s vulnerability.
AoIR interprets minors as particularly vulnerable, yet not as vulnerable as young
children. However, one important aspect not to ignore is as Ridderström asserts that in
some situations, youths are potentially more vulnerable due to their wide-ranging
accessibility to diverse digital media. Before collecting, representing and analysing
the informants’ text/images, I was very mindful about how to ensure that the
informants fully understood the possible consequences. As Ridderström (2003:160)
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points out, digital technology is too complex and develops too fast, having more
subtle possible consequences than in traditional social research fields. However, the
complexity and rapidity in the development of technology is something that
characterises technologies in general in the modern phase – and is not only subjected
to digital technology. Nevertheless, although the informants approved all texts and
images, I left out texts and images that perhaps could harm them at a later point in
life. Some of these images were nude self-portraits and texts that contained sensitive
information such as pregnancy or offending acts.
Guidelines from AoIR and reflections from researchers mentioned here have been
crucial in the development of methodological directives followed in this thesis.
However, most of these guidelines have been particularly customised to research of
the internet culture. Although the guidelines have been fruitful in my work, there is
one distinct attribute of mobile-phone communication and practice that represents a
major difference from communication on the Internet: in most cases, text and
multimedia messages are characterised by a one-to-one communication which makes
the communication a private act, and not sampled from publicly-accessible sources.
Thus in the following sections I employ guidelines developed from the Norwegian
Social Science Data Service (NSD) that encompass ethical principles suitable for my
work.
Ethical challenges regarding third persons
As mentioned in chapter 3, all informants/guardians signed letters of consent prior
to the fieldwork, an act that is required by NSD (Norwegian Law of Processing
Personal Information; §31) when research projects include identifying information
from or implemented by electronic equipment. Furthermore the directions assert that
information about a person can only be processed if the registered person has given
consent (§2 nr. 1). However, exemptions can be given if the processing is necessary
due to public interests (§2 nr. 1, d). The project was reported to NSD. Although the
forward method employed in this work most likely will cause uncertainty and
disagreement regarding ethical and methodological aspects, I argue that the method
has been crucial in order to develop and gain insight into the social meanings that the
mobile phone implies for youths. The main challenge, however, was how to defend
the usage of texts and images from a third person who was not informed of being a
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part of the research. In the two next sections, I will fully confront these aspects
concerning text and multimedia images.
Ethics concerning forwarded text messages
In order to obtain meaningful communication, sampling whole text-message
conversations was required. So it was vital to ask the informants to forward not only
the text messages they sent but also their text-partner’s messages. Thus the forward
method conveys information about a third person: each time the informant received
text messages from her text-message partner, these messages were forwarded to my
mobile phone without the third party’s awareness that they were indirectly
participating in the project. According to the Law of processing personal information,
information about a third person implies information that can be traced to a person
who is not directly involved in the selection of informants. In such cases, information
is to be provided to the concerned party (§20). In cases where notification is
impossible or disproportionately difficult, the law provides exemptions (§20, b).
Text messages are the private communication of texts between two people.
However, as already mentioned, except for the text, all messages from the third party
were forwarded from the informant’s mobile phone. In this manner, the identifying
information that I received was the informant’s telephone number. Although a third
party may recognise her/his texts in this thesis, I still argue that I did not deal with
identifying information of her/him, and therefore the third party remains anonymous.
Moreover, tracking down the third parties would be disproportionately difficult (as
outlined in chapter 3) as all my primary informants presented in my thesis are
presented with their real names withheld. So the decision to not obtain the third
party’s consent was based upon their anonymity, the exemption given in §20, b, and
upon the fact that the information sampled was determined to be necessary based on
scientific aims and intentions (§8, d).
Apart from the question of consent, there is a fine line in terms of the material
being seen to contain information of a sensitive nature, e.g. sexual relations. A major
part of the text messages consists of conversations wherein sexual relations between
text-message partners are made explicit. As sexual-romantic negotiations are one of
the focuses of the thesis, young people's sexual relations are of interest. In §9, d, there
is a presentation of an option for processing information that is seen as necessary due
to historical, statistical or scientific intentions and whether the operation of the project
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clearly exceeds the disadvantages it may cause to the individual. At first sight, as the
third parties remain anonymous, the usage of their texts would most likely not cause
any personal disadvantages. However, I cannot ensure that their texts are not
identifiable by themselves or other close relations whose reaction I cannot predict.
Therefore, even though the law to a large extent seems to protect my method, I have
carefully selected text-message examples that I have considered as most likely not
causing any personal disadvantages for the informants and the third parties. However,
this remains a question of values and ethics.
Although I find there is a fine line in terms of the material being seen to contain
information of a sensitive nature, e.g. sexual relations, according to NSD my project
did not contain personal information of a sensitive nature.
Ethics concerning forwarded camera-phone images 
When starting to collect camera-phone images, I found the ethical challenges even
more demanding. In general, most images of people contain identifying information.
So in this case, there was no doubt that consent was required. Apart from portraits and
self-portraits of the informants, a significant number of other people were pictured in
the forwarded images. I consider this visual material highly necessary for examining
young people's camphone culture. All ten informants that forwarded images in 2004
and 2005 signed letters of consent. And again, how would I manage to track down all
the relevant third parties?
After sorting out which images I would discuss in the articles, I contacted the
informants concerned by snail-mail. I asked them to contact the people in the attached
images (a printed copy of their original camera-phone images) and to send letters of
information and letters of consent to each person concerned. In order to facilitate the
process of receiving signed consents, I enclosed pre-paid envelopes. After two months
and a number of communications, I finally received the consents for all the camera-
phone images of people represented in this thesis.
Violating desired privacy is a violation of research ethics (Ridderström, 2003:163).
In this work I have carefully reflected upon and considered possible consequences of
using texts and images from the young informants and the third parties. Although I
have argued that the methods used are acceptable, ambiguity is inevitable.
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In accordance with NSD, all data is kept in locked archives and will be destroyed
following the termination of the project, unless the material is necessary for further
research (see attached receipt from NSD).
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CHAPTER 6 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
New personal media and technologies have affected and influenced young people's
everyday personal and interpersonal communication. As a vast number of texts and
images comprise a significant part of young people's daily communication, there has
been a need to examine how young people relate to various modes of text and visual
communication as well as how these aspects influence the youth culture. Based on the
stories of 23 young people and their text messages and camera-phone images, this
thesis has been made possible.
All 23 informants have grown up in a fast-developing and diverse online media
culture. The mobile telephone has been only one of several personal media, yet for
most of the youths, it has been the most personal and private media of the self. As
statistics have shown, during 2006 young Norwegians of between 16-20 years old
sent more text messages each than any other age group. This enables this group of
youths to be constantly connected. In this sense, rather than emphasising youths’
individualism, I find the collective narcissism, characterised by a ‘travelling’ and
temporary togetherness, most appealing.
As togetherness and connection through communication are seen as one of the
most compelling forms of motive power among young people, it has been vital to
explore potential renegotiations and changes of concepts such as subjectivity,
intimacy, gender and sexuality, proximity, time, space and place as well as private
and public boundaries. As for the latter concepts – private and public boundaries –
numerous debates in the media have claimed that new technologies constitute a
degraded sense of privacy. This has particularly been relevant for teenagers who have
grown up ‘online’. According to Emily Nussbaum (2004) the new discursive space,
carved out of new media and genres of the self, have generated modes of
exhibitionism and voyeurism hitherto unseen. As a consequence, Nussbaum claims
that young people must surrender the self-protective layer in exchange for a new kind
of intimacy. In a feature article, Nina Strand (Aftenposten, 23.02.2007) comments
further on these aspects, discussing how broadcasting and sharing private parts of
one’s life would have been unthinkable only a few years ago. She argues that new
media technologies and new genres of the self have dispelled every “tall poppy
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syndrome”: self-portraits, private family album images, and even prenatal ultrasound
images are uploaded at Flickr, enabling the public to follow one’s everyday events.
Strand asks what part of our exhibitionism changes our private boundaries regarding
what we reveal to strangers? She states that with no shame of sharing, everybody
broadcasts oneself as the person one wants to be – or wants to be seen as.
The mobile phone is a cultural artefact that facilitates a social process in which
exchange and participation are conditions for performance and social membership. In
various ways, it has contributed to making people’s everyday life the new obsession
(Sella, 2000:52). As a prolongation and further development of my Master’s thesis, as
well as a part of the umbrella project ‘The Social Transformation of the Internet III’
[Internett i Endring 3], the purpose of my thesis has been to study various aspects of
young people's personal and interpersonal mobile-telephony practices. More
specifically, I have singled out three research axes that the four papers particularly
address. The axes are not completely separate entities, rather three lines of inquiry
intersecting the four papers that in various modes address the interplay between
young people’s mobile telephony practices, gender and sexuality performances, and
the social effects and change that media and genres of the self constitute. As presented
in the introduction in chapter 1, the three research axes are as follows:
A. In order to examine whether mobile-telephony communication and
practices have implications for alternative performances across
traditional gender and sexuality norms, I focus on the way young
people present and become a self in relation to gender and sexuality
performances. How do performances of gender and sexuality take
place at the micro-social level of text-message communication and
camphone-image practices?
B. In order to understand the continuity and possible changes in the
practice of family photography, I examine camphone and
traditional family images in a broad socio-cultural and historical
context. What potential consequences does the new ‘indivisual’ use
of camphones have for the visual documentation of the family, and
do new technologies of the self affect young people's role of
agency?
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C. In order to grasp the complexity of young people's mobile
telephony practices and social relationships, I examine the
significance of mobile telephony as a medium, as well as the
practices and genres it conveys. Based upon love text-message and
camphone self-portrait genres, in what ways do young people's
communicative acts and social relationships have implications for
the constitution of media and genres of the self?
In the following subchapter, research findings and conclusions are presented.
Major findings and conclusions
Research findings A
• In order to examine whether mobile-telephony communication and
practices have implications for alternative performances across
traditional gender and sexuality norms, I focus on the way young
people present and become a self in relation to gender and sexuality
performances. How do performances of gender and sexuality take
place at the micro-social level of text-message communication and
camphone-image practices?
Text and visual communication has a great deal of personal, interpersonal and
symbolic value for many young people. By analysing young Norwegians’ text-
message communication and camera-phone images, I have examined how
performances of gender and sexuality take place at a micro-social level in young
people's everyday lives. Although various studies on gender, sexuality and media 25
have consistently indicated gender-specific performances that in my research are
indicated and supported by the study’s young informants’ own formulations, the
discourse-analysis approach employed a more complex image. Therefore, I have
particularly been interested in whether text and visual communication provides a
space for performing femininity and masculinity in ways that subvert traditional
perceptions of these constructs.
25 Döring et al, 2004; Hareide 2002; Johnsen 2000; Lee and Sohn, 2004; Ling 1998, 1999, 2002, 2004,
2005; Skog 2000, 2002.
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In the first article/paper, I applied a linguistic approach for examining flirtatious
text-message communication in young people’s love projects. The article/paper shows
that in particularly flirtatious and sexual-romantic text messages, there are few
distinct differences between young women’s and men’s language. For example, when
questioning youths about gender in relation to text-message practices, they claim that
young men do not compliment each other’s appearances, nor do they add hugs or
smileys to same-sex friends, except if they are being ironic or are gay. Among young
women, another story is operative: young women ought to compliment each other in
which smileys are one of numerous emoticons used. Furthermore, the informants
assume that men’s and women’s texts are different in style overall; young men tend to
write short and concrete messages, whereas young women write long, detailed
messages with lots of emoticons and asterisks.
Interestingly, parallel with these narratives, the micro-analyses of the young
informants’ own love text messages show another image: all texts, regardless of
biological gender, were long, detailed, very emotionally loaded with a lot of
emoticons, non-alphanumeric symbols and signs. Overall, in love projects, the young
people spend significant time and effort rewriting and recomposing their texts in order
to compose ‘the perfect sentence’. In this sense, the well-modelled and aesthetically-
composed sentences functioned to textualise the intimacy and affection between the
young couples who text each other. I claim that text messages in love projects are
cultural products or discourses that disrupt traditional gender and sexuality as
differentiated displays and practices. Nevertheless, due to the recurrent contradictions
in the analysis, I suggest that a gender and sexuality ideal exists parallel to young
people's displays of non-traditional gender and sexuality practices. In this fashion,
love projects in text messages seem to offer a space where young men in particular
simultaneously recompose and maintain the bedrock norms, while simultaneously
disrupting and fracturing traditional gender and sexuality performances.
As for gender and sexuality performances in camera-phone images, similar
findings appeared. When the camera telephone was launched, a range of media
warnings was advanced. One aspect of this concern was the danger of the
victimisation of young women. Overall the media picture, as well as some mobile-
phone research, expressed the concern that the usage of camera-phones presents
young women as vulnerable and objectified individuals. The stereotypical picture of
women as passive eye-catching objects was upheld. By making use of Goffman’s
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(1979) methodological framework from his analyses of gender behaviour in
advertisements, my research states that young people’s camera-phone images are still
gender-polarised. However, drawing upon feminist and queer-feminist theoretical
approaches, I suggest that the significance and effects of these stereotypical
performances have changed.
As an example, one point is that economical, social and cultural conditions in
general, and the media landscape in particular, have changed significantly since
Goffman’s gender analyses from 1979. Visual meanings of the same denotative
displays might not remain the same. A woman with a flirtatious, sexy smile, sucking
her fingertip, displayed in a curved asymmetric body posture does not necessarily
signify subordination. Instead, these flirtatious camphone self-performances are
suggested as an intentional feminine parade displayed to the women’s own advantage.
Thus I argue that rather than being passive eye-catching objects, young women’s
visibility is seen as a self-conscious media play, juggling the eye’s “I”.
The paper also discusses young men’s self-portrayals in light of gender and
sexuality aspects. Of 20 images of young men, their poses were predominantly
traditionally masculine which left no apparent signs of mocking conventional ideas of
gender and sexuality practices. These images harmonised with the informants’
perception of a man – as traditionally masculine. However, although most men in my
study appeared quite in line with traditional portrayals of men, with few blatant signs
of femininity or playfulness within such conventions, I argue that a playfulness of
masculinity may likely occur.
Overall, the paper suggests that young people's self-portraits, as objectified and in
control of the gaze, concern a role of agency where a play of visibility is at stake. It is
also suggested that the enhanced self-conscious, self-broadcasting culture requires a
renegotiation of ways of seeing.
The findings are mainly based upon the first and second articles.
Research findings B
• In order to understand the continuity and possible changes in the
practice of family photography, I examine camphone and
traditional family images in a broad socio-cultural and historical
context. What potential consequences does the new ‘indivisual’ use
of camphones have for the visual documentation of the family, and
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do new technologies of the self affect young people's role of
agency?
Being one of the most ritualised and coded images we have, the family photo has
maintained its status and privilege as the visual, self-acclaimed collective family
heirloom throughout the decades. In spite of the fact that new practices of gender and
sexuality have challenged the patriarchal and heterosexual nuclear family structure
and function, the family image has always been the same – smiling children, parents,
uncles and aunts from unambiguously happy moments.
Today, 90 percent of all Norwegian teenagers have their own camera telephone,
which facilitates a multiplication of ways that family narratives can be maintained,
expanded and perpetuated. Parents are no longer the sole editors and custodians of the
family’s visual memories. As young people demand a place as historiographers and
intervene in the mediation of family memories and ideologies, the continuity and
changes in the practice of the presentation of the family, its social function and
significance, are vital focal points. In my third article, I analyse family photos from
the 19th century up to the present day in order to discuss how new modes of
technologies and media of the self influence ways of self-processing and self-
presentation.
The paper shows that in young people's camphone images, the family photos are
often not in conformance with the ‘rules’ of the classical album photo.
Firstly, the analyses show that rather than smiling straight into the camera’s eye
from the distance, in a static and well-directed pose, the camphone family members
appear rather unaffected and/or unaware of being in the camera’s focus/eye of the
camera. In the images analysed, the photo-snapping does not seem to interrupt any
current activities which results in mundane, unchoreographed trivial images. As
images of the family traditionally have been the parents’ ‘reports’ from special
occasions, such as holidays, birthdays, family dinners, Christmases and other similar
events, these new mundane, unchoreographed images appear as highly
unconventional family photographs. Although snapshots, often characterised as
representing a raw ‘imperfect’, ‘unmediated’ and ‘authentic’ type of aesthetics, have
clear parallels to family-album images, family images still possess a conventional,
unwritten rule that applies to successful family images: the subject ought to look into
the camera’s eye and smile. I found that camphone family images to a lesser extent
appeared as an attempt to glorify or embellish the self-presentation of the family.
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One aspect related to the change in aesthetics concerns the shift of position of the
family-image authors: more often it was the children who took images of their parents
and other family members rather than the other way around. Thus I argue that the
privilege of the moment is undergoing change, something that also contributes to
influence who in the family will be photographed, how they will be portrayed and the
positions and situations in which the pictures will be taken.
Another point is the new mutual, reciprocal MMS-exchange of pictures and
communication between the parents and the children. In all cases where the parents
had MMS operative, all informants had received images from their parents. In most
cases, it concerned images of one of the parents from an everyday situation on
routine/normal weekdays where nothing extraordinary happened. In this fashion, I
argue that to a large extent camphone practices function to fulfil an objective as a
documentation of everyday life in family situations, as non-evaluative and
unpretentious, relaxed confirmations of everything being in the usual order.
The final point concerns the sharing and representation processes. The
article/paper shows that although these processes are no longer centred around the
family album but rather through each individual’s private camphone, I found no
indications that the contextual situation of the family image has lost its significance.
The family images are still included in a process of social interaction, either through
MMSs or via direct sharing on the phone’s screen in a synchronous social context.
Overall, the paper shows that the camphone has intervened and changed the
privilege of the moment. As young people to a greater extent appear as co-authors of
their own family narrative more frequently, new representations of the family, in
contrast to the hegemonic narrative, occur. Hence I argue that images produced by the
camphone can contribute to the articulation of families in more varied settings and
positions than the traditional family camera. In this sense, these images may
contribute to a self-presentation that is more in accordance with the changes that are
already underway in the social functions of the families.
The findings are mainly based upon the third article, yet the second and fourth
articles are also relevant, as discussions of self-processes and self-presentation as well
as evolving genres in relation to media are explored.
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Research findings C
• In order to grasp the complexity of young people's mobile-
telephony practices and social relationships, I examine the
significance of mobile telephony as a medium, as well as the
practices and genres it conveys. Based upon love text-message and
camphone self-portrait genres, in what ways do young people's
communicative acts and social relationships have implications for
the constitution of media and genres of the self?
By drawing upon parallels to the 1800’s European letter-writing practices as well
as the ancient Greek tradition of writing notebooks, I examine significances of
intimacy, technologies of the self and friendship, and subjectivity formation in young
people’s text-message and camphone self-portrait culture.
In the fourth article I found that new technologies have influenced and re-shaped
the meaning of intimacy. Through the narrations of the 16-year-old informant, Tina,
text-message communications are deemed to fragment traditional social forms,
producing spaces in which different meanings of intimacies appeared. I found that
with the use of text-message communication, multiple ways of performing and
experiencing intimacy were enabled/possible.
Moreover, in order to understand new mobile-phone genres, I have drawn parallels
to the ancient Greek self-caring practice of writing notebooks proposed by Foucault.
Although Foucault’s perspectives on ‘technologies of the self’ are not idiomatic in the
comparison, the perspectives have facilitated a comprehension of how media of the
self is articulated through the means of text messages. The analysis suggests that
young people's text-message daily ‘movements’ represent, as in the case of the
notebook, a media of the self.
Understanding genres and their communicative efficacy facilitates the way one
understands how to act and participate in a society. Based on an understanding that
genres must be studied in close relation to media and social practices, I claim that
there is a need to advance the analysis in order to examine how media of the self
constitute new genres. In the paper’s second part, I particularly scrutinise genre
theories in relation to medium of the self (text messages and camphone images) and
its rhetoric (here: love, intimacy and the self).
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As expressing intimacy and confirming one’s love to each other has been a well-
known media practice for ages, I chose to examine love text messages in the light of
other related genres. The analysis shows that although love text messages have
emerged with the mobile-phone technology, they simultaneously draw upon and share
several attributes with previous genres, i.e. the billet genre. However, at the same
time, I argue that love text messages add a distinctiveness hitherto unseen in
traditional genres. For example, love text messages enable one to be both intimate and
immediate in a shared, constituted space while simultaneously physically separate. By
strongly resembling a conversation, yet distinct from a face-to-face communication,
sending daring and juicy love text messages, for example, is thus facilitated by the
technology itself. In this manner, text-message distinctiveness, and the properties,
attributes and practices it conveys, must be seen in relation to the mobile-phone
medium as a whole. Overall, the analysis shows that love text messages represent a
new rhetoric and practice that have accommodated change and have accommodated
us to change.
Regarding camphone self-portraits, I found that there were some specific features
that characterised their rhetorical form and style. Firstly, all self-portraits were taken
frontal or profile at an arm’s-length distance. The images were blurred and had
several parallels with traditional attributes of amateur snapshots, which in turn
constitute a distance from the traditional self-portrait, high-art genre. Secondly, I
found that the young people appeared highly comfortable and self-confident in front
of the camera’s lens which made it relevant to examine the genre in close relation to
the intensified self-broadcasting culture. As acts such as exhibitionism and voyeurism
have been morally neutralised through the increasing display of ordinary people in the
media, I argue that the new genres require a rethinking of the meanings of mediated
discourses. In the paper, I suggest that these acts must be seen in relation to
technologies of the self and self-processes. I also suggest that, apart from seeing
camphone self-portraits as a part of a culture of confession and obsessive self-act, the
camphone self-portrait genre ought to be discussed in the light of the power of
memory. Thus continuous self-reporting through text messages, notebooks, diary
writing or camphone self-portraits, may be seen as a part of the story of the self. In
this fashion, displaying oneself may therefore be a part of an archiving process.
Therefore, making and keeping personal records is seen as an active articulation of a
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specific archive process wherein the personal immediacy and broadcasting potential
of camphone self-portraits represent a novel act and genre.
The findings are mainly based upon the fourth article (see also the second and third
article).
Paper 1: Prøitz, Lin 2005. ‘Cute Boys or Game Boys? The Embodiment of
Femininity and Masculinity in Young Norwegians’ Text Message Love-
Projects’ in Fibreculture Journal, 2005, Issue 6 ‘Mobility, New Social Intensities
and the Coordination of Digital Network’
http://journal.fibreculture.org/issue6/issue6_proitz.html 2005
Paper 2: Prøitz, Lin 2007. ‘A Play of Visibility. Performances of Gender and
Sexuality in Young Women’s and Men’s Camphone Images’ (submitted to
Convergence, 09.02.2007)
Paper 3: Prøitz, Lin 2007. ‘“Everybody has a family tree – and this is mine:”
Writing your own narrative. A study of family photography from the family
album to MMS’ [“Alle har sitt familietre – og her er mitt:” Å skrive sin egen
historie. En studie av familiebildepraksis via familiealbum til MMS] in Lüders,
Prøitz and Rasmussen (eds) (2007), Personlige medier. Livet mellom skjermene,
Oslo: Gyldendal Akademisk
Paper 4: Prøitz, Lin 2007, “Mobile Media and Genres of the Self”, in Stuedahl,
D. & Storsul, T. (Eds.) Ambivalence towards convergence. Digitalisation and
media change: Nordicom, Göteborg 2007, pp. 199-216. The article is a further
development of “Intimacy Fiction. Intimate Discourses in Mobile Phone
Communication amongst Norwegian Youth” in Nyiri, Kristof (ed) A Sense of
Place. The Global and The Local in Mobile Communication, Vienna: Passagen
Verlag 2005, pp. 191-201
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EPILOGUE: A LONGITUDINAL DIMENSION
An important dimension in my thesis is the longitudinal perspective. By employing
the characteristic methods when examining youths over a period of four years, the
work has provided unique knowledge and insight into a hitherto little-explored
research field. In the social field of mobile-phone communication, youths represent
the fastest-developing group. Analysing youths’ interpersonal communication through
mobile phones over years may indicate how subjectivity, intimacy, interpersonal
relationships and society change.
During the four research years, some changes are remarkably distinct. In this
epilogue, I will particularly point out three aspects of change concerning peer-to-peer
communication, youth-parent relationships and the informants’ relation to the mobile
phone itself.
Drowning by numbers
Four years after the first interviews, modified mobile-phone practices and patterns
in Norway are noticeable. Although there is a range of different aspects due to these
changes, I suggest the primary aspect is the combination of the fast adoption and
domestication of the camera-phone simultaneously as my informants have grown into
young adults and entered new phases of life.26 All the informants of the
2001interviews have moved out of their childhood nests and started to work or
continued to study. Moreover, particularly for those who have moved to other cities,
circles of new social networks are apparent.27 In what ways have these changes
influenced mobile-phone practices and patterns? Are today’s practices in a Norwegian
context more parallel with Scifo’s, (2005), Ito and Okabe’s (2005) recent findings?28
As recent studies suggest changes in sociality due to the usage of camphones, I find it
crucial to examine the shift towards visual self-authoring (MMS) in the light of the
initial, now-established text-message customs. In the next section I will discuss
mobile-phone changes among young Norwegians from 2001 until today (2006).
26 In addition, the mobile phone is no longer a new phenomenon.
27 For all of the informants, the economic situation has changed radically as juggling living costs are
now a part of their young adulthood. In all cases, this means that the informants now pay their own
mobile phone costs.
28 See chapter 2
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In order to map out new ‘technosocial situations’, I will give a short account of the
changes of the informants’ network maps during the last four years. In 2001 the
informants had marked several more names on their maps in general. When asking
the twenty-year-old informant Tina this year, she asserts that when they were fifteen
years old, rather than keeping the exchange of mobile phone numbers within close
friends, family and acquaintances, they frequently added and exchanged numbers
with people that they didn’t know very well – or at all. Tina says she even added the
phone number of the local phone booth in order to make an impressive address book.
The excerpt underneath underlines the custom:
“It was cool to have a lot of numbers. It was all about having as many numbers
as possible. Everybody asked “how many do you have in your address book?” I
don’t know why, but it was pretty cool at that time.”/…/ (Interview with Tina,
19 years old, March, 2004)
In contrast, having an ‘impressive address book’ seems to have lost its meaning
among the nineteen- and twenty-year-old informants. Today, Tina is much more
cautious about handing out her phone number claiming she almost perceives the
number as a part of her identity. Although all of the informants have replaced their
mobile phone quite a few times (in most cases every year), interestingly a large
number state that they have still maintained the same phone number as they had when
they got their first mobile phone. Besides being a convenient practice, a lot of the
informants support Tina’s perception of a personified phone number. In the following
interview-excerpt, as the nineteen-year-old Irene chronicles through her mobile phone
ownership, various meanings of the mobile phone number and practices are
illustrated. Although a lot of social ties are quite perishable among early teenagers,
the excerpt also highlights the social value of ‘weak’ ties: 29
Irene: I remember the first one [mobile phone], the first I got. It was Russian,
and...
Lin: Wow! What kind of phone did you have last time?
Irene: Well… I don’t remember. I’ve had so many, so many. I don’t remember.
Lin: What’s the name of this one?
Irene: Seven... version 400... 700? I don’t know, actually.
Lin: And when did you buy it?
29 See Granovetter, M. 1973, “The Strength of Weak Ties”
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Irene: One week ago. But the last one got stolen.
Lin: How?
Irene: I was out. I lost my wallet too. A real crisis.
Lin: So now you know what it’s like to be without a mobile phone? Can you say
something about that?
Irene: Yes (laughs). I was without a phone for four days or so. And then I
borrowed dad’s old one. But I had to buy myself a new SIM card and that was
really lame. I had to ask all my friends to send text messages to my boyfriend’s
phone if they wanted to reach me.
Lin: And you did remember people’s numbers?
Irene: I remembered a few. My best friends, my boyfriend and some of my
girlfriends, and mum and dad, and work and the like. But I lost a whole lot of
numbers. It’s really… in a way it’s pretty good too, I mean… you get rid of…
all those numbers you never use, right? Because there are just a lot of numbers
stored, and I just… I have so many numbers, but one actually never even uses
half of them, right.
Lin: But how come you have so many numbers?
Irene: I have stored heaps of numbers from people I met a long time ago.
Lin: Are you not in contact with them anymore?
Irene: No. It’s a bit sad, though, because I have a friend who lives pretty far
away, and I don’t know anyone who knows her. So I don’t have any other
contact with her other than through mobile phone and sometimes text messages,
but now I’ve lost her number.
Lin: So now you can’t get in touch with her?
Irene: No (giggling) But I could look in the yellow pages… (laughs)
Lin: And you don’t bother to do so?
Irene: But that’s actually a sign that we aren’t really in touch, I mean if we
don’t… if I don’t have her number?
(Interview with Irene, 19 years old, 2004)
In this passage, Irene highlights the extremely consumable hardware in contrast to
the highly-personified software such as one’s telephone number and the address book.
As shown, she remembers her first mobile phone, but she is not able to give an
account of the others, not even her last purchase which is less than one week ago.
Nevertheless, she remembers some core phone numbers, as these are links to her
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partner, family and closest friends. Additionally, referring to all the phone numbers
she lost when losing her phone without even bothering to catch up with them again,
supports Tina’s perception of the mid-teen’s importance of ‘collecting status by
numbers’. As seen, the mid-teen wide yet flimsy social network seems to have lost its
position. Consequently, a lot of the most frequent communication partners in 2001 are
no longer ticked on the network map of today. A few of the informants assert that
they don’t even remember who those people were, others point out that they just lost
contact with them when high school ended. Below, nineteen-year-old Anette
exemplifies some of the crucial aspects of mobile-phone customs:
Anette: Earlier, it used to be… it was more important to be popular, I don’t
know /…/ I’ve recently changed my number because there were so many who
just made ‘funny’ calls, it was extreme… it was a lot of people who had my
phone-number, people who had my number without my consent.
Lin: How come?
Anette: It’s probably people I used to mix with, that I no longer mix with. Or it
might be people who forwarded my number to people they knew. Now I only
give away my number to those I know very well or to those that I do want to
have my number.
(Anette, 19 years old, April 2004)
As Tina, Irene and Anette point out, now the address book is slimmer, more
exclusive and current as “people I met a long time ago”, phone-booth numbers and
the like are no longer included in their phone books. This occurrence seems
additionally strengthened by those of the informants who have moved to other cities.
In these cases, new peers from new and current local environments are seen
embraced, replacing the names in the previous network-maps’ inner circle. Thus,
according to the informants’ perceptions, mobile-phone usage in general, and text
message usage in particular, are noticeable modified in two dominant ways: locality
and frequency. As the teenagers grow older, the ties seem stronger in the sense that
‘acquaintances’ are replaced by peers that one sees on a daily basis:
Lin: Those people who are physically located closer, do you send text messages
or call them more often than people far away?
Martine: Sure.
Lin: How come?
Martine: Because I meet them.
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Lin: So, is the point to keep in touch with those you don’t meet very often?
Martine: Well, basically. However, I really don’t know. Don’t bother to waste
my time on people I can’t meet. It’s not about not wanting them as friends or so,
it’s just that I’d rather be in touch with them when they are available.
Similar reflections to Martine’s above were expressed by several informants. My
findings thus have similarities with recent mobile-phone studies claiming that the
more locally-situated peers are, the more frequent is the communication. 30
From zero to one hundred… how to upgrade a parent
The occurrence outlined above does not seem apt when examining the
communication between the young informants and their parents. When comparing the
2001 network maps with the 2004 and 2005 maps, dominant changes are striking. The
parents which were marked in the map’s periphery in 2001, if not totally omitted, are
today marked close to the centre. When looking at Heidi’s map in 2001, she has
marked the communication with her parents with ‘0%’, whereas in 2004 both parents
are ‘promoted’ to the inner circle. Due to the daily contact with one’s parents when
living at home, I propose that the need for mobile phone communication beyond
micro-coordination is limited. Nevertheless, I suggest that the key motive for the
“0%” communication is related to the importance of marking a distance to one’s
parents as a young teenager. Today, most of the informants claim that they are in
contact with their parents at least once a week whereas others assert that they talk
with one of their parents on a daily basis.31 Although the informants claim that the
communication is with few exceptions initiated by the parents, most of the young
people assert that they appreciate the contact which is no longer limited to ‘when and
where to meet’. So as the teenager moves out, the parents’ concerns may still be of
the same matter – care. However, the previous daily care is now being increasingly
mediated through voice calls, SMS and MMS. In order to include each other when
being physical apart, co-shared daily updates are enabled by the usages of MMS. This
is interesting in the sense that the practice previously has been subject to same-aged
30 In Marika Lüders’ (’Becoming More Like Friends’, 2006, paper at KIM-conference, Finse, 2006)
study on young Norwegians’ practices of various personal online media, the situation seems different
than for mobile-phone communication. Rather than addressing close peers which one sees on a daily
basis as a friend, Lüders found that physically absent yet close online communication partners were as
much defined as friends regardless of the frequency of daily physical meetings.
31 The informants claim that the communication is with few exceptions initiated by the parents.
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peers. Thus the co-social relationship between parent-youth is therefore a recent
practice.
Similar appreciations of the parents’ co-presence are highlighted in the text
message conversation below. In the excerpt, the eighteen-year-old student Heidi is
currently at the capital’s largest russe-camp, joining the last day of the ‘russefeiring’
when she starts texting her father: 32
Heidi, 23:46: Hei Paps! Jeg føler meg veldig bra nå. Sitter bare inne på bussen å
tar det “lungt” (sitat: Marthe). Kjipt at russetiden er ferdig. Det stenger kl ett her
idag.
[Heidi, 11:46: Hey Dad! I feel pretty good right now. Just sitting in the bus
chillin’. It sucks that Russ is over. They close here at 01:00 today.]
The father replies fifteen minutes later by mocking the russe-situation, yet in a
fond way:
Father, 00:01: Hvor bra er det egentlig? Skrive til paps straks før midnatt på
16.mai…Trodde det nærmet seg klimax på denne tida..? Rsstog i morgen? Når?
Elsker deg! Paps
[Father, 00:01: How good is it really? Writing to your dad just before midnight
on the 16th of May... I would have thought that the night was just getting
started..? The Russ parade tomorrow? When? Love you! Dad]
A short time afterwards, Heidi receives a reply from her mother too:
Mother, 00:12: Bra! Glad due r bedre. Hvordan passer lua? Mange knuter?
Annet? Hilsen hjemmefronten.
32 In Norway, russefeiring is a term used when graduating students celebrate the end of high school.
Although this is not a compulsory practice, most of the graduating students choose to do so. The
russefeiring lasts for about 14 days in May, ending on the Norwegian national day, May 17th. Thus the
night between May 16th and the national day is notorious for being the climax night during the
russefeiring. One custom during this night is to drive around in the russebus and wake up one’s
teachers and parents. The russ (i.e. the students participating in the celebration) are easy to distinguish
as they often are gathered in large groups, wearing russe-suits and hats – in which the colours on the
suit mark their studies. Red and blue russ are the most common. Most of the russ are often gathered in
clusters around a ‘russebuss’, a bus which is specially bought and customised (by the students) for the
two-week occasion. The knots and items one has in the string in the russe-hat illustrate the russe-dares
one has passed. The russ are often criticised for their wild ongoing parties, running around raving
drunk. Some of my fieldwork took place during the informants’ russefeiring.
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[Mother, 00:12: Great! I’m happy you are doing better. How’s your hat fit? A
lot of knots? Anything else? Regards from the homefront.]
Heidi replies three minutes later:
Heidi, 00:15: Akkurat tatt på lua. Noen knuter, men egentlig fler enn det er i lua
mi. Tingnene er så vanskelig å få tak i. Vil dere vekkes etterpå eller? :)
[Heidi, 00:15: Just put on my hat. A few knots, but there are actually more than
I have on my hat. Some of the things are hard to get a hold of. You guys wanna
be woken up later?:)]
Although it’s the middle of a Sunday night, the parent(s) answers her three
minutes later with an immediate reply:
Parent(s), 00:18: Selvfølgelig!!!
[Parent(s), 00:18: Of course!!!]
One hour and two minutes later, Heidi once again initiates a text-message
conversation with her parents:
Heidi, 01:20: Jeg skulle ønske jeg hadde dratt hjem, men nå er det for sent.. Har
hørt med mange, men det ser dårlig ut med skyss hjem. Hva skal jeg gjøre?
Bare vente?
[Heidi, 01:20: I wish that I had gone home, but now it’s too late… I’ve asked a
lot of people, but it doesn’t look like I’ll be able to get a ride home. What
should I do? Just wait?]
The father gives her some alternatives, simultaneously as he emphasises her
responsibilities as a young adult:
Father, 01:27: We told you… Spør omkring deg om det går buss? Hvis ikke får
du vel bare følge med de andre. Taxi alene vil ruinere deg. Paps
[Father, 01:27: We told you… Ask around if any buses are still running? If not
you’ll just have to stick with the others. A taxi alone would ruin you. Dad]
I have no idea whether the parents actually picked up their daughter during the
night or not, however I find the excerpt interesting as it highlights some of the
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complexity between the parent-teenager/young adulthood relationship. As seen, in the
middle of the presumably ‘climax night’, the eighteen-year-old daughter updates her
parents with the current status. Heidi is the one who initiates the conversation and, as
seen, it’s not a text message about ‘when and where to meet’ (at least not directly).
Instead, as much as Heidi is keeping her parents informed she is also keeping them
socially co-present as mutual awareness seems to be a key issue. When having trouble
getting home later on, Heidi’s father is still co-present, replying only seven minutes
later, remarking on how she should have listened to his advice earlier on. I find their
conversation calm and loving, and quite different from the text-message conversations
the same young girl claimed she had with her parents only three years earlier. In fact,
when listening to Heidi in 2001 she claimed that she actually never received text
messages from her parents. Instead of sending text messages, which according to
Heidi they were not capable of, they called her. When I asked the informants in 2001
about how they wrote text messages to their parents, they answered as follows:
Heidi: I never write to my mum because she just doesn’t understand how to read
them. She has an old phone and besides she never uses it anyway. As for dad,
he never reads his messages either… he works too much, and when he sees a
new message on the screen, he thinks it’s a voice message, and then he doesn’t
bother anyway.
Tina: If I write messages to my mum she becomes grumpy as she finds me rude
(laughs). But I am not rude, it’s just the way I normally writes to friends, but
she doesn’t seem to understand that clearly. So when I get home she is grumpy
at me and I just “What???”
Elisabeth: Yes, it’s much better to just call and say I’m late.
(Excerpt from a focus group interview, 2001, cited in Prøitz 2003).
When looking at some of the few text messages between the informants and their
parents in 2001, they are short and often characterised by a parent setting an agenda.
Below, fifteen-year-old Tina is running late for home and sends this alert to her
mother:
Tina, 22:25: Jeg går fra tomas nå…vet ikke om jeg rekker akkurat hjem til halv,
men…
[Tina, 22:25: I leave tomas now...don’t know if i’ll reach half past, but...]
Mother, 22:27: DET GJØR DU IKKE NEI
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[Mother, 22:27: YOU WILL NOT]
Tina, 22:28: Glemte tida…sorry…
[Tina, 22:28: Forgot to keep the time…sorry…]
The short text-message exchange shows no appreciation of the parent’s co-
presence as seen in Heidi’s 2004 messages. The exchange is economic and short,
leaving nothing ‘extra’ except the forewarning. Most strikingly, as emphasised by the
informants in 2001, the mother appears quite text-message ‘illiterate’, using only
capital letters, adding no symbols or non-alphanumeric signs. When looking at
Heidi’s 2004 conversation, the parents’ text message rhetoric seems quite similar to
hers. I argue that the parents now seem to have learned and adapted to the young
people’s internalised text-messages customs.
Mobile paranoia and social hypnosis?
“I would never have a boyfriend without [a mobile phone]. What would we do?
Would we sort of go to people’s homes and knock on their doors?”
[Jeg hadde aldri fått meg kjæreste uten. Hva skulle vi ha gjort da? Reist hjem og
ringt på døren til hverandre, liksom?”](Tina, 20 år, 2005)
The mobile phone has unquestionably become a major part of youths’ everyday
life, both as a precious body part and a pain in the neck. When asking twenty 15- and
16-year-old high-school students to draw a mobile phone in 2001, numerous models
were proposed. Most drew a model similar to the traditional rectangular mobile
phone. Yet all informants added new software that was not yet invented in 2001:
music options, net access, more advanced games with linkage options, phones with
camera and recorder, television, colour displays, better memory capacity, and in
general more individual customisable phones. However, two models were distinct
different from the others, the Nike mobile phone and the eyeglasses-model:
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Drawing 1: Nike model, 2001
According to the designer’s comments, the Nike model is a waterproof mobile
phone shaped like the well-known Nike symbol. The metallic necklace enables one to
wear the mobile phone as a collar. The necklace is interchangeable and the wing
comes in various sizes. The buttons illuminate in various colours, it has a vibrating
function and you can record sound. It has a radio and, like all other designed models,
it has a colour display. The speakers are placed on the front of the wing, whereas the
microphone is placed on the tip.
The next model is a mobile phone integrated into a pair of eyeglasses:
Drawing 2: Eyeglasses model, 2001
The display on this model merges into the eyeglasses’ lenses and can be activated
through a wireless keyboard that is attached to one’s arm. When activated, the menu
pops up on the lenses. The letters are transparent, enabling one to use the glasses as
normal eyeglasses at the same time. A hard disk is integrated into the keyboard,
whereas the sound is inbuilt in the frames. Each eyeglass is adjustable to the user’s
sight and can even be provided with sunglass options. One of the most intriguing
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aspects of this model is the even greater prosthetic feature; it’s literally united with
the user’s face and arm.
In 2004 and 2005 I asked the informants to make new drawings of their future
desired mobile phone. As mentioned in chapter 3, few informants were able to come
up with anything new, claiming that every option they wanted was already invented,
except for one thing: enhanced memory capacity. As the mobile phone functions as
people’s notebook, a reminder and a calendar, it has become young people's most
frequently-used memory device. Leif supports its significance in the excerpt below:
Leif: It’s a pain in the neck, though.
Lin: A pain in the neck? Why?
Leif: Because it’s there nagging me. It’s not a joke. I have a hate-love
relationship with it. It has made itself so indispensable.
Lin: Has it made itself so indispensable??
Leif: Yes, actually..
Lin: Has it done this all by itself?
Leif: Yes. I’ve had a mobile phone for a third of my life. It has become a habit.
I don’t know how to organise my life without it. No good routines. I could have
bought myself an alarm clock, but I don’t need to when I have the phone. I can
store notes on it, but I don’t. I need to exercise my memory.
Lin: Has the usage of it made us more dull?
Leif: No. I just think that there is even more we need to store. Now that the
possibility to store even more exists, you just fill up with all the more.
As Leif points out, the mobile phone is a rather short-lived, deceptive saver of
time. Supported by other informants, the mobile phone does not save more time, they
just pack their lives with even more. Thus in order to fill up life with even more in a
shorter time (more music, more images, more texts, more notes, more complex and
faster games etc.) additional memory is required. In this sense, they claim that they do
not have to remember so much by themselves.
One aspect for which memory is particularly needed concerns the storage of
images. As most mobile phones contain an inbuilt camera, image-snapping has
rocketed the mobile phone culture. Like the purpose of using the calendar and note
options, the youths state that images are also used as a commemorating practice, here
stated by Tina:
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Without the image of that pool, I would probably have forgotten what that pool
looked like. It’s truly a way to remind myself about the nice time I had (Tina, 20
years old, 2005)
Image 1: Swimming pool, image taken by informant
Apart from aspiring to an enhanced memory capacity on their mobile phones, the
informants claim that the next important issue is a back-up option for what they
already have stored. In order to comprehend this, I will shed light on two main aspects
regarding youths’ mobile-phone culture and their relationship with the personal
technology. Firstly I will emphasise findings from my Mster’s thesis. In the 2001
interview three informants characterised their relationship with their mobile phone in
this manner:
- I have to wear glasses. I sometimes feel as incapacitated when I’m not
wearing my glasses as I do when I don’t have my phone (Martine, 15 years
old).
- /.../ I had less of a life before I got my phone /.../ (Tina, 16 years old).
- If I could take something with me to a desert island or save something
from a fire, the first thing I would have thought of would have been my
mobile phone (Heidi, 16 years old).
As seen, and often repeated by youths in general, the mobile phone has almost
become a corporeal part of their lives. Although some informants claim that the
omnipresent mobile phone has resulted in a socially paranoid culture, implying
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continuous self-reporting through texts or images, most simultaneously assert that
their lives would be awfully asocial without it as they would lose control and contact
with the outside world. Secondly, as such a large amount of their private lives are
stored in one little personal device, the fear of losing it would most likely signify a
fear of losing a part of their social selves. In this sense, saving the mobile phone from
a fire or taking it to a desert island appear as crucial as it represents both their selves
and a bodily part of their selves. Twenty-year-old Jens pinpoints this aspect:
If I lose my phone, I lose all the mates I usually hang out with, all messages, all
images, all contacts, all phone-numbers… it’s when everything is crammed into
one thing, then you lose pretty much of yourself in a way (Jens, 20 years old,
2005).
Future hypothesis
So, where does this leave us? When asking mobile-phone software producers, they
state that the mobile-phone future will become even more seamless. There will be
more options in one personal technological device. Some of the informants follow
these hypotheses, adding that the seamlessness will also include a bodily-embedded
technology: biometric implants under the fingertips, integrated cameras in the eye etc.
On the other hand, other informants state that the mobile phone landscape will
become more divergent, fragmenting the device into several platforms that
synchronise. Apart from added memory and back-up functions, they claim that the
option of stripping the mobile phone or hiding complex functions that are never used
will become tomorrow’s mobile telephone. Overall, the findings show that
expectations and needs are changing as the prod-users grow up – and not necessarily
according to the mobile-phone software producers’ hypothesis.
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Appendix I – Charts of informants participation
Figure 1 – chart of informants’ participation 2001-2005
The interview modes are divided into i: individual interview, p: partner interview
and g: group interview. Those who sent text messages are marked with an ‘s’, and
those who sent camera-phone images are marked with an ‘m’:
informant 2001 2004 2005
Tina g, s i, s, m i, s, m
Martine g, s i, m
Elisabet g, s i, s
Heidi g, s i, s
Randi g, s i, s, m i, m
Jenny g, s
Andrea g, s i, s






Irene i, s, m
Fredrikke i








All names are fictional.
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Appendix II - Interview guides
Figure 2 Interview guide
2005 Interview guide: Young people’s usage of the camera-phone (based on and
further developed of 2001 and 2004-guide)
USAGE
• who, what, where, when and why?
• storage/sharing (examine differences between saved images for private usage
versus images (MMS) that are sent.
• Out of the images you receive, what do you like/enjoy receiving and why?
Can you give any examples?
• How often? Can you give any examples of images from your current inbox –
as well as images that you sent recently?
• How many can you store? What do you do when the capacity is full? Where
do you store the images?
• Do you usually send images including text or other graphics/animation? Can
you give an example?
• Regarding a traditional snapshot camera and digital camera – are there any
differences in the usage of it versus camphones?
• For what purpose do you use MMS the most? Humour, pragmatic messages,
documenting places you’ve been to, funny objects or storing memories for
yourself – or other things? Examples?
o Exercise a) Go through images in the in/outbox as well as stored files.
Examine and make the informant comment on her/his images in
relation to what, who, when, why, to/from whom, sharing, storing.
SELF-PORTRAIT
• We are making portraits of ourselves to an increasing extent – images that are
often shared with others – in various private/semi-public/public modes. What
is it that influences this growing trend, why do we do it and what do we want
to achieve?
• Do you take self-portraits? If so, how often and why; if not, why not?
• Snapshot/ close-ups
o Today, the camera-eye is everywhere – on people’s mobile phone,
digital pocket cameras, surveillance cameras etc. The processes have
become rapid, simplified and changed – instant no-fee editing has
influenced the increasing number of images that are snapped, stored
and deleted. We also take pictures of other things than before – how
does this ubiquitous eye/I influence the way we experience and
understand ourselves? Does this practice and phenomenon influence
our narratives? If so, in which ways?
• Apart from the self-portrait, it’s also increasingly an option to document
oneself and one’s everyday practices through MMS. Why do we take images?
Which significance do visual memories have in your life?
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• Do you think boys and girls take self-portraits differently? Tell me how. Give
examples. Concretise and explain why.
PERFORMANCES OF GENDER AND SEXUALITY
• Can you outline what kinds of MMS you receive from male friends? Give
examples. And likewise from female friends. What about from your
boy/girlfriend?
• In terms of gender and sexuality, what does the term ‘sexuality’ mean to you?
• Have you sent/received MMS with sexual implications? (Give examples –
from whom, to whom, what etc.)
• Where do you draw the line in terms of what you would send/ find acceptable
to receive? Give examples.
• Can you give examples of images that you send to/cannot send to
friends/parents/men/women/when flirting, siblings, other family members, ex-
partners, partners?
o What do you think about when I say ‘man/woman’, ‘masculinity’ and
‘femininity’ How would you describe these categories? Could you
draw an association chart of a feminine man and masculine woman?
o Can you give examples of what a wo/man can not do?
o Do you think it is possible to see that you are a wo/man by looking at
the MMS you send? Why/why not?
o Can you exemplify images that you have sent that are
masculine/feminine? (To whom, why?)
o Or can you give examples of MMS you have sent where being
masculine/feminine have played a significant role?
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MOBILE PHONE
• When I met you last year, I asked about how important the mobile phone was
to you, as well as whether you experienced closeness to it. Can you tell me
about your relationship with it today? Which functions do you use the most?
• Do you use it in relation to/as a supplement to/parallel with other digital
media? If so, how and which ones?
• Has the mobile phone got another function or value to you now that you no
longer attend high school and meet up with classmates on a daily basis? Please
give examples.
• Do you know anyone your age that doesn’t have a mobile phone? Do you
know why – and how do you keep in touch?
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Appendix III – Network maps



















Appendix V - Information letter and letter of consent
Figure 5 information-letter and letter of consent
Lin Prøitz
Research Fellow,






Telefon: 22850465 (jobb), mobil: 97 98 68 97, fax: 22850401
Informasjon og samtykkeerklæring vedrørende kvalitativt dybdeintervju samt
innhenting av empirisk materiale så som tekst og/eller multimedia meldinger fra
informantens mobiletelefon i tilknytning til det pågående doktorgradsprosjektet
“Mobilitetens kjønn”, 2005
Undertegnede, dataansvarlig og feltarbeider Lin Prøitz er doktorgradsstipendiat ved Institutt for Medier
og Kommunikasjon ved Universitetet I Oslo med prosjektet “Mobilitetens kjønn”.
Doktorgradsprosjektet er finansiert av Norges Forskningsråd for perioden 2003-2006. Prosjektet er en
del av paraplyprosjektet “Internett I Endring III”. Prosjektet er meldt til Personvernombudet for
forskning, Norsk Samfunnsvitenskapelig Datatjeneste.
Som et ledd av prosjektets mikroanalytiske fokus, utgjør innsamlinger fra samtykkende informanters
tekst og multimedia meldinger en vesentlig empirisk del.
Informanten kan samtykke om at et utvalg av informantens tekst og eller multimedia meldinger, så som
tekstmeldinger, bilder, videosnutter, animasjoner og eller grafikk kan benyttes i forskningsøyemed. Det
er vesentlig å påpeke at samtykke til bruk av tekst og bilder vil gjelde bruk av materialet i
doktorgradsavhandlingen, i konferanser samt i annen undervisningsfaglig sammenheng.
I denne sammenheng vil jeg fremheve at avhandlingen vil bli offentlig tilgjengelig slik at det utvalget
av materiale som er gjengitt i avhandlingen kan kopieres og publiseres av andre ikke-forsknings
instanser så som for eksempel offentlig presse og media forøvrig. Dette er instanser og prosesser som
jeg som dataansvarlig ikke har ansvar for.
I forkant av videreformidling av SMS/MMS/kameramobil bilder/videosnutter der en ukjent
tredjeperson framtrer, skal informanten informere denne før videreformidling av materiale til
undertegnede.
Ingen opplysninger som framkommer i prosjektet vil kunne tilbakeføres til enkeltpersoner, så sant dette
ikke samtykkes eksplisitt i samråd med informanten så som for eksempel bilder av informanten som er
personidentifiserende. Hvis et slikt samtykke ikke foreligges, så vil datamateriale anonymiseres ved
prosjektets slutt.
Intervjuet tas opp på bånd og skrives ut av en vitenskapelig assistent i samråd med
behandlingsansvarlig Lin Prøitz. Lydmateriale vil slettes ved prosjektets slutt senest 31.12.07, med
mindre prosjektet forlenges ved ny finansiering eller ved evt sykdom.
Det fremheves at det er frivillig å delta og at det er mulig å trekke sin deltagelse på et hvilket som helst
tidspunkt. Videre opplyses det at det å trekke sin deltagelse ikke medfører erstatnings- eller
begrunnelsesplikt fra informanten.
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Undertegnede, intervjuer og feltarbeider Lin Prøitz erklærer at ingen opplysninger som framkommer av
intervjuene vil bli utlevert uanonymisert, verken muntlig eller skriftlig så sant dette ikke er i samråd
med informanten. Kun de tekstmeldinger og multimedia meldinger som informanten godkjenner for
bruk I forskningsøyemed vil bli benyttet. Jeg, Lin Prøitz er pålagt taushetsplikt og plikter å behandle
data samt personopplysninger om informanten konfidensielt.
________________ _________________
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Appendix VI – Receipt from NSD
Figure 6 Receipt from NSD
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2Cute Boys or Game Boys? The Embodiment of
Femininity and Masculinity in Young Norwegians’ Text
Message Love-Projects
Introduction
’The time will come, when Mrs. Smith would spend an hour with Mrs. Brown very
enjoyably cutting up Mrs. Robinson over the telephone.’ (Briggs, 1977, cited in Due,
2003)
The telephone was launched in the late 19th century, accompanied by the idea that
‘friends will whisper their secrets over the electric wire’ (in Due, 2003 [Kingsbury,
1915: 32]). [1] However, as Beathe Due (2003) notes in her compelling analysis of
gender-discourses and telephone usage in Norway, because of already existing social,
cultural and economical bourgeois etiquettes, these discourses were transferred into
perceptions of correct usage of the telephone by those who could afford to use and
own a telephone. Brief and formal business-related conversations were soon initiated
by the bourgeois class. (See also Martin, 1991)
In the wake of these etiquettes, a gender-dichotomised discourse of telephone usage
quickly became widespread: women were perceived as endlessly gossiping about
unimportant matters, whereas men were perceived to have disciplined brief, business-
related phone calls. [2] To illustrate the dominant gender-specific discourse, Due
(2003) wittingly refers to a 1929 letter from a reader who sought to organise a new
association against female telephone gossip: ‘F.T.M.A.K.E.S.I.O.T’ – ‘Foreningen Til
Motarbeidelse Av Kvinners Evindelige Snakk I Offentlige Telefoner’ (‘The
Association of Opposing Women’s Endless Gossip On Public Telephones’) (2003: 1).
1 The citation describes how the launch of the telephone at the world exhibition in Philidelphia 1876
was announced by professor T. Sterry, the head of the jury, in a letter to the invention’s father, A.G.
Bell (in Due, 2003 [Kingsbury, 1915: 32]).
2 This indicates that the new correct telephone etiquette was geared toward men as it apparently did not
“take” for women.
3Today in Norway, more than a century after the telephone was launched, the public
telephone booth has generally been replaced by the tiny, personal, portable mobile
phone. Hence, in addition to mobile-phone gossiping in public during the last seven or
eight years, sending text messages has been one of the most popular communication
forms among young people between fifteen to nineteen years old. Statistics show that
more than eight million text messages are sent every day. Since Norway has only 4.5
million inhabitants, the Norwegians are considered to be amongst the highest text-
message users in the world (Ling 2004). Hence, criticism of women endlessly
gossiping in public telephone booths has been supplanted by criticism of girls and
women who, using mobile phones, shamelessly share their most intimate and personal
matters in public space. It is framed as a double problem: mobile-telephone gossiping
accompanied by text-message addiction. To illustrate the extent text messages engage
young people, I asked this study’s young informants how they would experience two
weeks without their mobile telephones. In response, some expressed that it would be
‘completely impossible’, ‘exhausting’ or that they ‘would be totally isolated’ and
‘would feel naked and lose control of the outside world’; in contrast, others said:
‘bloody wonderful’, ‘a relief’, ‘would release the social hypnosis’, ‘okay to get away
from everyday hassle ’ and ‘awesome’. Despite the contradictions in these
expressions, there is no doubt that text messages engage young people’s lives to a
large extent.
As very few studies have investigated the way in which gender and sexuality are
played out at the micro-textual level of text messages, using discourse analysis I have
sought not only to understand how stereotyped gender-dichotomies are maintained
and reproduced, but also the ways in which possible alternative gender performances
take place. In a previous article I demonstrated that sexually romantic negotiations are
a significant part of young Norwegians’ text messages (Prøitz, 2003; see also Ling,
2005). In this article I focus on the ways in which young people indicate and translate
their moods and body language into texts, a process connected to the emergence of
signs of femininity and masculinity in text message love-projects. [3]
3 The term ’sexually* romantic negotiation’ suggests performances (here: text messages) where
flirtation/ affection/romantic/erotic or sexual intimacy or desire are acted out or negotiated (Prøitz,
2003). Moreover, I find the term ‘love-project’ valuable as it emphasises the constructed aspects of
sexually romantic negotiations. Hence my usage of the term is built upon Heidi Eng’s (2003) work,
indicating an understanding of sex, gender and sexuality as acts, expressions, communication or
4After a brief discussion of research methods, I will discuss linguistic dimensions of
text messages. Then, after presenting Heidi’s and Randi’s love-project text messages,
I will develop a gender-explicit analysis.
Research Methods
The project on which this article is based was guided by a triangulation of methods:
focus group and in-depth interviews, network maps, drawings, and text and
multimedia messages. In this article the analyses are generally supported by all
empirical methods, with particular emphasis on interviews and text messages. [4]
In 2001, I conducted group interviews with nine young, white, middle-class media
students (15 -16 year old girls) in two groups at a technical high school in Oslo,
Norway. During a month in fall 2001, the same nine girls forwarded me all their sent
and received text messages. When the informant sent or received a text message, she
synchronously and manually sent a copy to my mobile telephone. [5] This resulted in
about one thousand text messages.
During 2004, I re-interviewed six of the same young girls from the 2001 study, as
well as recruiting nine new (white, middle-class) informants from Oslo and Bodø. In
total my sample included five males and ten females, all 18-19 years old. Six females
from the 2004-sequence participated in a further forward-method round, whereas
three females and one male also sent me a sample of their last month’s camera-
telephone images, animations and graphics, for a total of 111 MMS. [6]
language. The term is also fruitful as it ties this article’s questions and theoretical perspectives in a
productive way.
4 The network map was designed as a target where the interviewee checked out the frequency of her/his
text-message partners. The closer to the centre, the more frequent were the communications. The
interviewee was also asked to draw a sketch of an individual, customised mobile telephone, totally
without technological limitations.
5 This is possible by choosing the ‘reply to multiple’ software-option that is now integrated in today’s
mobile telephones. In the rest of the article I will refer to this method by the term ‘the forward-
method’.
6 The number of informants who agreed to join the forward-method was fewer in the second round. I
suggest the drop in participants occurred due to the fall of newsworthiness of being a part of the study.
Growing older may also generate a need to protect one’s privacy in a different way.
5The duration of the forward-method varied for each individual, lasting for periods
ranging from three days to a month for each interim of empirical study. Even though
there was a large range in the amount of forwarded text messages, most of them
forwarded between fifty to hundred text messages each. All text messages were
transcribed by hand in 2001, whereas due to newer technology, I was able to
“Bluetooth” text and multimedia messages from my mobile telephone directly to the
computer in the latter empirical period. [7] In all interviews I used a tape-recorder to
generate transcripts. Each interview lasted sixty to ninety minutes.
Readings of Discourse Analysis
There was no automatic operation in the forward-method, which was simply based on
each informant’s co-operation, willingness and memory to forward their messages;
therefore, I do not interpret these text messages as serving as truth-tests or revealing a
‘real reality’. The empirical findings are not to be interpreted as either objective or
universal truths. In fact, following arguments put forward by Steinar Kvale (1997; see
also Cathrine Egeland, 2001) I suggest that the knowledge that emerges with/in an
interview is not seen as an objective knowledge that emerges from the “inside” of the
interviewee. Instead, the interview is comprehended as a particular discourse-
situation where meanings are negotiated and objects are constituted (Egeland, 2001,
Kvale, 1997).
Thus, analysing gender performances in this paper implies taking into account
principles such as heteronormativity and hegemonic masculinity that regulate the
production of discourses. In this sense, the knowledge derived from an interview is
not an objective knowledge about something, rather it is a knowledge of, with or in
between the interviewee and the interviewer; the knowledge is seen as “inter-
relational” where negotiations of meanings play a key role (Kvale, 1997). Hence,
being located in a specific time and space, the interview as a discourse situation is
comprehended as a situation in one which the interviewee and interviewer are given
specific positions in a certain discursive universe where a negotiation of meanings
may occur.
7 Bluetooth is a radio-wave technology. This technology is ‘rich’ and fast as the sender and the receiver
do not need to be visible to each other, which is required in an infrared transfer.
6In order to analyse text messages used by the young women and men engaged in love-
projects, I find it necessary to outline and discuss some noteworthy linguistic text-
message aspects in advance. Hence, in the next section I will shed light on several
linguistic aspects adopted by the young text-messaging people in significant, yet
various, ways.
Text Message (Il)literacy
In text-message communication, physical appearance such as attitude, posture, voice,
marked articulations, accents, gestures, face expressions, etc., are not present. As
several works on mobile-telephone communication have shown, the absence of the
entire physical display of communication results in young people’s urge to translate
their body language into text messages. [8]
In previous work, I have discussed how informants indicate hesitation or pauses by
using an ellipsis (...), how they emphasize the atmosphere or the weightiness of voice
by using exclamation marks, and how they indicate their kind feelings as well as
minimize confusion and misinterpretation by the very frequent usage of emoticons
and asterisks. In my study, the most frequent emoticon is the ‘smiley’ ‘:)’, mainly
used in text-message closings, whereas the asterisk ‘*’ is often seen marking words
such as *Koz* and *Klemz* (both words are stylized spellings of hug). As Ylva Hård
af Segerstad (2005) points out in her recent study of text-message language in
Sweden, the asterisk often serves the same purpose as the emoticons, yet, she argues,
by adding an asterisk around a typed version of a word, ‘the marked text is marked
explicitly as indicating an action/…/’ (af Segerstad 2005: 330). This is illustrated in
Tina’s text message below:
‘Elsker deg også…du får kose deg i helga, da:) *kline og kose med*’
(Love you too…enjoy your weekend:) *making out and hugging*)
(From Tina’s forwarded text messages in 2001)
8 Döring, Hellwig and Klimsa, 2004, Hareide 2002, Johnsen 2000, Lee and Sohn, 2004, Ling 1998,
1999, 2002, 2004, Nordahl 2000, Prøitz 2003, 2005, Rheingold 2003, af Segerstad, 2005, Skog 2000,
2002.
7The Bizarre Mum
Another way of embodying the text is to use capital letters to express a loud shouting
voice or anger. However, non-intended usage of capital letters or non-use of
emoticons or asterisks at all signifies text-message illiteracy in which, according to
the young informants, this occurs frequently in text messages from their parents:
‘My mother thinks she knows how to write messages, but she doesn’t use small
letters, only capital letters. She doesn’t even know how to write a question mark/…/
her messages are just weird.’ (Interview with Tina, Prøitz 2003: 49).
As friends of the same social circle often have shared background knowledge, text
messages do not need to be as grammatically explicit. As af Segerstad adds, the joint
references enable them to ‘rely on the receiver’s ability to make pragmatic inferences
when decoding abbreviated messages’ (2005: 328). Hence, as Tina’s mother lacks this
community-specific and text-message linguistic knowledge, her text messages are
perceived as bizarre and incomplete.
Among other informants whose local dialect is different from the hegemonic Oslo
dialect (which is phonetically close to the dominant written standard in Norway),
maintaining their phonetic spellings in their text messages may be important in order
to emphasise their local identity. According to two informants from the northern part
of Norway, text messages written in standard language are perceived as eccentric in a
negative sense. They both claim that using standard language in their text messages
would create a distance from the other person while sounding very formal and
impersonal.
Mimicking Modes of Masculinity
Another interesting notion is how this community-specific language in text messaging
is used in a parodying and ironic sense. One eighteen-year-old informant Knut
underlined how he and his friends mimic ‘those lame-ass smileys’ and add stylised
spellings simply to make a joke or as an ironic comment. I suggest that the mimicking
of the internalised, community-specific modes may be a rite de passage in getting
older as they sought to demonstrate that they “outgrew” engaging in this practice
8through their mockery. Their mockery can also be interpreted as a desire to
distinguish themselves from ‘mainstream’ text-messaging practices. Another notion
is, as Bethan Benwell (2004) argues in her study of U.K. men’s lifestyle magazines,
that the usage of irony may play a key role in constructing masculinity(-ies) in far
more ambiguous, multiple and fluctuating ways, especially when compared to
traditional hegemonic masculine performances.
The outline above will be the point of departure for the following analysis as
discourses of gender, sexuality, femininity and masculinity in text-message
communication will be discussed.
Cute Boys or Game Boys?
In accordance with how one understands oneself, other individuals or one’s
relationship to others’ gender is one of the most significant social positioning among
many. [9] When I ask my informants about what they associate with femininity and
masculinity, they tend to be very clear-cut in their characterisations. With the term
femininity they associate hearts, flowers, gay men, soft and beautiful movements,
emotions, caring, make-up, dresses, whereas masculinity is associated with muscles,
groovy cars, hardness, strength, dominance, leadership, straight lines, tightness,
roughness, or as André puts it: ‘a person in a jacket, with a deep voice and
emotionally limited as only a masculine person may be – that is masculine.’
(Interview with André, 2004). André’s portrayal of being masculine is consistent with
the hegemonic bedrock masculinity, defined by R.W. Connell’s (1995) as:
/…/the configuration of gender practice which embodies the currently accepted
answer to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy, which guarantees (or is
taken for guarantee) the dominant position of men and the subordinations of
women. (R.W. Connell 1995: 77)
9 One suggestion is that this occurs particularly in heterosexual love-projects. Nevertheless, I would
argue that cultural and social hegemonic norms are a dominant part of peoples’ lives regardless of their
sexual orientation.
9The gender-polarised configuration is further underscored when I ask the young
informants whether they are able to distinguish a text message by gender. [10]
According to the majority of the informant’s perception, girls tend to write longer and
more detailed text messages than boys. Again, let us listen to Morten’s perception of
“gendered” text messages:
MORTEN: Girls have a lot that’s different…they have abbreviations, although
they put them in a totally different way than boys would have done. Boys just
do it straight, as simple as that I think. They don’t want to nag people with text
messages. They say what they have to say and that’s it. Or call me. But girls I
think are much more able to explain pretty well what they mean in text
messages, straight forward, but quite clear. I think they use more time. I usually
receive longer messages from girls.
LIN: Do you write longer replies to girls?
MORTEN: It depends. If they start to chat via texts, then I prefer them to call
me instead if they want to talk. If I chat via texts and send “yes”, it costs one
krone. [11] So maybe seven “yeses” to questions, that’s pretty silly. It should be
used for what it is meant for, to send messages. (Interview with Morten, 2004)
Other informants support this view by saying that most of the strict, short and clear-
cut text messages they receive are written by boys or men. Moreover, most of them
perceive that young men in general find it harder to write emotional text messages
than young women. Anja, one of the 18-year-old female informants, shares these
opinions by claiming that girls tend to be much freer in their compositions, whereas
boys have a much firmer structure:
Girls tend to use “z’s” and “hugz” and so on in the end. A girl is more slack in
their structure whilst boys just tighten up the text as much as they can: “Are you
okay? I am. Call me tomorrow” that is the whole message. Whereas girls would
write “How are you” and “What have you been doing lately – we must get
10 The most frequent custom is to store each other’s names in the mobile-phone address book. Hence,
each time one of your friends in your address book sends you a text message, you would be able to see
who it is – which also reveals the gender. However, here I am more interested in whether they manage
to distinguish their text messages by looking at the structure and composition of the text.
11 Krone is the Norwegian currency. 1USD 6.3 NOK (February 2005)
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together soon – do you have a new boyfriend?” A much looser structure, but not
always. Boys can also be cute in their texts. (Interview with Anja, 2004).
As further noted by af Segerstad, emoticons and asterisks are often used to ‘convey
meaning in a creative way, save time, space and effort and also to help disambiguate
text’ (af Segerstad, 2005: 331). Yet, this way of tinting and colouring text messages
is, according to the sociologist Rich Ling (2004, 2005), mainly a female practice. In
his writings about ‘gendering of text messages’ in Norway, he emphasises that
younger women in particular seem to have a broader emotional register when sending
text messages than young males:
/…/female teens write longer more complex messages. They include aspects of
standard written language such as capitalization and punctuation. Moreover,
they are more likely to include emotional elements in their communications
(such as emoticons and items such as “xxx”), and they are more inclined to
include in their SMS messages such refined formalities of traditional written
letters such as salutations and closings. (Ling, 2005: 336).
Based upon various studies of research on spoken conversation, Ling states that
young women in general seem to have better interaction skills (2004: 164). Other
studies (Döring, Hellwig and Klimsa, 2004, Hareide, 2002, Lee and Sohn, 2004,
Skog, 2002) support this view by claiming that girls tend to be more socially oriented
in their mobile-phone use, whereas boys emphasise its technological utilities. In
addition to research on mobile telephones, various recent network and online studies
have shown that participants online interact using the cultural, class, ethnic, gender
and sexuality, etc., displays that they already perform in face-to-face interaction
(Bromseth 2003, Corneliussen 2003, Nakamura, 2002). Hence, ‘doing virtuality’ is as
Lisa Nakamura (2002: 3) claims, never unmarked.
Other researchers have commented on how gender, sexuality and social issues related
to magazines are presented to, and adopted by, young people. [12] In Mary Jane
Kehily’s (1999) discussion of how magazines may influence young people’s
12 As there is yet a very little research done on mobile phone/gender and sexuality, I find it necessary
and vital to link my study to other related media analyses.
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mediation and negotiation of sexual issues, she suggests that young women are more
likely than young men to build up a range of emotional repertoires and vocabulary.
She argues that young women learn femininity through continual and collective
reading of teenage magazines where social and sexual issues are frequently present.
Correspondingly, her study alludes to how similar issues addressed in magazines for
young men would appear to ‘generate feelings of emasculation and suspicion’, here
related to gay identity (Kehily, 1999: 71). Here, though Michael Kimmel (1998) and
R.W. Connell (1995) argue that “manhood” (in this context seen as the traditional
“ideal man”, men in privileged and dominant positions) is only attainable for a
distinct minority, and further stresses that several subcategories of masculinity exist
side by side, other researchers (Hanke,1992, Søndergaard, 2000, Tjeder, 2002) point
out that the nucleus of the hegemonic masculine role is still ultimately located within
compulsory heterosexuality.
Risky Masculinity
Among the informants, similar understandings about “proper” femininity and
masculinity to those stated above seem to be relevant to text-message communication
between young men. According to Jorun and Maja, both 18, men who are too
emotionally well-articulated would probably support gay associations:
LIN: Do you think that text-message communication, where the physical body
is absent, may enable men to do more femininity? I mean, can two men or boys
write hugs to each other without meeting resistance?
MAJA: I think it will be noticed.
JORUN: If a boy writes to another boy “You look nice today” and adds a
smiley with a blinking eye, and they’re just kidding…and let’s say they dislike
gay people, I think it will be much more accepted because they are just kidding.
LIN: But girls, can they add more smileys to each other without being
questioned about whether they are flirting with each other or not?
MAJA: Yes.
JORUN: Sure.
MAJA: I think the norms give us a broader right to comment on... for example
clothes. If I like Lisa’s pants, I may say so in my text message to her, “Where
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did you buy them” and so on. No one would ever see that as something
unusual…
LIN: And if a boy had written to his male friend “You’ve got on nice pants,
today!”?
MAJA: Well, it depends on how close friends they are, and there are definitely
differences among boys, and there is not an unambiguous answer to this, but I
think at least some would have wondered about…in a way… are you gay?
(Interview with Jorun and Maja, 2004)
In this sense, the small gesture of paying another man a compliment about his
appearance would be, according to Maja, noticed as a counter-traditional practice
among men. Hence, the practice is not only made visible, but it also becomes risky.
Interestingly, as unquestioningly stated by Jorun and Maja, this riskiness does not
seem to concern the women. Are the framings different for women’s same-gender
communication? As Willy Pedersen and Hans Kristiansen (2003) claim in a
quantitative study of young Norwegian’s sexual intercourse debut, young women
seem to have more freedom than young men in ‘doing’ various sexual practices. They
argue that this is partly because homoerotic activities and interests are more
interwoven in female heterosexual practices. Thus, for men, homosexuality seems to
be more threatening and in a potential conflict with the traditional male gender-role.
In this sense, Pedersen and Kristiansen suggest that female gender-roles are less
attached to taboos and stereotyped expectations. [13]
Hence, the question remains as to whether it is in fact possible, as claimed by Anja in
the previous section, for boys to “be cute” in their text messages? Although numerous
studies seem to maintain and reproduce polarised and hegemonic gender dichotomies,
I will in the following analysis of Heidi’s and Randi’s text messages search for a more
multifaceted image.
13 However, due to a reductive comprehension and the researchers’ usage of terms such as ‘sexual
intercourse’, referred to the usage of vaginal penetration, I claim that a range of alternative and various
sexual debuts are ignored and neglected. Hence, I find that the study in many ways emphasises and
reproduces the already established heteronormativity. I also find their usage of a quantitative method
far too limited in order to examine new articulations and fractures of alternative counter-traditional
gender and sexuality performances.
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Embodying Gender in Love-Projects
The text messages below are excerpts from two different text-message love-projects
forwarded by Heidi (text messages a-g) and Randi (text messages h-o). In both cases,
text messages are parts of initiating love-projects that emerged in May 2004. [14]
The first time I met the girls, in 2001, they were fifteen-year-old classmates. Heidi
was in the middle of a very appealing love-project with Håvard, whereas Randi’s text
messages were mainly coordination of sport activities and parties with her female
peers. In Heidi’s case, the drama and intensity of her love-project escalated as
performances of gender, sexuality and power relations continuously shifted. The
analysis of Heidi’s text messages in 2001, showed how Heidi and Håvard performed
versions of gender(s) and sexuality(ies) not commonly associated with their physical
sex (that is, Heidi performed in more masculine ways and vice versa) while they also
seemed to challenge each other’s gender positions. However, as the power struggle
proceeded, what I found most intriguing was the emergence of a distinct feature in the
love-project; namely, a game played through text-message technology (Prøitz 2003).
Heidi and Randi are now 18 years old, and they are both in the middle of new love-
projects. After presenting excerpts of Heidi’s and Randi’s text message conversations,
a gender-explicit analysis will follow.
Heidi’s love-project
When Heidi resumed forwarding text messages in May 2004, she was currently in a
relationship with Henrik. [15] However, shortly after she started to forward text
messages, she entered a new love-project with another young male, concurrently
juggling her relationship with Henrik. Heidi starts the conversation by expressing how
much she misses the text-message partner:
a) Jeg dævver..Seriøst. Hadde gitt mye for å ha deg her nå. Vi må møtes snart
igjen, ok? Savner deg allerede! :) Klem (21:41)
14 As male signatures are used in Heidi’s and Randi’s previous and later text-message conversations, I
choose to analyse the text messages according to a male performance. In spite of this, Heidi’s and
Randi’s text-message partners could be a physical female and not a physical male.
15 As I do not find any text-message communication with Håvard, I assume that their relationship is
over.
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(I am dying..Seriously. Would have given a lot just to be with you now. We
must meet very soon, ok? Miss you already! :) Hugs)
Her text-message partner replies five minutes later by reconfirming the mutual
affection, simultaneously as he points out one of the love-project’s obstacles:
b) Er litt rart.. Savner deg og..mye! Vil gjerne møte deg igjen;) men helst når du
er singel..;) (21:46)
(A bit strange.. Miss you too..a lot! Want to meet you again;) but would prefer
to do so when you are single..;)
Almost a quarter of an hour later (with no reply from Heidi in between), the text-
message partner continues by stating the second obstacle:
c) Klarer ikke slutte å tenke på deg..hvorfor må du bo i oslo? (22:28)
(Can’t stop thinking about you..why do you have to live in oslo?)
In the next two text messages, I have not been able to locate who the sender is.
However, the affirmation continues to be the main theme in both of them, yet even
more passionate and intense:
d) Går rundt og lurer på hva som feiler meg..er sykt..har møtt deg 3 ganger, men
har aldrig følt noe liknende før..vil så gjerne holde deg..kysse deg..blir gal!
(22:41)
(Walking around and wondering what’s wrong with me..it’s insane..have met
you 3 times, but have never felt anything like this before..want so much to hold
you..kiss you..going crazy!)
e) J vet, føler d same..J tror det er fordi vi er ganske like. Vi passer liksom
sammen. Hver gang vi møtes klikker d bare. Og d r en SKAM at vi ikke er
sammen.. (22:46)
(I know, I feel exactly the same way..I think it’s because we are very much
alike. We sort of fit together. Each time we meet it just clicks. And it’s a
SHAME that we’re not together..)
Again Heidi’s text-message partner is seen pointing out the obstacles, however, now
with a request to solve them:
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f) Du kommer i sommer sant? Kan du ikke være singel da? Vet jeg spør om
mye men hadde vært digg.. (03:03 am)
You will come this summer, right? Can’t you be single by then? I know I’m
requesting a lot but would be cool..)
Their text-message conversation ends in the middle of the night after five and a half
hours by Heidi replying in a vague, yet affirming way:
g) Jeg kommer i sommer. Helt sikkert. Om jeg er singel da får tiden vise, men
jeg må nesten si jeg håper.. Du er bare så søt du:) (03:06 am)
(I’ll promise to visit in the summer. Definitely. If I am single by then, time will
tell, however I must say that I almost hope so... You are just so cute :))
Randi’s love-project
By the time Randi resumed forwarding text messages, she is in the middle of her
‘russefeiring’, which is indicated in her text messages. [16] She has just ended her
relationship with her boyfriend and has recently met a new potential love-project
partner. The first text message refers to an embarrassing incident:
h) Hei.. :) håper ikke du syns ting var rart i dag, etter helgen.. :)
(00:52)
(Hi.. :) hope you don’t think things are weird today after this weekend.. :))
After confirming that everything is fine, a suggestion is posed:
i) absoulutt ikke.. sorry for überkjip kveld as. En annen ting, si fra neste gang du
er edru, for jeg har gjerne lyst til å være det en dag. er litt lei fyll..
(00:55)
(definitely not.. sorry for über-dull night, though. Another thing, tell me next
time you are sober, I really want to be sober one day, a bit tired of drinking..)
16 In Norway, russefeiring is a term used when graduating students celebrate the end of high school.
Although this is not a compulsory practice, most of the graduating students choose to do so. The
russefeiring lasts for 14 days in May, ending on the Norwegian national day, May 17th. The russ (i.e.
the students participating in the celebration) are easy to distinguish as they often gather in large groups,
wear russe suits and hats – wherein the colours on the suit indicate their studies. Red and blue russ are
the most common. The knots and items one has on the string in the russe hat illustrates the russe-dare
you have passed. The russ are often criticised for their wild ongoing parties, running around raving
drunk, etc.
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In the next text, the amorous announcement is stated, carefully but clear:
j) btw, en annen ting som jeg tror er litt farlig er at jeg tror jeg begynner å bli litt
forelsket i deg..
(00:55)
(btw, another thing that I may find a bit scary is that I think I am falling in love
with you..)
The receiver seems obviously flattered as she/he goes on with a rather unstructured
(yet conscious?) reply: ??? question mark intentional? Wording is ok...
k) :) nå ble jeg flau.. :) litt teit kanskje men.. Jeg vet ikke helt hva jeg skal si jeg,
men jeg tror ikke det er så veldig farlig.. Hvorfor skulle det egentlig være det? :)
jeg er edru hver dag jeg, så det skal ikke bli noe problem.. :) hyggelig med kjip
kveld, vi fikk jo tatt noen knuter!
(01:00)
(:)now you’ve made me embarrassed.. :) a bit silly maybe but.. I don’t know
what to say, but I don’t think it’s that scary.. Why should it really be scary?:) I
am sober every day, so that’s no problem.. :) nice with a boring night after all,
we managed to get some knots!)
Yet another affirming text, followed by a portrayal of another embarrassing incident:
l) ja! morsomt det ihvertfall! er alltid gøy å være sammen med deg anyways.
hvis du blir flau nå så skulle du visst hvor flau jeg var når jeg ga deg et ganske
stort kyss når du var edru foran eks kjæresten din, tihi.
(01:04)
(yes! At least that was fun! is always fun to hang out with you anyway. if you
became embarrassed now, you should have known how embarrassed I got when
I gave you a pretty huge kiss when you were sober, standing right in front of
your ex-boyfriend, tihi.)
Randi excuses the text-message partner for the incident, before underlining that her
relationship with her ex-boyfriend now belongs to the past:
m) Det kunne jo ikke du vite.. :) han ble jo ikke super fornøyd, men er jo ikke
eksen for ingenting.. :)(01:07)
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(You couldn’t know that.. :) he wasn’t very happy, but isn’t my ex for nothing..
:))
The conversation ends with two affirming text-message closings:
n) kjipern det as, uansett så er jeg glad i deg randi, sov godt, puss
(01:09)!
(that’s lame, but I am really fond of you, Randi, sleep tight, kiss)
o) Jeg er glad i deg og kjekken! God natt :)
(01:09)
(I am fond of you too, you hunk! Sleep tight:))
Instant, Immediate Intimacy
According to Anne Krogstad (1999), there is a range of possible interpretations in all
kinds of communication. To mention just a few of these interpretations,
communication may be (mis)leading, betraying, clarifying, confusing or seductive.
However, as Krogstad (1999) further notes, what one expresses contributes to define
and constitute reality(ies). In Heidi’s and Randi’s text-message realities above, a
continuation of initial intimate and romantic love-projects seems to take place.
In Heidi’s case, she begins the conversation with an amorous and affirming text
message. During the next five and a half hours – and six text messages later – the
young couple repeat and re-confirm their love-project in various amorous ways
through text messaging. However, to send seven text messages during five and a half
hours of an emerging love-project like Heidi’s, is according to my informants, an
unusually low number of text messages. At this crucial point in the love-project, a
couple of minutes would be the most common, expected and acceptable text-message
transfer time – or as the nineteen-year-old informant Kristian says: ‘you most likely
sit and count the seconds’. Hence, if they exceed this time, most of the informants say
they try to make up a reasonable explanation for themselves in order to reduce their
increasing anxiety. The significance of maintaining the accepted time seems to be
particularly important in the early phase of a love-project. The vulnerability one
experiences while anticipating a new text message is expressed by Jorun and Maja in
this way:
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MAJA: If it takes fifteen minutes, I actually think, oh my God, now she thinks I
am stupid, that’s why she doesn’t want to answer me/…/fifteen minutes is far
too long. One needs confirmation for oneself I think/…/ One tends to be quite
nervous, so one paces about with impatience and continuously checks the
phone…is it going to beep soon?
JORUN: Yes, I used to cheer myself up with…well, she is probably having a
nap, or a shower, or she’s eating dinner/…/ you know, there’s most likely a
reasonable explanation, right?
LIN: So what did you fear?
MAJA: That it [the relationship] would end, I think/…/that it wouldn’t turn out
to be anything more serious.
JORUN: One is, of course, very anxious about being let down/…/ so a couple of
minutes…
MAJA: So you receive the message, write and send it back. It doesn’t take long.
(Interview with Jorun and Maja, 2004)
Thus, according to the informants’ perceptions, the text-message frequency in Heidi’s
conversation is perceived as not only unacceptable, but most likely would also
increase anxiety. In Randi’s case, the eight text messages and seventeen-minute
sequence is far more consistent with the internalised customs as pointed out above.
Here, the conversation opens with a vague expression (h and i) before carefully, yet
directly, revealing an initial love (j). Although the following texts in Randi’s case
refer to an embarrassing incident, they also function to clarify and confirm the young
text-message partner’s mutual fascination for each other. [17]
Emoticons and signs, such as smileys, full stops, question and exclamation marks, are
frequently used in various, and distinctive ways, in all text messages. According to
my informants, a final double dot is used to, as mentioned earlier, initiate pauses and
17 However, though the text-message frequency varied, there were clear similarities in the dramaturgic
curve: beginning with a brief, yet straight-forward hinting at the last meeting; before initiating a
follow-up (a, b, c and h, i); followed by two long text messages in which seem to be the conversation’s
climax (d, e and k, l); before gradually closing by shorter affirming text messages (f, g and m, n, o).
Interestingly, the dramatic curve of the conversations is quite similar to the structure of the classical
dramatic structure of movies and theatre plays. I suggest this contributes to emphasising the excitement
of the sexually romantic negotiations; however, far more detailed work is needed.
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hesitations. Moreover, it is also used to soften a text in order to make it more friendly.
The usage of final double dots at the end of a sentence may imply that a reply is
expected or wanted. The question mark also serves this purpose, in its traditional
sense. Jorun describes the custom as follows:
‘It means…I don’t know why, but it looks a bit weird if we just end it just like
that. It may also look like you want to say something more. It is nothing final.
You sort of open up a lot/…/ you wonder a bit.’ (Interview with Jorun, 2004).
The significance of a question mark is further emphasised in detail by Kristian below:
‘It’s smart to put the question mark at the end of the message. If it’s a part of a
long message, its easy to forget it if it’s in the beginning. And what one reads in
the end is always what one remembers. And when there’s a question mark there,
one usually remembers that ‘wasn’t it something I should have remembered?’
So not only is a question posed, but you should also reply as well.’ (Interview
with Kristian, 2004)
In line with Jorun’s and Krisitan’s statements above, the initial intimate and romantic
love-projects in Heidi’s and Randi’s text messages seem to be “translated” and
underlined by the usage of emoticons and non-alphanumeric signs.
Composing the Perfect Sentence
Interestingly, according to Ling’s (2005: 342) recent linguistic study on text messages
in Norway, the average message uses only about 20% of its available space. The same
tendencies are seen in af Segerstad’s (2005: 322) study, finding the mean length of
messages to be no more than 64 characters. Being considerably below the upper limit
of 160 characters, af Segerstad suggests that long text messages seem to be too time-
consuming and non-effective (ibid).
However, when counting the characters (including the spaces) used in the love-
projects above, the average in Heidi’s and Randi’s fifteen text messages are 130
characters, both far beyond Ling and af Segerstad’s findings. In Heidi’s case, the peak
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messages were kept just below the 160 characters limit (d and e were both 157
characters/spaces long which were
possible due to frequent abbreviations) whereas Randi’s forwarded peak messages
both exceeded the limit (289 and 213). In the latter, the messages were sent in two
separate parts, which is not only time-consuming, but also costs twice as much.
To re-write and to re-compose a text in order to fit the 160 characters limit, or to write
a 289-character text is time-consuming. Consequently, in both cases, the young
people must have spent time and effort and been willing to pay double (k and l). As a
number of informants state, text-message expenses do not have first priority when an
emerging sexually romantic negotiation is at stake:
I never sent just one message. It was at least two, sometimes three and four,
parts. So, I burnt up money on text messages, but I couldn’t care less. (Interview
with Lasse, 2004)
I thought it was so nice, exciting and fun to write text messages, money or not. I
bought new cards all the time. I didn’t notice it at all (laughs); it didn’t matter at
all. (Interview with Jorun, 2004)
The importance of a well-composed text message is further emphasised by the
eighteen-year-old informant André in his preparation for his next love-project
approach:
I am going to…I am going to write it [the text message] down on a paper in
order to make it sound nice /…/ I have to find the…the perfect sentence.
(Interview with André, 2004)
As seen here the immediacy and effectiveness of text-message communication are
replaced by more time-consuming, but well-modelled, sentences. In both Heidi’s and
Randi’s text messages, embodying the texts by using emoticons, signs and non-
alphanumeric symbols in order to textualise intimacy and affection seemed to be a
significant practice. Hence, I argue that text messages in love-projects are a part of an
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intimate discourse where the social and romantic negotiations are more important than
time and expenses (Prøitz, 2005).
DIY-Masculinities [18]
However, what I found most interesting is how distinguishing whether a text message
was written by a woman or a man sometimes turns out to be quite difficult, sometimes
even impossible. In Heidi’s case, I was able to locate the sender of a, b, c, f and g, due
to the additional information from the network map where Heidi had checked out her
most frequent text-message partners, interviews and text messages forwarded before
and after the excerpts displayed here, wherein names or other gender-specific
indications were sometimes used.
As for Randi, only m, n, and o include gender-specific terms: using ‘he’ about the ex-
partner (m), indicating that Randi most likely had a heterosexual relationship, the
usage of Randi’s name (n), as well as the usage of the term ‘kjekken’ which is mostly
used when paying boys/men compliments (o). Interestingly, by just looking at the
way the young text-message couples embody their texts, I argue that identifying who
is the woman and who the man is, is impossible. As for Heidi’s climax-text messages
(d, e), as well as five of Randi’s texts, distinguishing the women’s texts from the
men’s texts has not been possible even with the additional information.
How can this occur when the young people themselves claim that there are obvious
differences between text messages sent by men and those sent by women? As stated
by the informants, in addition to various researchers’ comments on gender, sexuality
and media, Heidi’s and Randi’s male text-messaging partners should both have been
brief in using terms of familiarity and in expressing emotions and intimacy. The
denial and effacement of such knowledge and skills would be necessary in order to
maintain a particular account of masculinity, or as Søndergaard (2000) notes, to be
successfully integrated as a culturally recognisable male.
18 The abbreviation ‘DIY’ means ‘do it yourself’ and is often used in advice manuals. Here I have
borrowed the ‘term’ from David Tjeder’s article about the American ideal of the self-made man in a
Swedish context from 1850-1900. (Tjeder, 2002: 74)
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If I take the informants’ own description of femininity and masculinity, the text-
message excerpts seem to be very feminine: long, detailed, very emotionally loaded
with a lot of emoticons, non-alphanumeric symbols and signs. One suggestion is that
in having sexually romantic negotiations, ideas of love and intimacy may be enfolded
in more implicit feminising (and infantilising) terms. In this manner, the heterosexual
context may make feminised intimacy less threatening to masculinity as the
feminised-intimacy gestures signal sexual intent. However, as expressed by some of
the male informants, detailed and emotional text messages also occur between young
male friends where a sexual intent does not seem to be the key issue. The male
intimacy is portrayed in the interview excerpt below, where 18-year-old Knut
explains/relates recently received text messages from his male friends:
KNUT: He [Erik] writes, for example, “Dear friend, sometimes, when I work a
lot, or when I'm facing emotional challenges, I tend to feel vulnerable, yet
happy. I’m not good at showing it, just want to be strong and independent.
However, in moments like this, I feel particularly grateful to have best friends
that it's nice to meet… good to lean on one another. Hugs, Erik :)”, so it goes
like this.
LIN: And this…is this a joke?
KNUT: No, it’s not a joke. It’s real.
LIN: How do you know when it’s a joke and when it's real?
KNUT: Because he is…that’s the way he is. He doesn’t send ironic text
messages. But Siri (Knut’s girlfriend) could have done so, or Markus…and
even though it has smileys and stuff like that, I can tell that it’s not a joke.
LIN: And André (the classmate), could he write like that, like Erik, or do you
two have a totally different mode?
KNUT: André perhaps writes more like…he can write “I am fond of you” and
stuff like that, and “hugs” and…be serious about it. Or he can be more like,
“you’re a cool buddy”, a bit more like that, or it could be “now I’m in the john
taking a dump”
So in a way it’s everything. (Interview with Knut, 2004)
As with Knut’s expression above, I suggest that the key issue is not about being in a
‘safe’ heterosexual context. Instead I argue that young men seem to, as Benwell
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(2003: 8) notes, ‘embrace the notion of gender inconsistency and evasiveness with
less anxiety about its possible “effects”’. So boys can also write cute texts?’
In the final section, I attempt to understand the maintenance and reproduction of
gender-polarised perceptions as well as examine the key effects of counter-masculine
narratives and practices.
The Soft Boiled Dick Masculinity [19]
As there seems to be a clear discrepancy between the informants’ perceptions of
particular masculinity and the way they actually perform how to be a young man, I
argue that noticeable alternative practices with/in socially accepted gender
configurations are emerging. When listening to the informants’ associations of
masculinity, it seems as though these young people lack positive, affirming and
beneficial words when portraying a young man. As pointed out earlier, the young
people seem to have certain perceptions of how to act in order to be (or to be
perceived) as a recognisable and an acceptable man. Nevertheless, as seen in the love-
project text messages, there are little if no differences in the way they ‘do’ gender.
Hence, I will argue that the discourse of gender as the two-sex model is a well-
established idea among the young people; however, in practice gender may appear in
far more inconsistent, ambivalent and ambiguous ways.
When further listening to Knut’s outline of masculinity, the ‘Connellian’
configuration of gender practice is characterised in a considerably ambivalent way:
KNUT: Well, a lot of people associate a leader, one who is in charge, one who
speaks out in public…more or less, more physical matters, one who plays
soccer, goes to the gym, lifts weights, with being a man and with what it is to be
masculine. And if a woman or a girl takes on the role of being the noisiest one
in the classroom in combination with playing soccer during recess or uses snus
19 The term ’the soft-boiled-dick’ masculinity connotes, according to Judith Kegan Gardiner (F. Pfeil’s
term outlined in Gardiner, 2000:, 259, [1995:105]), both sensitivity and the ultimate resort to violence
in contemporary movies, rock music, detective fiction.
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(snuff) [20], then you sort of…because I think there are certain premises that are
needed to be…or to become a man/…/First of all you must sort of…well you
don’t have to look like a man, but it helps a bit if you do look like a man. If you
have beard…but there are two different levels, either you look like a man or you
behave like a man. Or you can do both. So if you behave like a man…I’m
thinking that you are in a way sort of patriarchal…you sort of want to be in
charge./…/But I mean, it is a very constructed situation, or at least…I mean, it
sounds a bit old-fashioned, but in a way there is a big change in relation to what
is masculine and what is feminine. At least, it is pretty individual…it is much
more like you’re cool because of what you mean and not because you are a
man. /…/ However, my status as a man drops each time I go and hug André
[male classmate].
LIN: Are you sure about that?
KNUT: Well, at the same time I feel that it is reinforced, because I feel
confident/…/ …it’s twofold because I really want to give him a big hug…and
maybe I want it even more than I know…that there are lots of people who think
it’s really silly that I give André a hug. And maybe because of that it’s a relief
to know that I can do just that, give him a hug. (Interview with Knut, 2004)
According to Lindsay Fitzclarence’s and Christopher Hickey’s (2001) study on
masculinity in a sports context, young men’s status in culturally dominant games such
as football/soccer is, to a large extent, seen as a test of masculinity. Hence, handling
physical pressure is not only a test of character, but also serves to give the boy
approval and acceptance. The link between physical activity and ‘being a man’ is
pointed out in Knut’s account above. By his example of the noisy, soccer-playing girl
with ‘snus’ under her lip, he not only exemplifies a subversive feminine performance,
but also sheds light on the strongly established hegemonic gender discourses.
20 Snus is a tobacco that you put under your upper lip and is frequently used instead of or in addition to
smoking cigarettes in Norway and Sweden. Snus is legal and can be bought in most grocery stores in
both countries. Until the Norwegian ’no-smoking inside public areas’ restriction was implemented in
2004, snus was in general associated with a male behaviour. Hence, as Knut points out, being a female
and using snus is seen by many as ”un-feminine”.
Lin Prøitz is a PhD-Student at The Department of Media and Communication, University of Oslo,
Norway. The key subject in her study is gender and sexuality performances in text and multimedia
messages.
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In the social culture and structure that the young Norwegians in my study are a part
of, the heteronormative culture is the “governing” culture. These discursive
regulations (such as internalised social, cultural and historical customs and ‘rules’ in
which the heterosexual paradigm are acknowledged as normal and correct) are
expressed by Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner (2002) as signifying:
/…/the institutions, structures of understanding, and practical orientations that
make heterosexuality seem not only coherent – that is, organized as a sexuality
– but also privileged. /…/ It consists less of norms that could be summarized as
a body of doctrine than a sense of rightness produced in contradictory
manifestations – often unconscious, immanent to practice or institutions.
(Berlant and Warner 2002: 309)
As emphasised here, these regulative practices are often “invisible” and yet
maintained by the immanent mechanisms of “correct” cultural knowledge – such as
André’s portrayal of the emotionally limited masculine, Maja and Jorun’s
connotations of the ‘gay’ text message, or Knut’s example of the dominant, soccer-
playing male. By continuously repeating and citing culturally acceptable and
recognisable performances as man/male or woman/female, the philosopher Judith
Butler argues that an illusion of gender as something substantial becomes fixed and
“naturalised” (1990, 1993). In principle, she further claims men and women may
perform femininity and masculinity regardless of their physical sex as one does not
have gender but one does gender (1990, 1993).
The Butlerian “doing-gender” perspective is clear as gradually exemplified by Knut,
as he concludes ‘that you are cool because of what you mean, and not because you are
a man’. Nevertheless, the ambivalence and contradictions between the hegemonic
discourses and the counter-traditional masculinity performance become apparent in
Knut’s story of hugging his male classmate. This is noteworthy because, although
their practice faces/encounters social sanctioning, Knut and his friend seem to
gratify/satisfy the possible effects of these practices. I suggest that the key effect in
the active production of these types of subversive masculine narratives, contributes to




Although the ‘F.T.M.A.K.E.S.I.O.T’ (‘The Association of Opposing Women’s
Endless Gossip on Public Telephones’) was organised more than seventy-five years
ago, the maintenance and idealisation of a conservative picture of femininity and
masculinity continues to be reproduced. By continuously demonstrating a
heterosexual masculine ideal, as referred to in various studies in this article,
accompanied by the young informants’ perceptions, one, as Mia Consalvo (2003: 30)
emphasises, simultaneously denies other forms of gender and sexual performance and
maintains the dominant version of masculinity (Consalvo 2003: 30). In this article, a
more multifaceted image has been presented.
By looking at young informants’ text messages in sexually romantic negotiations, I
have found that the text messages have all seemed to be very long, emotional and
detailed, regardless of the sender’s physical sex. With regard to the young men, in this
study, this is seen as quite inconsistent and ambiguous in relation to traditional
masculine performances. One explanation of this discrepancy could be to understand
text messages in love-projects as a cultural product or discourse that disrupt
traditional gender- and sexuality-differentiated displays and practices. However, due
to the recurrent contradictions in this analysis, I agree with Kehily’s (1999)
suggestion that a gender and sexuality ideal may exist parallel to young people’s
display of non-traditional gender and sexuality practices. Hence, love-projects in text
messages seem to offer a place where young men may simultaneously recompose and
maintain the bedrock norms, while simultaneously disrupting and fracturing
traditional gender and sexuality performances.
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2A Play of Visibility. Performances of Gender and Sexuality in
Young Women’s and Men’s Camphone Images
Introduction
“Sneaked Into Women’s Lockers With A Camera Phone: Recording 16-year- olds
in the shower. Youths scared stiff by MMS-filming. Not only embarrassing, but also
dangerous, according to researcher.” (Dagbladet, November, 16.2005)
“Girls Are Most Exposed To Mobile Phone Harassments. Girls are harassed with
mobile phones/…/ Sending sex-messages and harassment on mobile phones has
become common among middle-school students. A new study claims that girls in
particular are vulnerable to experiencing negative acts that involve mobile phones”
(Dagsavisen, August, 01.2005)
Media warnings increased simultaneously with the distribution of camera phones
among young Norwegians.1 Last year’s (2005-06) front pages in Norwegian news,
mostly headlines regarding camera-phone images, address problems of the ubiquitous
yet ‘invisible’ camphone practice that arguably blurs public and private boundaries. 2
Headlines tend to focus upon a fear associated with body, sexuality and/or gender. 3
Whereas yesterday’s criticism of young women’s mobile phone practices concerned
their shameless sharing of the most intimate and personal matters in public space,
today’s news stresses the enhanced flow of image-snapping that positions young
women as the vulnerable and victimised element (Prøitz, 2003, 2005a). Research on
mobile phone advertisements has also confirmed gender-polarised images; women are
portrayed using their mobile phones as instruments of expression and sociability,
whereas men are portrayed using their mobile phones in business or other activity-
based situations (Lee 2005, Plant, 2003). Moreover, according to Dong-Hoo Lee
(2005: 3) women in mobile phone ads are often displayed as eye-catching objects in
order to ‘display the glamour of the mobile phone’ or ‘to fulfil men’s fantasies’.
1 When new technologies are introduced, criticism is in general a part of the news. As
an intriguing example, see Due’s (2003) analysis of criticism of female telephone
practices in Norwegian newspapers.
2 The study concerns front-page headlines from the five main daily newspapers
(Aftenposten, Dagbladet, Dagens Næringsliv, Dagsavisen, VG) in Norway that
address mobile phone issues (camera telephone/ MMS/SMS) and young people. The
headlines are samples from January 2005 – March 2006.
3 According to Foucault (1994, 1995) constituting fear is just another part of plural
discourses that in various ways contribute to the regulation and discipline of the
society.
3Overall, in the media, binary hegemonic concepts of gender-specific practices are
emphasised and upheld, accompanied by the anxiety of girls’ and women’s seemingly
weak position as objects.
Due to a range of relentless feminist, social, academic, political advocacy
throughout the decades, however, today women’s positions in Norway are decidedly
improved. Consequently, trends in media representations of women and men are re-
negotiating terms of visual culture, for both aesthetic conventions and practices.4
Some feminist studies, for example, regarding ads and contemporary popular culture
suggest that women are frequently portrayed in ways that lead to fetishism and thus
shore up conventional ideas of gender and sexuality (Shugart and Waggoner, 2005;
Lee, 2005, Ward and Harrison, 2005; van Zoonen, 1994; Cole and Daniel, 2005).
Other analyses of the mid-nineties’ ‘bad-girl trend’ suggest progressive and
alternative readings (Brown, 2004; Bukatman, 1994; Herbst, 2004; MacDonald, 2004;
Mikula, 2005; Tasker, 1998).5 Moreover, contemporary studies in new media
increasingly focus on how the experience of looking and being looked at through a
camera’s eye influence ways of seeing (Andrejevic, 2004; Bolter and Gruisin, 1999;
Henning, 2004; Ito, 2005; Jerslev, 2004; Koskinen, 2005; Manovich, 2001). Based
upon feminist theoretical perspectives, these aspects in particular have been further
developed in Lee’s (2005) and Hille Koskela’s (2004) studies on new visual media
practices among women. In Lee’s study on camera phone culture among young
Korean women and Koskela’s study on visual representation using web-cams,
conventional (hetero-gendered and sexed) structures of the gaze are challenged. They
suggest that the eye/I’s playful and discursive ‘space’ be relocated and re-
conceptualised, leaving the distinction of looking and being looked at muddled. Since
studies in visual culture and new media offer perspectives such as those proposed by
Lee and Koskela are still limited, I intend to examine these aspects further.
Based upon analysis of young Norwegians camera-phone images, in addition to
qualitative interviews over a period of four years, I examine how young people
4 For example, see Brown, 2004, Butler, 1989, Herbst, 2004, Hills, 1999, Mühleisen,
2003, Pedersen, 1995.
5 The mid-nineties’ ‘bad-girl’ trend was not solely embraced as transgressive or
progressive. Some researchers interpreted the bad-girl trend as a feminist backlash
(McRobbie, 1991).
4perform gender and sexuality through the camphone-interface. 6 First, I present a brief
account of the study’s methodological and theoretical frameworks; second, I analyse
camera-phone images within the framework of Erving Goffman’s (1979) classical
gender analysis; third, by means of queer-feminist theoretical perspectives,
significance and readings are presented that may stimulate alternative readings of
gender and sexuality in camphone-images.
Methodological and Theoretical Framework
The article is part of a longitudinal Norwegian study initiated in 2001. Seven of the
original nine 15- and 16-year-old (2001) adolescents were re-interviewed in 2004 and
2005. The fourteen remaining, all nineteen- and twenty-year-olds, were recruited in
2004 and 2005 by the ‘snowball method’, a total of eleven women and ten men.
Additionally, in the two last phases, seven informants (four women, three men)
volunteered to forward a sample of their multimedia messages, a total of 300 images
of objects, landscapes and people. This implied that the informants forwarded a
sample of their images from their mobile phone to my phone or computer, either
through the telephone network, email or Bluetooth. The informants had control of the
process of selecting images. Images that they did not want to share could be sorted
out. Most camera-phone images were transferred during the interview and commented
concurrently In these cases, the informant marked all images and presumably sent
everything with no deletions. One informant sent all images through the telephone
network, including comments by email. Of the 300 images, I selected 58 portraits and
self-portraits picturing 50 women and 20 men. Nine images are carefully analysed.
The nine images make up a representative and illustrative sample regarding
Goffman’s five analytical categories: relative size, feminine touch, function ranking,
ritualisation of subordination and licensed withdrawal. The selection excludes
portraits and self-portraits where the person is portrayed several times in similar poses
as well as portraits of family members as this article focuses on same-aged peers.7
6 Throughout the article, rather than make use of terms like ‘user’ or ‘informant’
which are often associated with various sorts of abuse and criminal reporting, I have
developed the term ‘prod-user’ (producer + user) in order to employ the term with a
more productive loaded agency and activity.
7 I discuss family images in particular elsewhere (Prøitz, in Lüders, Prøitz &
Rasmussen, 2007)
5Although some images were exchanged between the informant and
peers/family/partners, most of the portraits and self-portraits in the informant’s image
gallery were taken by the informant her/himself and kept without sharing. If shared,
rather than sharing images through the telephone network or Bluetooth, most images
were shared/exchanged in a synchronous social practice using the mobile phone
screen like a digital photo album. Moreover, some of the images in my data were
taken by someone other than the mobile phone owner. These images are either sent to
the informant, or the other person has used the informant’s mobile phone. The latter
includes some of the self-portraits discussed in this article.
Initially, the analyses are grounded in classical image analysis. This implies
articulating a general impression of the image (genre, motive, situation, actions,
staged or ‘authentic’, sender and recipient) before examining the picture’s other
details (body language, symbols, forms, colours, composition, spatial effects,
perspectives and motions). Nevertheless, for some images the contextualisation is
limited due to lack of the informants’ comments. The overall findings will be
discussed within two different analytical approaches: a) Goffman’s (1979) classical
gender analytical approach, and b) a discourse analytical and queer feminist approach.
In Goffman’s (1979) analysis of gender behaviour in ads, the focus is on how
conventional gender and sexuality norms and behaviours are epitomised, reinforced
and idealised. Although Goffman’s interest was in published ads and not young
Norwegians’ personal and private camera-phone images of the 21st century, I find his
‘micro-ecological’ approach vital. Primarily his methods are valuable in order to map
stereotypical portrayals. In addition, as advertisement rhetoric that shores up
underlying knowledge of cultural codes, the images conveyed by ads have, as Mee-
Eun Kang (1997: 980) states, ‘become so sophisticated and persuasive that they now
organize our experience and understandings in a significant way’. Hence,
advertisements play an influential part in the constitution of young people’s self-
understanding, subjectivity-formation and their social interaction.
As Goffman’s analytical approaches, however, may be too limited in capturing
changes in, and non-stereotypical gender and sexuality significances, employing a
discourse analytical and queer feminist approach is therefore suitable. As Foucault
(1995) argues, the order of sexuality, an 18th century disciplinary ideological
‘invention’, is based upon the notion of sexuality as nature. In this fashion,
heterosexual privilege has become a tacit but central organising index that influences
6social life at all layers. This arrangement, ‘the heteronormative manifesto’, according
to Michael Warner (2002: 194, 195) conveys an implicit knowledge of properness and
normalcy (see also Bech, 2005; Butler, 1990, 1993; Halberstam, 1998, 2005; Kulick,
2005; Rosenberg, 2002; Sedgewick, 1991). Feminist and queer feminist approaches
take into account principles such as heteronormativity and hegemonic gender and
sexuality ideas that regulate the production of discourses. In this fashion disciplining
and structuring power-relations in force may be rendered visible as well as offer
alternative readings of conventional gender and sexuality displayed.
Young Women: Eye-Catching Objects
Having studied gender behaviour patterns in 508 print magazine advertisements,
Goffman (1979) concludes that women in general are displayed as objects to be
looked at. He used five analytical display categories such as: relative size, the
feminine touch, function ranking, ritualisation of subordination and licensed
withdrawal. Goffman (1979: 28) claims that in advertisement, aspects such as class,
social situation and gender are echoed through a range of body displays and
functions. For example, while the women in ads are displayed possessing equal or
lower social status than men, women in general are pictured lower and/or smaller.
Furthermore, women are more often than men seen touching, cradling or caressing
objects, as well as touching and caressing themselves, a gesture that according to
Goffman (1979: 31) conveys ‘a sense of one’s body being a delicate and precious
thing’. In other gendered situations in ads where men and women are collaborating, in
most situations the man is more likely to reflect an executive role (1979: 32). Another
frequent posture among men is an erect body with the head held high. This posture is
as Goffman claims, ‘stereotypically a mark of unashamedness, superiority, and
disdain’ (1979: 40). Women more often than men are pictured lying on floors, beds
and sofas, something that also may be read as an ‘expression of sexual availability’
(1979: 41). In the category ritualisation of subordination, Goffman juggles a range of
various gendered body displays, such as the bashful knee-bend, body or head cant,
smiles, presenting oneself in a puckish style, the use of the entire body as a playful
gesticulative device, being protected by an arm-lock or shoulder hold – all displays
where women occupy the subordinate role. In the following analysis, I will make use
of Goffman’s analytical framework in order to discuss young people’s gender and
sexuality performances in camera-phone images.
7Visual Pleasure Revisited
Overall, of the fifty-eight camera-phone portraits and self-portraits, there were fifty
women and twenty men. Most images are close-ups or half-figure, and only four
images portray the person full-length. In general, images that support hegemonic
binary portrayals of men and women predominate. 8 For example, when examining
various facial expressions, body postures and/or other aesthetic and social
arrangements, women are more often portrayed as passive, smiling and frequently
sitting or standing in asymmetric and curved postures. This ‘body-arrangement’ has
traditionally been interpreted as signalling insecurity, availability and attractiveness,
as well as suggesting being in need of support (Goffman, 1979; Gundersen and
Mühleisen, 2002; Liebst, 2003). In contrast, no men in my data are portrayed in an
asymmetric posture. Instead, men are
frequently seen with straight, erect
bodies and with head held high that
harmonises with Goffman’s (1979: 40)
findings (see also Liebst, 2003: 13). To
underscore this point, the self-portraits
of the man and the woman in front of the mirror are striking. As shown, they are both
snapping a self-portrait in nearly similar settings; both are standing in front of a
mirror and both faces are partly covered by their camphones. However, her curved
and asymmetric body-posture is in contrast to his straight symmetric one.
Furthermore, in a range of images, women are seen touching and fondling their neck
or playing with locks of hair, a ‘feminine touch’ that Goffman (1979: 31) associates
with women’s gracefulness. Although men are seen touching themselves in various
ways, it is significantly dissimilar; they are seen grabbing, manipulating, itching or
clapping their body or a body part. Moreover, in other MMS’s, women are frequently
seen smiling or laughing, whereas few men are. This reconfirms various media
studies that claim that women in general are more often portrayed as joyful, smiling,
or in a euphoric state than are men (Goffman, 1979; Gundersen and Mühleisen, 2002;
Hjarvard, 2003. 141; Liebst, 2003; Pedersen, 1995). Smiles according to Goffman
(1979: 48) are a feminine, subordinate, soothing rite:
8 Research ethics: Everyone presented in the MMS has approved the usage of the
images. All names are nick-names.
Figure 1 Figure 2
8Smiles, it can be argued, often function as ritualistic mollifiers, signalizing that
nothing agonistic is intended or invited, that the meaning of the other’s act has
been understood and found acceptable, that indeed the other is approved and
appreciated (1979: 48).
In addition when studying camera-phone images of different-sexed couples
embracing, snuggling or cuddling, the man is generally
taller, guarding the woman with a characteristic
shoulder-hold, again interpreted in Goffman’s (1979:
55) work as an asymmetric configuration, implying that
the person held accepts direction and restraint.9
Furthermore, Goffman proposes that for pairs, such an
arrangement seems ‘dyadically irreversible, signalizing
sexual potential proprietaryship’ (ibid). As illustrated,
the overall picture is that women are displayed or display subordination.
Several comments on Goffman’s analysis of gender behaviour and arrangements
from 1970’s ads may be considered. Kang (1997) criticises Goffman’s methodology.
She pinpoints Goffman’s non-random sample of ads that she claims was deliberately
collected to mirror gender differences, and thus ‘were judged to be representative of
his preconception’ (1997: 983). Nevertheless, making use of Goffman’s (1979)
analytical framework, Kang’s comparative analysis of woman’s portrayals in 1979
and 1991 shows, as Goffman did in 1979, that women in magazine advertisements are
still portrayed as subordinate to men. Moreover she finds that for some types of
displays, the picture was even more gender-polarised and stereotyped in 1991 than in
1979. Kang’s interpretations are largely supported by a recent Norwegian gender
study of children in H&M catalogues from 1987 through 2004. Elin Borg (2006) finds
that gender differences have become enhanced during the seventeen years; girls are
portrayed wearing tight-fitting clothes, appearing both cute and sexualised, posing in
passive, yet flirtatious ways whereas boys are portrayed wearing baggy clothes, while
being active, outdoors, tough and in motion (Borg 2006: 11). Borg states that girls are
objectified whereas boys keep the managing role in force.
However, although Goffman, Kang and Borg conclude that women’s and men’s,
girls’ and boys’ displays in ads still appear gender conventional, economical, social
9 Of the prod-users who forwarded MMS, all claimed an explicitly ’heteorsexual
subjectivity’.
Figure 3
9and cultural conditions in general, and the media landscape in particular, have
changed significantly since 1979. Visual meanings of the denotatively same displays
might not remain the same. A woman with a flirtatious, sexy smile, sucking her
fingertip, displayed in a curved, asymmetric body posture, does not necessarily
signify subordination. In Wencke Mühleisen’s (2003) research on Norwegian female
television hosts, the meanings and effects of conventional poses are discussed. Rather
than signifying a displayed erotic object, Mühleisen underlines that the hosts’ self-
conscious and active gender conventional performances may render a distance to the
objectifying gaze.
Although Goffman does comment upon ways in which ads tend to hyper-ritualise,
exaggerate and simplify ‘gendered-ritual bits of behaviour’, he concludes and
corroborates a gender-binary, heteronormative conventional view. Thus, rather than
focus on images that may have gender-bending aspects, or question conventional ads
from alternative theoretical perspectives, Goffman’s analytical angle and method
offer limited possibilities. Instead, drawing upon a ‘Foucaultian’ approach,
conventional binary concepts ought to be seen as culturally intelligible due to the
constituted knowledge of what the culture considers as truth. Heteronormativity is
thus, as already mentioned, a current hegemonic discourse based upon the idea that
everyone is, and the natural way of living is, heterosexual (Foucault, 1995; Kulick,
2005: 18; Rosenberg, 2002: 100). In this sense, some practices and utterances, such as
that men offer ‘shoulder-holds’ or the use of the term ‘the feminine touch’, are likely
to be interpreted within the discourses offered. I suggest that by adding a Foucault-
inspired perspective, viewing gender and sexuality as products of cultural and
historical discursive practices ascribed through traditions and norms, other (plural)
interpretations could be offered (Butler, 1990; Foucault, 1995; Søndergaard, 2000).
Thus, although I do recognise findings in my empirical data that in various ways
support Goffman’s, Kang’s and Borg’s findings, additional analyses of images that
may challenge stereotypical portrayals should be added. In the following section I
suggest readings of camera-phone images that offer a more multi-vocal image.
Renegotiating Visual Pleasure
Several recent studies on MMS have proposed fruitful and original interpretations
of evolving social patterns and practices (Caronia and Caron, 2004; Hjorth and
Heewon, 2005; Humphrey, 2005; Koskela, 2004; Koskinen, 2005; Lee, 2005; Okabe,
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2004; Ito, Okabe and Matsuda, 2005; Oksman and Turtiainen, 2004; Scifo, 2004;
Ling and Julsrud, 2004). For instance, Daisuke Okabe (2004: 504) suggests that MMS
is a tool for personal archiving, intimate sharing and peer-to-peer news and reporting.
Barbara Scifo’s (2004) comparative analysis of camera-phone images and text
message communication among Milan youths proposes that MMS constitutes an even
stronger social co-presence, rather than generating a weakening of a “sense of place”;
communication through new mobile technologies, such as MMS, is arguably strongly
related within a localised and socially contextualised form. Rich Ling’s and Tom
Julsrud’s (2004) research on MMS among Norwegian mobile professionals attempts
to distinguish purposes and taxonomies of MMS-usages. However, Lee (2005) and
Koskela (2004) explicitly address aspects of gender and sexuality. What is needed is
advanced examination and expanded knowledge from a feminist media perspective.
Inspired by feminist and queer feminist theoretical perspectives, microanalyses of the
prod-users’ own dispatched MMS-images will be advanced in the following.
Masquerade-like Femininity
The first self-portrait is taken by the young woman’s friend’s (my informant)
mobile phone. She is centrally posed in front of a red wall. She wears a white singlet,
a necklace and silver earrings. As rays of daylight appear from the right-hand side,
parts of her face are highlighted, emphasising the
feminine features of her face, accentuated by
discreet use of eye make-up and glossy lips.
Leaning slightly backwards, her shoulders
create a diagonal line across the image, an
asymmetry which is countered by a vertical
head-posture. As mentioned in the previous
section, such curved and asymmetric posture by women is not only understood as
emblematically passive, it also represents a contrast with the far more authoritative
and self-confident archetypal media-posture of men (Benwell, 2003; Gundersen and
Mühleisen, 2002: 143; Nixon, 1996).
By contrast looking at her posture combined with the expression on her face, the
performance signals considerably more ambiguity than the initial objectified version.
The woman’s head is straight and frontal as she looks directly into the camera’s eye,
displaying a self-assured and authoritative look. The look is underlined with a touch
Figure 4
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of nonchalance, indolence and arrogance, an expression that is in accordance with the
ultimate subject agent, a traditionally dominant masculine portrayal (Arthurs, 2003;
Cooper, 2001; Gundersen and Mühleisen, 2002). In this manner, while displaying
conventional feminine attractiveness, she is not flaunting insecurity or availability in a
conventional sense. Her gaze symbolises a far more active and confident appearance,
a hegemonic masculine look in a highly feminine scenery that promotes a tension
between conventional expectations of women’s sexuality and women’s assertiveness.
10 As argued in the case of women protagonists in film and popular culture,
performances that appropriate masculinity in this fashion arguably challenge
stereotypical portrayals, or as proposed by Halberstam (2005), ‘challenges the
hegemonic insistence upon the linking of might and right under the sign of
masculinity’ (see also Franco, 2004). In this manner, one can say that she flaunts
femininity in a masquerade-like sense, an intentional feminine parade displayed to her
own advantage.
Mocking Femininity
10 See also Wilkins’ (2004) analysis of gender and sexuality performances in
contemporary Goth culture.
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In a manner similar to the previous picture, the self-portrait of this young woman
was also taken by her friend’s mobile phone. The young woman in this image is
placed in the middle of the frame, looking
directly into the camera.11 The space between
the ‘I’ and the camera’s eye is even closer than
the previous picture. The intimacy is thus
heightened by the cut-out, close-up frame, a
frame which, according to a traditional
Mulveyan reading, would suggest the woman as
‘leitmotif of erotic spectacle’ (Mulvey, [1975] 1992: 750). Moreover, the intimacy is
additionally enhanced by use of a dark, warm and yellow light. While turning her
head towards the lens, well-defined, shadowy make-up underlines the contours of her
eyes, accentuating a proud and straightforward gaze. Nonetheless, I find her overall
expression quite vague. The pride and straightforwardness of her look connotes self-
confidence and a dynamic attitude. Yet with the modest exposure of her naked
shoulder and her left hand slightly fondling her hair enhanced by the warm lighting, I
argue that the woman is also consciously posing for another eye. I suggest that the
image displays more than merely a ‘woman as spectacle to be looked at’ (van Zoonen,
1994: 87).
Being acknowledged and accepted as either a woman or a man is one of the most
fundamental aspects in our society. However, in general this is rarely questioned due
to strong cultural and historical concepts of internalised and hegemonic gender and
sexuality, as pointed out in the previous section (Butler, 1990, 1993; Foucault,
1995).12 As Foucault (1995) argues, women’s and men’s bodies are subjected to
disciplining power and practices within heteronormative understandings. In this sense,
although a range of various new playful expressions and queer performances occur, at
the same time heteronormativity is produced as a governing structure, arguably at all
11 Due to indoor evening lighting and early camphone’s poor pixels, the picture has a
limited dissolution (resolution?). Originally the picture was darker and thus difficult
to re-present. Hence, by using Photoshop I have enhanced the brightness (+12) in
order to facilitate the analysis. Due to the discourse analytical approach, I do not
emphasise the image subject’s own aesthetical intention. Hence, I do not know – nor
do I find it relevant – to say anything about the subject’s intention of the use of light
or other aspects.
12 As for various understandings of ’hegemony’, see i.e. Butler, Laclau, and Zizek,
2000, Bourdieu, 1995, Foucault, 1995.
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layers of social life (Halberstam, 2005; Kulick, 2005: 18; Mühleisen, 2003;
Rosenberg, 2002: 100; Warner, 2002; Ziener and Lorentzen, 2004). Hence, as long as
one follows the ‘grand narratives’ in this formula, one passes as a man or woman and
is thus rewarded by the embracement of normality.
On the other hand, if one disturbs these concepts, fractures may emerge.
Alternatively, one might shed light on differences between categories in a productive
way, blurring and disturbing the privileged normal. However, at ‘worst’, one may
appear as a non-intelligible woman or man, a monstrosity that crosses beyond the
coherence of how cultural gender and physical sex are traditionally acknowledged
(Foucault, 1995; Hillier and Harrison, 2004). In this manner, a physically sexed
woman who does not exhibit traditional ‘femininity’ is thus socially stigmatised
(Butler, 1990; see also Wilkins, 2004: 331). However, even though I would claim that
the women above disrupt the dominant gender and sexuality formula, they do not
appear monstrous. I suggest that they offer a resistive challenge that confronts the
very same discourses that control them (see also; Shugart and Waggoner, 2005,
Mühleisen, 2003).
Although these women appear strong and confident, making use of traditional
masculine marks/features/characteristics, they are no doubt recognised as quite
feminine women. According to Hege Gundersen’s and Wencke Mühleisen’s (2002)
research on gender and sexuality in the roles of television hosts, cross-conventional
gender and sexuality practices are acceptable as long as compensatory strategies
ensue. The strategies enable one to act across or between conventions and still be
‘accepted’ as either man or woman. As for the images above, compensating strategies
such as the display of traditional feminine characteristics like jewellery, make-up,
bare shoulders, self-fondling, curved and asymmetric body-postures ‘allow’ the
women to appear active, authoritative, arrogant and partly masculine without
appearing monstrous or questionable as women (Gundersen and Mühleisen, 2002; see
also Goffman, 1979; Pedersen, 1995).
Instead, as Elisabeth Hills (1999: 38) suggests, rather than reading representations
of women within the framework of binary oppositions, a reading of the women would
be available that employs Deleuze’s (see Zizek, 2004) notion of ‘becoming’ as
transcendent and progressive agents. In this manner, instead of reading 'girl with
earrings' (Fig. 4) and 'girl in yellow light' (Fig. 5) as needing compensatory strategies
or acting masculine, the self-portraits represent a challenge in the sense that they are,
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as Jeffrey A. Brown (2004: 52) argues in his analysis of action heroines, ‘both subject
and object, looker and looked at, ass-kicker and sex object’.
Passing as Hetero-gendered Women
In order to shed further light on the heteronormativity in force, I will look at
camphone images that portray young women in traditional modes. In the next two
portraits (not self-portraits), these young women appear quite similar to the previous
two. In all four images (Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7) the
women are looking straight into the camera’s
eye, and except Figure 7, they are all centre-
aligned. However, despite this centredness, all
four women appear asymmetric in one way or
another. The woman in black (Fig. 6) is
pictured
frontally, but
slightly canting her head, whereas the woman in the
turquoise shirt (Fig. 7) is photographed from her right
shoulder so that her shoulders create a diagonal line.
Nevertheless, the contrast in these two images
compared with the first two is striking. The
women in the latter photos are smiling, one
flirtatiously, the other in a basically pleasant manner. Additionally, although these
women (Fig. 4 and 5) are looking straight into the camera’s eye, I find their
expressions quite different from the first two images. First of all, the women in the
latter images are smiling while looking into the camera’s eye. Both are touching
themselves, one stroking her neck, the other, as with the woman in Fig. 5, fondling
her hair. Arguably their looks, in combination with their flirtatious and pleasant
smiles and self-fondling, make their overall features ordinarily and unambiguously
feminine. I find no signs of arrogance or typically masculine expressions as discussed
above. Due to the explicit femininity, the women ‘pass’ unremarkably and are both
rewarded as unquestionably hetero-gendered women. Hence, I argue that in
juxtaposing the latter pair with the first two images, the boldness in the first two
images are underscored. They unify traditionally binary positions, performing gender




manufacture combinations across them. This perspective sheds light on differences
between categories, as well as suggests an ongoing parody of conventional
heterosexual aesthetic rules.
Additionally, a crucial aspect that should not be ignored is the distinction between
MMS portraits and self-portraits. As suggested so far, as inventions and
implementations of new embodied personal media appear, new ways of presenting the
self emerge (Andrejevic, 2005; Jimroglou, 2001; Koskela, 2004; Rosen, 2005). With
particular regard to self-portrayals, Lee (2005: 5) has offered new interpretations and
understandings of the significance of these practices:
One can look at oneself as the object and, at the same time, can practice the I of the
subject; I become the observer of me.
In this fashion, Lee emphasises the female’s pleasure of being in charge of, and
being ‘objectified’ by, her own gaze. Thus, roles of visual representations have
changed where multiple new forms of control and agencies emerge, as well as a
suggested challenge to conventional binaries (subject/object, femininity/masculinity,
observer/observed). According to Jimroglou’s (2001) research on JenniCam, net-
broadcasting and subjectivity, an enhanced sense of an omnipresent surveillance
materialises, or, as asserted by Koskela: ‘Anybody may watch anybody, anytime’.
(2004: 199) These aspects are contextualised in an interview excerpt of Knut (20)
below as he reflects particularly upon how new media enable new ways of
broadcasting oneself:
As soon as it happens through a medium, such as television or a mobile phone… I
mean, I could be on a bus and shout “Look at me, I’m cool”. But that would be
pretty weird. However, if I were to do it on television, it would be much
more…more accepted. That would be easier for me. For example, I have a mate
who likes to flex his muscles and show off, and he even has a picture of himself on
his phone [as a wallpaper]. But he couldn’t flex his muscles like that on a bus. It
would be too obvious that he was an attention seeker, and people would react
negatively. But when it's more discreet, when you publish your pictures
online…Yes, when it's other people that want to see you rather than you pushing
yourself onto others, then that’s a huge difference. (Knut, 20, 2005)
According to this view, the personal camphone engenders increased reflexive
processes of visual self-authoring and everyday self-awareness. In line with Knut’s
interpretations, the increased self-awareness seems more acceptable when it is
represented through camphones, as long as one follows the internalised customs of
modesty as suggested, not ‘pushing yourself onto others’. Interestingly, 'girl with
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earrings' (Fig. 4) and 'girl in yellow light' (Fig. 5) both snap these self-portraits with a
friend’s camphone, a practice that unquestionably challenges Knut’s suggestion.
In order to conceptualise this phenomenon, a concept advanced by Koskela (2005:
200) would be apt: Rather than discussing new forms of self-presentations in a
Foucauldian ‘panopticon’ sense, she recognises a shift towards employing terms such
as ’polyopticon’ or ‘superpanopticon’ (see also Poster, 1995). In this fashion, the
panoptic power principles are twisted as the ostensible discrepancy in power relations
between the observer and the observed is de-authorised. The self-presenting act is
thus re-signified as pleasure principles that do not necessarily represent a threat, but a
chance to display oneself under the gaze of the camera-I (see also Ernst, 2002: 461;
Mann 2002: 533). According to this interpretation, ‘to be (more) seen is’, suggests
Koskela ‘not to be less powerful’ (2005: 209). In the interview excerpts below, these
aspects are contextualised by Randi (20) where she presents a perception of how the
camphone’s interfaces embody a new significance of self-broadcasting:
Taking pictures of oneself is easier and more acceptable when using a camphone
rather than a digital camera. I don’t know, but maybe camphone images are less
serious. For example, the picture of my breasts, if I had used that picture as a
screensaver on my computer, it would have been a bit odd. But if I had put the
picture on my mobile phone, it would have been just a certain ‘issue’ where I sort
of go ‘hey, okay’, and then it rings, right? (Randi, twenty, 2005)
Hence, being the camphone’s author, the ‘I’ of the ‘eye’ seems to influence young
people’s empowerment in becoming active participants in representing their own
narratives in various playful ways. As for camera-phone image prod-ucers, the joy of
operating, controlling, and broadcasting images and performances enhances the
principles of constructing images that go beyond just being viewed as objects. As for
the genre of camphone self-portraits, bodies and appearances potentially become
resources where young women in particular design their own ‘I’.
Gade’s (2005: 31) work on gender and self-performances argues that the influence
of the 20th century’s poststructuralist theories complicated the notion of the absolute
subject, particularly regarding self-portraits. Rather than representing a sovereign,
autonomous subject, new ideas interpreting self-portraits as myths and fictions that
are discursively produced are presented (Gade, 2005: 32; see also Barthes, 1968;
Foucault, 1995). Gade’s (2005) analysis of Tracy Emin’s art is productive as it points
out key aspects regarding women’s self-presentations and thus alternative ways of
seeing. Gade offers a shift when proposing that, rather than being looked at as
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dependent on the act of looking, one should instead emphasise the act of presenting –
the role of agency (2004: 211). In this manner, Gade, as did Koskela, underlines how
the hegemonic power regime of the gaze is twisted, throttling the traditional
interpretation of objectification.
When examining self-portraits 4 and 5, I suggest that in various ways they seem
involved in the objectifying gaze of themselves. Yet, rather than being passively
objectified, I argue that the appropriation of the gaze produces, as Gade proposes, ‘a
distancing estrangement of the self and a subtle contraction of perspectives’ (2005:
151). This idea seems particularly apt for the self-portraits, where the subject-object
distinction intervenes.
A Play of Visibility
The next image is compared to the two previous, (revealing) an apparently very
different picture. This picture connotes and resembles a pastiche of pornographic
discourse by portraying supreme feminine sexuality. The MMS-portrait of one of the
informant’s friends is a part of the informant’s summer vacation images. The slim
young woman is wearing white pants and pink top over naked shoulders and is seen
straddling a motorbike, easily interpreted as the figurative phallic symbol. She is half-
sitting, half-lying over a gas-tank as she tosses her head backwards and giggles while
gazing upwards with a look that is both rather childish and cartoon-like. As portrayed,
her left strap has slid slightly down
her shoulder, and part of her pink
purse is seen dangling from her left
hand. A quite obvious exaggerated
sway-back, in combination with the
rest of her body-posture, makes her
body form an ‘s’-curve –
emphasising the promise of a highly
eroticised and feminine sexuality.
The image of 'girl with motorbike' (Fig. 8) displays a conventional and stigmatised
portrait of a woman within the frames of heteronormative logic, as objectified and
sexualised, as erotic and available (Sedgewick, 1991). Yet, her eroticised body-
posture is disturbed by her rather cartoon-like facial expression.
Figure 8
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Even though it may seemingly be read within lowbrow porn aesthetic frames, the
image simultaneously has a destabilizing potential of heteronormative desire.13 In
Benwell’s (2003: 162) interpretation of ‘politics of irony’, the politics refer to an
ironic knowingness and self-reflexiveness that oppose gender and sexuality
essentialism. As her work on men, masculinity and magazines shows, ‘new-lad
masculinity’ represents a continuous oscillation between classically extreme poles
(i.e. heroes versus anti-heroes) that emphasise how ‘the magazine male is never stable
enough to be available for clear definition’ (ibid). The new lad-masculinity thus
points to a discursive tension between hegemonic ideas and practices and alternative
ways of gender and sexuality agencies. Although ‘politics of irony’ is developed in
Benwell’s work on men and masculinity, I interpret 'girl with motorbike' within the
frames of these ideas. First, the eroticised posture and the way the young woman (Fig.
8) offers herself with no resistance may be read as an imitative, parodic performance.
The ironic knowingness of conventional gender and sexuality codes, as well as an
arguably explicit, almost cartoon-like, aesthetic excess (to the point of parody) of
these internalised codes, enables the mocking of the very conventions. In line with
Helen A. Shugart’s and Catherine Egley Waggoner’s (2005: 69) research on women
protagonists in popular culture, appropriation of dominant discourses that customarily
would have limiting effects is, in ‘postmodern’ media analyses, increasingly read as
bold acts of transgression (see also Franco, 2004). Second, the young woman (Fig. 5)
is seen playing with a highly sexually femininity, yet arguably the self-awareness
leaves a sense of a burlesque enactment. As earlier underscored, an active, eroticised,
self-aware performance provides the possibility of distance from the stereotypical
image of women (Pedersen 1995; Mühleisen 2003: 124). In this sense, rather than
being passively objectified, the young woman may be seen as meta-commenting on
the orthodox version (ibid; see also Wilkins, 2004: 333, 338). This view is productive,
yet I would argue that there is a paradox in force; although the created subject is
capable of resisting traditional readings of feminine embodiment, she would
simultaneously be seen as offering the perfect heterosexual man’s fantasy (Jimroglou,
2001). Even though I read this MMS as ironic, it is not necessarily understood as
resistive by others. However, bearing elements of ‘politics of irony’ as well as a
13 For a more thorough discussion of lowbrow pornographic aesthetics, see
Mühleisen, 2004.
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caricature of the traditional pin-up, I read the image as a young woman’s self-
conscious play with gender, sexuality and the camera’s eye.
A Young Man’s Gaze
In the next image, the self-portrait of a
young man is one of the informants’ friends.
This image, as with images 4 and 5, was also
taken with the informant’s mobile phone. The
picture displays a young man with a look
similar to the images in photos 4 and 5. The
young man is seen in a pinkish light, wearing a
baseball-cap flipped over. He poses frontally in
the middle of the image, while he looks, as in the other self-portraits, straight into the
camera’s eye with an extremely forceful and investigating eye/I. This look has
traditionally been interpreted as an authoritative, stringent masculine look that
expresses toughness and self-confidence. The close-up frame strengthens this
energetic appearance. Despite obvious similarities with images 4 and 5, the effect is
quite different. Contrary to the women, this young man leans forward, towards the
camera’s eye, a dynamic and potent move that conventionally is associated with
masculinity (Goffman, 1979; Gundersen and Mühleisen, 2002; Liebst, 2003).
Furthermore, this is an image of a man performing masculinity. I argue that it does
make a difference. Of the 20 images of young men, the poses are predominantly
frontal. Although the gazes may not be as authoritative and strict, they are often seen
leaning towards the lens in an active and energetic posture. The young man illustrated
here (Fig. 9), as in many other portraits of men, displays a generally masculine
posture and attitude that leaves no apparent signs of mocking conventional ideas of
gender and sexuality or practices. They appear unambiguously masculine and need no
compensating strategies to pass for hetero-gendered men. On the other hand, one
proposal is that these young men may not have similar access to compensating
strategies as do young women. Less accepted possibilities for men to perform non-
conventional gender and sexuality than for women may exist.
In order to render visible disciplining and structuring power-relations in force as
well as to offer alternative readings of conventional gender and sexuality displayed, I
have asked the informants to express their perception of suitable and non-suitable
Figure 9
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practices for women and men. One of the informants, Jens, a middle-class,
heterosexual, twenty-year-old man is asked whether he could invite a male friend to
dinner:
Jens: Well, I’ve never done that, but it’s not an unfamiliar thought, though. I
guess I could have done it without feeling clammy. But it depends on what you
mean by ‘dinner’ /…/ I mean, we could always fix some tacos together at home,
that’s totally okay. But if we’re talking about a candlelight dinner, then I think,
um/…/My point is that if I had arrived to find a three-course dinner, I think it
would’ve been pretty odd. It’s a small but significant difference in order to tilt
the balance or not. So it’s much more natural to cut up some vegetables together
and so on, it’s so much less pretentious.
Lin: So are you saying that you can have dinner with a guy at home as long as
you cook together? Does that mean that he cannot prepare the whole meal?
Jens: It depends on how prepared it is.
Lin: If not three courses, how about one course?
Jens: Well, it’s not a crisis if it’s done, but the thought of arriving to find
everything done…it’s just…/…/
Tellingly, as Jens himself underscores, there are fine lines that maintain the
balance in expressing masculinity coherently and in continuity with which gender and
sexuality are acknowledged. According to Jens, depending on the dinner’s preparation
and scale, inviting a male friend to dinner would not necessarily be ‘a crisis’.
Nevertheless, a three-course, candlelight dinner would have been ‘pretty odd’. When
asked whether Jens could have had a three-course dinner and share a bottle of wine
with a female friend, he replied resignedly: “Of course! That is what you do with a
girl!”
In culturally organising concepts of gender and sexuality, homosexuality is
expressed as not only the opposite of heterosexuality, but also as a subordinate,
‘unnatural’ sexuality (Foucault, 1995). In Willy Pedersen’s (2005) research on
sexualities in a Norwegian context, evidence suggests that young women are more
likely to cross over hegemonic gender and sexuality ‘regulations’ than young men.
Even though young (heterosexual) people practise same-sex relations, Pedersen
particularly stresses how these experiences generally appear as part of a heterosexual
script; as for young heterosexual women, same-sex practices occur in order to delight
men’s gazes whereas young men’s same-sex practices are interpreted as a homoerotic
mockery. Rather than being practised in order to please each other or others, Pedersen
(2005) argues that for young heterosexual men, same-sex practices are performed as a
part of a contemporary, culturally macho dare (e.g. men making out in parties).
Interestingly, rather than seeing the act as a desirable homoerotic sexual enactment,
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same-sex practice among men is interpreted as a parody and mimicry of a homoerotic
script.
Ignoring the strong disciplinary and structural heteronormative discourses in force,
counter-performances may thus be interpreted as nothing but mimicry and parody of
homoerotic practices or, concerning women, objectified enactments. In this fashion
Pedersen upholds a binary gender image, leaving potentially other stories and changes
among young people neglected and effectively choked. Throughout my data, the
majority of the images are women. However, this does not necessarily indicate that
there are fewer performances among men where gender and sexuality are re-
negotiated. Nor does it imply that the playfulness seen in some of the images of
women does not occur in those of men. Moreover, although the MMS-men that are
displayed and discussed appear quite in line with traditional portrayals of men, with
few blatant signs of femininity or playfulness within such conventions, a ‘playfulness’
of masculinity may likely occur. One suggestion would be to interpret the image of
the young man (Fig. 9) as an ironic play with conventional discourses. Another
proposal could be, as Koskela (2004: 209, 211) suggests, that young people's
performances in MMS self-portraits and portraits are more about the role of agency, a
de-sexualised perspective when a play of visibility is at stake.
Conclusion
The incorporation of a digital camera into one’s already prosthetic, clinging body-
part, the mobile telephone, has affected people’s performances of the self, gender and
sexuality as well as the perception of private and public spaces. The camphone has led
to usage and appropriations by young people that have been met with both caveats
and embracement. One aspect of this concern has been the peril of victimisation of
young women. Both media warnings and various research on women’s display in
sample ads have concluded that women are still displayed as eye-catching objects.
Nevertheless, the increasingly intimate connections between our technology and
ourselves seem to call for new modes of understanding.
By drawing upon Goffman’s gender analytical framework, the initial picture
analysis underscores a reinforcement of gender and sexuality norms. Overall, young
women appeared in line with Goffman’s findings, as objectified and subordinate to
men. However, when analysing camera-phone images from a feminist and queer
feminist theoretical perspective, conventional performances were interpreted in ways
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that agitate traditional understandings of objectification. Rather than interpreting
stereotypical gender and sexuality performances within the subject-object dichotomy,
these performances were read as self-conscious, ironic and playful acts.
The view of self-portraits as objectified and in charge of the gaze is one example
of such ‘poly-opticon’ and playful visual self-authoring. Additionally, by taking into
account social and cultural changes as well as hegemonic discourses in force, the
effects of conventional expressions and performances have become more complex.
The enhanced self-aware self-performance has also been suggested as the effects and
consequences of the camera-telephone’s materiality, its genre, as well as influenced
by reality-media trends in general. Drawing upon these aspects combined with
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2“Everybody has a family tree – and this is mine:” Writing
your own narrative. A study of family photography from the
family album to MMS
Lin Prøitz
”I’m having Uncle Fritz next to me at the table. Anni doesn’t dare to place
anybody else next to him, occasionally he throws up without warning when he
is in family dinners. He threw up on Anni in grandma’s funeral a year ago. Anni
took it nicely. Christmas eve three years ago was worse. Then he threw up all
over the table, everybody were splattered, that’s one of pictures that never made
it into Aunt Edel’s family album/...” (from the novel “Before you sleep”, Linn
Ullmann, 1998:20)
Throughout the modern era, the nuclear family has been seen as the form of social
structure that has been most important and disciplinary for the individual. The family
is regarded as a natural and basic unit, which deserves society’s protection. This
applies both with regard to the self-image and development of the individual and in
terms of economic and legal privileges. In spite of the fact that new practices of
gender and sexuality have challenged the patriarchal and heterosexual nuclear family,
the paradox, as pointed out by the sociologist Arnfinn Andersen (2003), remains that
the key model and ideal of a family in Norwegian culture is still related to
heterosexual, romantic relations and parenthood shared between couples. One
possible approach to the study of the presentation of the family and its social function
and significance is to analyse family photographs. According to Pierre Bourdieu
(1965), family photographs represent the most ritualised and coded type of
photography of all.
Even though the content of family discourses varies between cultures, it is still
possible to identify a separate ’familial gaze’ in any culture (Hirsch 2002:11). One
example is the striking uniformity from the post-war era in Norway until today’s
family album depictions of grandmother, grandfather, mother, father, children and
grandchildren, smiling into the camera in exclusively happy moments, documented
and serialised from one year to the next, from one album to the next. In her study of
photography, Jo Spence (1991:203) points out this hegemonic aesthetical relationship
3in the following manner: “It appears as if we all share the same visual codes, have
lived quite universal and structured lives, have had the same childhood, the same
holidays, shared the same rituals” (ibid.).
Family photos, for example, of uncles who throw up on dinner guests, like Uncle Fritz
in Linn Ullmann’s novel, are therefore moments that are mainly circumvented,
avoided or effectively edited out. We all do as Aunt Edel, we protect ’the grand
family album narrative’ against aspects that in different ways disturb fine memories.1
We compose our narratives in line with the hegemonic family discourse.
Today more than ninety per cent of all teenagers have their own mobile telephone
with a camera, and this facilitates a multiplication of the ways in which a family story
can be narrated, maintained, expanded and perpetuated. Based on studies of family
albums, recent studies of snapshot photography, longitudinal qualitative interviews
and collections of images produced by mobile-phone cameras, I would like to discuss
the potential consequences that this new ‘indivisual’ use of mobile-phone cameras
may have for the visual documentation of the family.2 In what way are symbolic
family values and memories stored if the traditional album display of ‘the happy
nuclear family’ is replaced by private mobile-phone cameras for every family
member? In order to understand the continuity and possible changes in the practice of
family photography, it is appropriate to investigate the family photograph in a wider
socio-cultural and historical context. At the outset, I would like to position the family
photograph in a perspective of media and family history. This involves a short sketch
from the nineteenth century – the birth of the family photograph – and until the
present before I turn to a genre-analysis of the images taken by young people using
mobile-phone cameras. Finally, I analyse the mnemonic practices of young people in
the light of the interface of the mobile-phone camera and the practices associated with
the production of images using this device.
1 The term ’the grand album narrative’ is borrowed from Geoffrey Batchen’s (2004) historical study of
family photography and recollection practices. ’The grand family album narrative’ indicates the
hegemonic photo presentation of the family as exclusively harmonic and happy.
2 The term ’indi-visual’ has been developed and is being used to emphasise the emerging individual
visual practice.
4Mediation of the happy nuclear family
It was only during the final part of the twentieth century that social changes such as
increasing individualisation and the emergence of the information society, as well as
the feminist movement and the feminist critique, led to the acceptance of new forms
of families and an increasing diversity of lifestyles. Today we can find a number of
family types that the gender and media researcher Wencke Mühleisen (Klassekampen
23.10.06) sums up in following manner:
Today, people lives in marriages, as cohabitants, as single parents, in collectives
or as singles./.../Children live with their biological parents, foster parents,
adoptive parents, same-gender parents or other social parents with no biological
relation.
In spite of the diversity of new socially and culturally accepted family forms, the life-
long nuclear family still reigns as an ideal – a fact that is emphatically demonstrated
by the photo albums of families.
The family photograph developed to a large extent simultaneously with the
emergence of the middle class (the twentieth century), at the time in the form of small
visiting portraits. The visiting portrait had the same form and shape as its twin
medium, the visiting card, but instead of name and title, the visiting portrait consisted
of a portrait of the cardholder, often portraits of whole families.
[figure 1].
According to the art historian Kristin Halaas (2004:36), the visiting portrait was
mainly developed and adapted to its ‘pre-existing socio-cultural function – the visit’.
During the early twentieth century, the visit was a strictly rule-bound form of social
interaction that was necessary for the emerging bourgeoisie to attend to and expand its
5social networks, and at the same time they could use it to avoid unwanted contacts.
For the bourgeoisie, the visit served as a buffer zone between the private and the
public spheres, and the visiting portrait functioned as an admission ticket between
these spheres. Specifically, the visiting portrait was handed to the butler or the maid,
who brought it to the master of the house. The visiting portrait provided information
on the identity of the visitor, and the master of the house could thereby decide
whether to accept or reject the visit (cf. further Erlandsen 2000; Halaas 2004; Mjøs
2002; Reiakvam 1997). At the outset, external signs like clothing and studio props
were intended to ‘reflect’ the social status of the cardholder, but as the ‘visiting card
fever’ spread and costs decreased, the visiting portraits also became accessible to the
lower social strata. On the whole, anybody could now defy their social standing and
fake a high-social status in any photo studio, and this served gradually to undermine
the appeal of the visiting portrait as a social marker. Instead, whose visiting cards one
had in one’s possession became the key issue, as this served to demonstrate the circles
to which the owner was granted access and affiliation. For example, it was common
for the bourgeoisie to pay visits to other high-ranking citizens, such as the bishop and
the town mayor. The prime trophy among the visiting portraits remained the portrait
of the King and his family – portraits that very were often displayed via the family’s
channel of visual representation: the photo album. 3
During the period from 1860 to 1920, the golden age of the visiting portrait, other and
less solemn album photographs can also be found, but it was not until the period
following World War II and until the present that more informal aspects of everyday
life have come to be a dominating part of Norwegian families’ photo albums. From
being an exclusively professional studio practice, during this time family photography
developed into a private, familial, amateur activity. A new visual, universal culture
emerged. In his study of how social structures of power manifest themselves through
culture, Bourdieu (1965) analyses ‘popular tastes’ on the basis of family photography.
According to Bourdieu (1965:39), there are few other activities across class
boundaries that ‘are as stereotyped and less abandoned to individual anarchy’. We
take photographs of births, baptisms, birthdays, the first day at school, holiday
3 The visiting portrait (NF 13828-003) is reproduced with permission from the collections of Norsk
Folkemuseum. As shown here, the visiting portrait could portray whole families. Gradually, such
visiting portraits turned into collector’s objects, and portraits of the King, for example, could be
bought/exchanged by anybody.
6moments, the teenager, the confirmation/first communion, the bride and groom,
before we start photographing the next birth. In spite of the fact that photography is
only one among several media that lends itself to self-documentation, photography
has clearly occupied the most privileged and credible position as a common visual
family archive and point of reference. According to the photo researcher Mette
Sandby (2001), traditional, private family albums function as a collection of self-
celebrating visual statements, in which every family act as creators of their own
myths, rituals and images. As a consequence of the development of the snapshot and
the introduction of digital images, we now to a larger extent take pictures of the
spaces between the well-choreographed and ritual ‘points of essence’. Today parents
are no longer the sole editors and custodians of the family’s visual memories. Young
people demand a place as historiographers and intervene in the mediation of family
memories and ideologies, and this may have an impact on the visual representation of
the family.
New technology, new family narratives?
My study of mobile-phone cameras is based on qualitative interviews with a total of
21 adolescents/young adults, conducted over a period of four years (2001, 2004,
2005).4 During the two final rounds of interviews, all informants were encouraged to
contribute their own images, produced using their mobile-phone cameras.5 Among
the total of three hundred images collected, only 22 are direct photos of family
members. Even though the family pictures constitute only a minor part of the total,
these are still images of persons that all informants could relate to; portraits of
siblings, parents, partners of parents, children of the partners of parents and/or more
distant relatives, including uncles, aunts and cousins, were all represented in the
4 Nine informants were recruited in 2001 with assistance from a study inspector at an upper secondary
school in Oslo. The others were subsequently recruited using the snowball method, and today comprise
informants from three major cities in South, Central and Northern Norway, respectively. Interviews
were conducted in the autumn/winter of 2001, spring/summer of 2004 and in the autumn of 2005.
5 Four girls and three boys took part, giving a total of close to three hundred pictures as a result. The
informants could decide for themselves the number and nature of the pictures to be selected. Six of the
seven chose to transfer all the pictures stored on their mobile phones directly to my computer during
the interview. The last one chose to send a selection of pictures via MMS and supply them with
comments by e-mail following the interview. All informants, as well as other persons concerned
(possible third parties involved, i.e. if the informant had submitted pictures of persons other than
themselves) have consented in writing to publication of the pictures used in this chapter. The empirical
methods have been reported to, and are registered by Norwegian Social Science Data Services AS.
7picture archives of the respondents.6 In addition, there is a larger number of images
that can be related indirectly to the family, for example, images of the family cottage
taken during a family outing, pictures from the family holiday and symbolic pictures
of objects in communication between the informants and their parents. In this chapter,
I will limit the discussion to those family pictures in which family members are
directly portrayed, even if the indirect family pictures may also have a meaning for
the creation of the family narrative. From the total volume of family pictures I have
selected eight images for discussion. The pictures have, to a varying extent, been
commented upon by the informants. The selection shows four fathers, one mother,
one mother with a child and one uncle, and constitute a compressed, but
representative sample of the total; on the whole there were more images of fathers,
followed by mothers and children. The analysis of the family pictures is subsequently
discussed from two different angles, both aesthetical aspects (distance to the motive,
lighting, cropping, colours, etc.) as well as the existence of possible changes and their
meaning in a post-modern family context.
Unchoreographed everyday life
The first example is a daylight portrait of a smiling girl looking directly into the
camera’s eye. As expressed by the informant below, the image has two functions: as a
screen wallpaper and as a portable visual memory:
”This picture is of my sister, whom I love more than anything on Earth. I was at
our family cottage at Hvaler, lying on the terrace reading Harry Potter when she
arrived. Mummy’s telephone was on the table, so I took a picture of her to use
as a background on my telephone, and sent it to myself.” (Informant’s MMS
comments, 2004)
6 I wish to point out that pictures of the family – which I analyse as ’family narratives’ – do not
necessarily exclude the possibility that the picture may also form part of other ’narratives’, for
example, self-documentation and the development of subjectivity in adolescents, as well as discursive
media practices among young people.
8The picture is taken at a very close range, and both the chin and the top of the head
have been cropped out. The detailed and tight frontal framing imparts a ‘clean’ and
intimate form to the image. The soft light subdues the colours, giving the sister’s face
a soft and peaceful expression, in a sculptural and well-choreographed simplicity.
Apart from the frontal, centralised angle, such clear-cut close-ups are rare occurrences
among traditional album photos of family members. Family portraits are
predominantly taken from a distance, making the subject appear full-length or half-
length. Traditionally, family portraits are characterised by a focus on content (who’s
in, who’s who and where am I?) at the expense of form. The pictures of parents below
are examples.
Both the mother and the father are photographed here in half-length, while glancing
with a careful smile into the camera. Apart from the fairly reserved smiles, both
images are fully in accordance with Jonathan Green’s (1948:38) definition of
traditional snapshots: smiling, directly facing the camera’s eye, shot at eye-level,
centred, frontal and with high depth of field giving prominence to the background and
the surroundings of the subject (see also Erlandsen 2000). In comparison to the close-
up of the sister, above, the presentation of the parents appears more distanced, trivial
and random, which is illustrated also by the next images. Here, two fathers are
photographed in a car.
9As shown by the images, the fathers are photographed using available, cool daylight.
They are photographed at close range, while both are looking straight ahead. Most
likely, this is not a moment from a particular or ritual event, but rather from a fairly
ordinary situation in a car. Furthermore, none of the fathers are looking into the
camera or smiling, they rather appear completely unaffected (and unaware) of being
in the focus of the mobile-phone camera. In any case, these images are not in
conformance with the rules of the classical album photo, in which the subject is
primarily made aware of the photographic situation prior to the picture being taken.
This awareness gives the person being photographed an opportunity for self-
presentation which, according to the photo researcher Marianne Hirsch (1999:xix), is
important both for how well the person appears in the picture and for how well the
picture appears in the family. This form of self-presentation is conspicuously absent
in the pictures above. I believe that pictures like these intervene in ‘the grand family
album narrative’, and articulate new presentations of the family. Beyond the
aesthetical breach (with the classical album photo), such pictures can also be regarded
as a comment on changed patterns of authority and communication in the relationship
between parents and children. In addition, it is interesting to note the new situated
positions: the fathers in the car and the parental couple in half-length have all been
photographed by their children, who thereby supplement the traditionally superior
position of the parents as auteurs. Of course, parents still take pictures as well, but the
children have now to a larger extent become co-authors of their own narratives.
The next three images that I will analyse are similarly characterised by a nonchalant
and laid-back style. Here, an uncle is taking a coffee break, a mother is getting a
shoulder massage from her daughter, and a father is reclining on the couch in front of
the TV.
Again, none of the subjects are facing the camera; they are more preoccupied with
their own activities: the coffee, the massage and the TV. The difference in the
preceding pictures is that in this case the parents are the photographers who maintain
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contact with their children via MMS. The portrayed situations show that a previously
nonexistent mutuality has emerged, i.e., a reciprocal exchange of pictures and
communication between the parents and the children. In those cases where the
parents’ phones had enabled the MMS function, all informants confirm that they had
communicated with their parents over MMS: “They are also from Daddy. That’s a
picture of my uncle visiting the zoo and having a coffee. Because they were at the zoo
together then” (comments by the informant 2005).
”From our cottage, Daddy is taking a picture of Mummy who is
getting a shoulder massage from Sonja” (comments by the
informant 2005).
”Mummy has taken a picture of Daddy on the couch at home to show me that
everything is OK. Nothing extraordinary is happening at home, Daddy is on the
couch watching sports after his workout. Nice having an update from home”
(informant’s MMS comments, 2004)
As we can see, the pictures are taken in everyday situations, on ordinary weekdays,
when ‘nothing extraordinary is happening at home’. The pictures are interesting from
several points of view. First, and as mentioned above, traditionally the parents
photograph their children in situations of everyday life, and parents have rarely been
known to take unchoreographed photos of each other in order to share these moments
with their children. A second aspect consists of the aesthetical breach of the rules of
the classical family photo; unchoreographed and mundane pictures of Daddy,
Mummy and uncles, shot in blurred focus, in glaring backlight or in an apparently
haphazard cropping, in culturally uninteresting and trivial surroundings, appear as
highly unconventional family photography. The images above in no way appear as an
attempt to glorify or embellish the self-presentation of the family.
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Unchoreographed everyday pictures are not a recent phenomenon. According to the
photo researcher Mette Sandby (2001:9), the present cult of the past and remembrance
has reformulated ‘the magic of realism’. The autobiographical and private is
emphasised at the cost of traditional aesthetics, which have been characterised by
features such as ‘correct’ cropping and appropriate lighting. Instead, the snapshot has
come to represent a raw, ‘imperfect’, ‘unmediated’ and ‘authentic’ type of aesthetics
(ibid.). Such unchoreographed, mundane moments are a defining characteristic of
snapshot photography (particularly embraced by neo-avant-garde/slack art/dogma
photographers and filmmakers).7 However, this type of aesthetics is rarely found in
family albums. In spite of the clear parallels between family pictures and snapshot
aesthetics, family photography still possesses a conventional, unwritten rule that
applies to ‘successful family pictures’: the subject must look into the camera and
smile. The images of the uncle, the lounging father and the mother with the child can
hardly be regarded as successful, and would most likely have been discarded.
Nevertheless, in these contexts we can see that they fulfil an objective as a
documentation of everyday life in family situations, as non-evaluative and
unpretentious, relaxed confirmations of everything being in the usual order.
As also shown by other studies of mobile-phone cameras, the instantaneous
photographic process, the opportunities for editing and the low costs, combined with
the uninterrupted access to the camera, are fundamental to the new aesthetics (Ito
2005, Ling 2005, Okabe 2005). The haphazard and mundane everyday snapshot
appears to assume a renegotiated position and value beyond neo-avant-gardist art
circles. Even the digital camera, in spite of its immense expansion in recent years,
must admit defeat in the face of today’s young photographers wielding mobile-phone
cameras, a situation summed up by Randi in the following manner:
Randi: Digital cameras are OK, but with your mobile you can just press and
take a picture, instead of using the digital camera that you have to adjust and...
Lin: Do you take different pictures with your mobile than with a digital camera?
Randi: I have it with me everywhere, it’s in my hand or in my pocket, just a
pop, and it’s there (Randi, November 2005).
7 See Richard Billingham’s Ray’s a Laugh (1996)
http://www.artseensoho.com/Art/LUHRING/billingham97/billingham1.html
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Using more types of motifs in new situations, from other types of locations, shot from
changed positions (of power), an outline is drawn of a far more diverse, experimental
and instantaneous family aesthetics that intervene into and vary the visual family
narratives.
The family inheritance: archiving and mnemonics
In the light of this new, personal production of images the question arises of what
young people do with their pictures. How is the idea of the family preserved? As
described above, the right to see, maintain, expand and prolong memories, and
thereby the past, denoted by Barthes as ‘an act of remembrance’, has changed, and
positions have diversified. More people, and younger people, now have access to a
camera. The cost of taking a picture is near zero, and the photographic process is
instantaneous; one can immediately see the photographic result, and either delete,
store and/or share the images. What happens to the value of each individual picture in
the face of this almost explosive inflation of images? As a consequence of the
opportunities for editing and the low cost, more images than before are probably
deleted now, while the number of images produced and stored is likely to increase
because these ‘moments of vision’ require kilobytes rather than shelf space. When I
question the adolescents about their archiving habits, I receive mixed answers. Some
have a clearly transitory relationship to their images, as illustrated by Randi:
The other day I had bought “Lost”, and I was very proud of it. Then I wanted to
take a picture of myself and my box of “Lost” for a friend, so I took one, but no,
it didn’t turn out well, so I had to take another, and I finally took fifteen or
something, because I wanted to have a nice picture of myself then./.../I am
absolutely not one to just take a picture of myself just to sit there and look at it.
But if I take a picture, it must be a good one (interview with Randi, November
2005).
Others, like twenty-year-old Maja, emphasise the naturalness of the value of mobile-
phone images as being on par with analogue ones:
Lin: Here is a picture of your uncle, a close-up. But these pictures, do you show
them to people, or what do you do with them?
Maja: They’re just there. I don’t feel like deleting them either.
Lin: Why not?
Maja: What I’m about to do, like I did with my previous mobile, is to send all
the MMS images to myself by e-mail. Then I stored them on my computer, and
deleted them to make space for more. That’s when the inbox is full.
Lin: But why can’t you delete them?
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Maja: Because you don’t just throw away pictures that you have.
Lin: Why is that?
Maja: Because you have taken them for a reason. I don’t know. When you have
pictures at home, if you have a photo album, you don’t just throw them in the
dustbin, do you? (Maja, September 2005).
As opposed to traditional photo albums and SMS messages, in their study of Japanese
users of mobile-phone cameras Okabe and Ito (2005) ascertain that a number of MMS
images are produced only for the use of the individual him-/herself. This practice is
confirmed by Maja’s statement above, on pictures that she rarely shares with others
and that ‘are just there’ – images that she cannot remember why she has taken, but
that she still transfers and stores on another personal medium, because ‘you don’t just
throw away pictures that you have’. In this manner Maja emphasises each picture’s
vocabulary of conventions and references as important, whether the image is digital or
analogue. The pictures are stored, and thereby included in an act of remembrance that
is emphasised in the following manner by Tina:
Lin: Why are visual memories important? What do you think?
Tina: Sure, because otherwise you forget.
Lin: Otherwise you forget?
Tina: Yes. Because I don’t remember. If I didn’t have a picture of that pool, I
would most likely forget what that pool looked like. It’s really just to remind
myself how nice it was there, and so on (Tina, August 2005).
Another example of this type of ‘indivisual’ acts of memory is emphasised by Leif
below. As part of the study, upon my encouragement Leif has opened the photo
gallery on his mobile phone and is browsing through the pictures. The pictures are
numerous. Between the shots of architecture and interiors some pictures of his former
boyfriend appear. The relationship ended eighteen months ago. Leif has moved to
another town, and has barely had any contact with his ex-boyfriend. He nevertheless
emphasises how important these pictures are to him, and how reluctant he is to delete
them. He stops at one of the pictures and expresses a nostalgic relationship to the time
gone by:
Leif: This is Kristoffer. He wore his hair very short.
Lin: Is it a long time since you have looked at these pictures?
Leif: Yes, it’s a long time ago. I have never browsed so far back.
Lin: How do feel looking at these pictures?
Leif: It’s strange.
Lin: Why is that?
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Leif: I don’t know. It’ so long ago.
Lin: Do you remember when you took these pictures?
Leif: It’s in the autumn, or is it? When did Kristoffer cut his hair so short? /.../
Because I got ... when was it.. I got that mobile in February or March two years
ago, I believe. Thereabout. /.../
Lin: /.../So here is a series of Kristoffer? It’s strange, you say?
Leif: Yes, it is. But funny also. We had lots of fun together. But some things
were tough also.
Lin: But you will store these pictures, or...?
Leif: Yes, I think so. Definitely.
Lin: Why?
Leif: They are memories. That what they are. They are clearly memories. Even
if they are not... well, there’s some charm in the ordinary moments also.
Lin: Why is that?
Leif: Well, because in a way, these are moments that will never come back. I
can never go back. I can’t fetch Kristoffer and put him in a room, and then
everything will be like it was in that moment. So it‘s a moment. In a way, you
freeze time. That’s what you do.
Lin: What you’re saying there is interesting.
Leif: Yes, in a small, mundane object like a mobile phone. (Leif, September
2005).
Unlike Maja, who transfers and stores her pictures continuously, Leif discovers some
old pictures he cannot recall having taken. Characteristically, it is the time of the
mobile-phone purchase that causes him to remember the time that the picture was
taken, and not his boyfriend’s haircut. The picture suddenly emerges as an invaluable
private memory of a time gone by, and appears to produce what Batchen (2004:14)
terms a kind of ‘pleasurable sadness’ about ‘a moment that will never come back’.
Pictures of partners tend to be included in another context and in a process which is
different from that of family pictures. Still, the quotation above illustrates how
pictures turn into portable visual signs, that articulate an intimacy and closeness once
shared by these boys. The visual moment has become included in Leif’s personal
narrative, stored in ‘a small, mundane object like a mobile phone’. Leif’s statement
about the photo can be regarded in the context of a point touched upon by Batchen
(2004:94) in his interpretation of photography versus memory as an author of
recollections:
Memory [as opposed to photography] is selective, unclear in its form, extremely
subjective, often inconsistent and is variably changeable over time. An elastic
form of fiction.
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Despite the fact that the picture does not change over time, the processing,
modification and transformation of the recollection make the picture of Kristoffer
articulate a charmingly mundane and priceless moment. This is very recognisable in
relation to the function of the family album: to ‘recall’ the narrative that we want to
tell.
However, what are Maja, Randi, Tina, Leif and the other adolescents doing with their
family pictures? As expressed by Maja, Tina and Leif, a number of pictures are
included in a private collection, either stored on the mobile phone or transferred to the
personal computer. These pictures may never be seen by anybody besides themselves.
At the same time, the analysis above reveals that pictures are also shared via MMS.
Others express how pictures are shared via photo-sharing services on the Internet, and
thereby gain a large potential for distribution and survival. Here, Randi expresses how
a perfect picture is perceived, and how it can be ‘secured’ for posterity:
Lin: What is your experience of having taken a really nice picture of yourself?
Randi: I’m glad. Especially if it’s on paper, this should be documented forever,
in a way, it also gets documented on the PC as well.
Lin: Does it?
Randi: Yes, yes, it has a different durability.
Lin: Shorter?
Randi: No, longer, perhaps. You send them out, and suddenly they are here, and
suddenly they are there, and suddenly someone posts them on the web. Then
you stop doing it, but that website, and then five years later you google yourself,
and then you find that picture, don’t you? (Randi, August 2005).
Beyond the ’durability’ this sharing implies that pictures become accessible to a
greater number of people, who do not necessarily have any affiliation with the
persons portrayed. This practice also means that the pictures lose the context that
often is implicit in MMS communication between two parties. In practice, family
pictures rarely have any value for persons other than those who are directly involved
or in other ways are familiar with the person or persons portrayed. Family pictures
produced by mobile-phone cameras give rise to changed aesthetical and positional
practices, but there are no indications that the contextual situation of the image has
lost its significance. According to a number of my informants, there are clear
indications that family pictures taken by a mobile-phone camera are also included in
wider familial interaction practices, not unlike traditional photo albums:
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When we got the new rats, Lotta and I took heaps of pictures just for fun. But
we don’t send them to anyone. We don’t usually send MMS’s. Instead, we just
took the phone with us and showed the pictures to Lotta’s parents. So it’s just
like a digital camera, almost (Lukas, October 2005).
Traditionally, practices surrounding analogue family albums have been more
homogenous than today’s digital practices. From having been the sole responsibility
of a single family member (mother/father), current production of family pictures has
become diversified. Furthermore, the sharing, representation and archiving have
previously been centred around a single medium of recollection, the family album,
while these processes currently appear as far more ‘indivisual’. Nevertheless, a
number of types of family pictures are still included in a process of social interaction,
either through MMS or via direct sharing on the phone’s display screen, as described
by Lukas above. If these new and diverse family pictures produced by mobile-phone
cameras are stored and shared, I believe that far more pluralistic family stories will be
perpetuated.
Writing your own narrative
The introduction of the snapshot and digital-photography technologies have
contributed to a larger extent to making us photograph the spaces between the well-
choreographed, ritual ‘points of essence’. This represents a change from the
traditional and ceremonial familial self-presentation – a change which to an even
larger extent is challenged by current practices related to mobile-phone cameras. As
opposed to traditional practices surrounding family albums, in which parents have
been the custodians of the family’s visual memories, I have pointed out that the
privilege of the moment (‘the I of the Eye’) is undergoing change.8 From having had
only one common family camera, traditionally in the hands of the parents, the mobile-
phone camera has intervened and given rise to changes, not only in terms of the
motifs being photographed, but also in terms of how they are photographed and the
8 The expression ’the Eye of the ’I’’ is inspired by Michel Foucault’s (1985) concept of ’panopticon’,
as well as more recent discussions in photo and media theory on the relations of power between the
looker and the one being watched (Andrejevic 2004; Bolter og Gruisin 1999; Henning 2004; Jerslev
2004; Koskela 2005; Lee 2005; Manovich 2001). In a forthcoming article, I will claim that the
increasing use of mobile-phone cameras is gradually shifting and subverting this relationship. The
concept ‘the I of the Eye’ is therefore used to emphasise the currently ambiguous and diffuse
relationship between the positions of subject and object (Prøitz 2007 (forthcoming)).
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positions and situations in which the pictures are being taken. I have demonstrated
how the practices surrounding mobile-phone cameras may have an impact on new
representations of the family, in opposition to the hegemonic narratives: from the
visiting portraits of the bourgeoisie, through Aunt Edel’s well-directed presentation of
her family, to current informal, mundane and non-directed family presentations.
Another aspect concerns how the materiality and interface of the mobile-phone
camera influences the sharing and representation of the pictures. The display screen
and handling of the mobile-phone camera offers a narrative practice which is different
from that of the photo album. According to Batchen (2004:49f), the very materiality
of the album and its associated actions (touching the album and flicking through its
pages) create a specific, sequential narrative practice. In addition, the pictures in an
album can be handled, commented upon and designed with the author’s signature, a
practice which is emerging even in the context of a number of web-based photo
sharing services, but which still requires other types of competence, actions and
reading. I will not predict whether portraits of unpretentious fathers or close-ups of
uncles throwing up on dinner guests will become more prevalent in the future.
However, I want to claim that images produced by mobile-phone cameras can
contribute to the articulation of families in more varied settings and positions than the
family camera. These pictures may contribute to a self-presentation that is more in
accordance with the changes that are already underway in the social functions of
families.
Epilogue
I have been told that I was found on a staircase in Seoul one February morning in
1971. I was wrapped in a blanket, warm and fast asleep. It was assumed that I was
one week old. The first page of my very first album contains three black-and-white
portraits of me, taken in the period immediately following. In all the pictures I am
barefoot, clad in light colours, and supported in a seated position. In front of me there
is a signboard with a name and a number: Jung Ok Hee, No. 8712. On the next
double page of the album, there is a drawing of a tree with branches forming a heart.
In the middle of the heart there is a small, naked child. The caption says:
Everybody has a family tree – and here is mine:
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2Mobile Media and Genres of the Self
Understanding genres and their communicative efficacy facilitates the way one
understands how to act and participate in a society (Kwasnik and Crowston, 2005: 76-
88; Miller and Shepard, 2005; Askehave and Nielsen, 2005). As a range of new
technologies evolves, a need for understanding new modes of media genres increases.
However, according to Frandsen and Johansen (2001: 50-68), classifying and
labelling new modes of media, in accordance to a specific genre, may be tricky. One
main point is that digital media (e.g. mobile phones) consists of a complexity of
converging technologies and genres that make distinguishing them particularly
challenging. Another issue is that, although a genre is seen as something relatively
stable, it is simultaneously in the flux of continuous social, cultural and historical
changes. Hence, distinguishing new genres may imply taking into account past
examples, as these generate models and expectations for succeeding ones (Agre,
1998; see also Miller and Shepard, 2005; Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1995; Larsen,
2006: 379). In short, one can say that genres involve an amalgamation of novelty,
adjustment of boundaries, and modifications of ideology. In this manner, examining
and distinguishing new genres implies achieving insight into how a new stability is
imparted, and as Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995: 6) argue, “how rhetoric
accommodates change and accommodates us to change”.
This article considers evolving practices and genres in mobile communication. It
investigates to what degree young people’s new communication practices illustrate a
convergence, or recombination of previous genres, and to what degree, and in what
ways, the evolving genres represent distinctly new forms of communication.
The study is based on in-depth interviews with Norwegian teenagers and analyses of
their own communicative acts.1 More concretely, I have analyzed the genres of two
1 The article is a part of a longitudinal study of young Norwegians’ mobile
phone practices. From 2001 to 2005 I carried out three phases of various in-depth
interviews (individual-, groups- and partner-interviews) of a total of 23 informants.
Some of the 2001 informants, who were then 15-16 years old, have been re-
3frequent uses of mobile phones among young people: love text-messages and camera-
phone self-portraits. In order to examine the rhetorical innovation of these new
genres, the text messages and self-portraits are compared with related ancestral
genres. Through these analyses and comparison I aim to grasp the complexity of
young people's communicative acts, as well as the social effect that mobile phone
genres may produce.
Little research has hitherto contemplated the correlation between the mobile phone
medium, its practices and genres. Hence, in the next section my aim is to scrutinize
genre theories in relation to medium of the self (text-messages/camphone images) and
its rhetoric (here; love, intimacy and the self).
What do genres want?
Genre is a junction of numerous phenomena in a context of use. Hence, genre is not
one thing, nor is there any consensus of what a genre is or consists of. For example,
Norman Fairclough (1995: 55) defines genre in relation to language and its specific
activity whereas Black (1978) claim that the situation itself contributes to localize a
genre. Another approach is suggested by Bakhtin (in Montgomery 1993) who, rather
than making use of the term genre, employs the term ‘chronotope’ in order to stress
how genres are related to current social and historical discourses. In Swale’s (1990:
58) work, genres are seen as constituting communication premises for a social group
with shared aims. In addition to the various interpretations of genre, Agre (1998)
states that genres sometimes imply one another, or to a certain extent serve
corresponding functions in the same kinds of activity. However, common aspects
emphasized in most genre theories are that genres are seen as related to a set of shared
purposes and expectations of how we are to act by means of texts, or various social
contexts (Berge and Ledin, 2001, Askehave and Nielsen, 2005).
Interpreting genres as a social phenomenon that reproduces and manifests itself over
time is taken further by Carolyn Miller (2001: 19). By emphasizing the act used to
make use of a specific genre, Miller sees genre as a junction of intentions and effects
interviewed through all three phases, a method that has provided unique longitudinal
insight of a complex youth culture. In addition to the interviews, the study is based
upon 2000 text-messages and 300 camphone images that various informants have sent
throughout the four years.
4in which meaning is achieved from the situation, and the social context in which the
situation appeared; it is a rhetorical tool. Overall, I share Miller’s (2001 perspective
that genre is constituted by social acts. However, rather than merely emphasizing
social acts and rhetorical strategies as such, I suggest that, in order to distinguish
mobile-phone genres, there is a need to emphasize the genre’s linkage to the specific
media in use. In Agre’s (1998) work on digital genres and new media, he suggests
that genres are ”the meeting point of producing media materials and the process of
using them”. In this sense, he further claims that genres ought to be studied in relation
to the specific medium utilized. For example, a short text or a visual articulation such
as a self-portrait impart different practices and significances, according to which
medium is materialized (e.g., a painted self-portrait signifies and produces other
cultural and social meanings and effects than does a camera-phone self-portrait),
likewise the significance of a short text via a text message differs from a postcard.
This perspective is advanced in Inger Askehave’s and Anne Ellerup Nielsen’s (2005)
work on non-linear, multi-modal, web-mediated documents. They argue that digital
genres challenge traditional genre theory, as they not only act as texts but also as
medium. In this sense, when analyzing non-literary genres, genre and media are seen
as undividable concepts:
…the media is not only a distribution channel, but also a carrier of meaning,
determining aspects of social practice (how a text is used, by whom it is used,
and for what purpose) (2005: 138). 2
In young people’s culture, text and multimedia messages are a specific social
phenomenon that has recently and rapidly manifested itself. Therefore, in a genre
analysis, it seems futile to study SMSs and MMSs disconnected from media and
social practices. Hence, inspired by the approaches of Miller, Agre and Askehave, and
Nielsen, I will, in the following analysis, examine and discuss mobile-phone practices
in order to distinguish and examine potentially evolving genres in young people's
mobile-phone culture. As mentioned, the mobile telephone is a complex technological
2 Although Askehave and Nielsen (2005: 129) stress the relation between genre
and media, they simultaneously claim that medium does not always plays a role in
distinguishing a genre. As an example they refer to a pdf file of an annual report,
arguing that it doesn’t ‘significantly change the status and function of the genres.
5device that consists of various converging media (e.g., television, mp3, camera, email,
sms, voice-calls, memos, notebooks, calendar, logs), some of which have developed
new genres through the practice of everyday life. I have chosen to single out the two
most frequently used communicative acts among young people: love text-message
communication and camera-phone self-portraits. Thus a focus will be on how these
communicative acts are used in intimate relationships.
The Intimacy Fiction
According to Lynn Jamieson (1998), the concept of intimate relationship may be
associated with dimensions such as love, caring, sharing, close friendship, "deep"
understanding and privileged knowledge. To have intense interaction with a person or
to share detailed knowledge about each other requires trust and faith, which, in turn,
are central aspects of intimacy and friendship. Hence, one of the foremost hallmarks
of a modern friendship is that friends are voluntarily chosen. Friends select each other
by personal inclination, where mutual sympathy and individual choices are required.
This is in contrast to kinship, which is not chosen but is obligatory and ascribed.
However, as Jamieson also points out, dimensions of intimacy and expectations of
needs in terms of love and caring are culturally multifaceted and socially constructed,
and vary and take on different meanings over time (ibid).
A common ancient Greek term that describes friendship is philos. The term describes
people who are closely connected with each other, either as friends or kin. However,
according to the philosopher Helge Svare (2004), being someone’s philos entailed
some very specific ways and norms of conduct that are more similar to the politeness
we exhibit today with neighbours, relatives and colleagues.
Nevertheless, it is the Renaissance that is recognized as the era where friendships
became more personal and emotionally close. The change from the Middle Ages gave
rise to, and emphasized, a more individual lifestyle. Philosophical meditations on
friendship are plentiful in the essays of the French philosopher and writer Michel de
Montaigne: in one of his essays, his relationship with his friend Étienne de la Boétie
is described as “two people melting together ... becoming one person with one will”
6(Svare 2004: 63).3 In the 17th and 18th centuries, romantic friendship is frequently
seen expressed in letters, stories and other literary writings between same-sex friends.
In this period, relationships that involved passion and strong emotions were highly
valued and treasured socially. These relationships were supposed to be found with a
close friend, or rather, one’s “twin soul”.
In the transition between the 18th and the 19th centuries, however, this idea changed
as a new capitalist economy spurred the growth of cities. In turn, this rendered
people’s identities less connected with kin and class, which to a considerable extent
made it possible, or necessary, for people to establish their own identity through their
own acts and achievements (Ziener and Lorentzen 2001). Accordingly, new
distinctions and norms between the public and the private followed. Subsequently,
this made the home and marriage the very core, private, setting for intense intimacy
(Jamieson, 1998: 18). This cultural and social shift meant a further separation of
private homes and public spaces, as married couples increasingly protected their
relationship with isolation and distance from others.
By looking at the historical and social shifts in the meanings of intimacy, the outline
above indicates how these distinctions may appear as cultural constructions. In the
next section, I will follow this outline, focusing on how the meaning of intimacy can
be influenced and even re-shaped by new technologies such as mobile telephony. This
will be seen through the perspective of Tina, the most active text-message prod-user
from my fieldwork.
Text messages – almost like a drug...
The first time I met Tina, she had just turned sixteen. At that point she had forwarded
about 300 text messages to my mobile phone in five days.4 She very clearly expressed
her relation to her mobile phone with these words:
My life was less full before I got a mobile phone (Prøitz 2003: 11).
In my second meeting with Tina, she had turned eighteen years old,,, but, despite
3 My translation.
4 The first fieldwork took place in 2001.
7some changes in her text-messaging habits, she still ranked her mobile telephone as
the most important material item in her life. Below, Tina tells the story of how her
relationship with her current boyfriend started. The story sheds light in particular on
how new technology in itself can make parallel, diverse and multiple intimacies
possible.
In the beginning, when I met Tor, we told each other via text messages that we
liked each other, and we sent lots of messages at that time. After a while, we
wrote that we wanted to kiss and things like that, but when we met the next
day at school, we didn’t even dare to speak or to look at each other at all. It
was very embarrassing. However, when we got home, we just started
messaging again. Then it wasn’t that dangerous, it wasn’t embarrassing...
After a while we wrote “I want to have sex with you” – even though we
couldn’t speak together at school. ... I don’t know why one dares to write such
things, but it felt like two different worlds. Somehow it seemed like he was a
different boy. It felt like that. At least I thought that’s how it was ... maybe one
is "a bit drunk" when one writes messages. After all, that’s how it seems. We
lose our inhibitions. Then you aren’t shy and can say things just the way you
feel … almost like a drug (Prøitz 2005: 5).
Tina sketches out at least two very different worlds in terms of intimacy. In the face-
to-face world, they are both shy and embarrassed, whereas in the text-messaging
world they act very differently: they are quite self-confident and valiant. They play
with sexual issues as they express intimate and sexual desires, and excite each other
far beyond their face-to-face limits. As Tina puts it, “it felt like two different worlds.
Somehow, it seemed like he was a different boy”. The quote may reveal how
individual navigation in the performance of intimacies and selves emerges in the very
moment of the performance, here presented by Tina who experiences the text-
messaging world as distinct from the face-to-face world, though both are experienced
as real. The fragmentation of traditional social forms influenced by the introduction of
new technologies is here seen as producing spaces in which different meanings of
intimacy appear. I would argue, as Jamieson does, that individualization gives rise to
further opportunities for self-expression, including the expression of emotions, which
in turn will allow multiple ways of performing and experiencing intimacy (Jamieson
81998: 36).
According to Tina’s words, the text-messaging world and the face-to-face world
appear as quite separate and distinct arenas. The closeness and intimacy that Tina and
Tor experienced with each other via text messages were not transferred into the face-
to-face world. They did not even dare to look at each other at school. However, after a
while Tor started to call call call phone Tina. Tina experienced this as feeling quite
uncomfortable:
It was okay … but in the beginning it was a bit embarrassing because I
couldn’t stop and think in the way you do with text messages … in the
beginning we had quite superficial conversations about what we were doing
and such things, but after a while it became more challenging... phone calls are
a bit more personal (Prøitz 2005: 5f)
The embarrassing point here seems to be related to the reciprocity of the examination
of the other, where control is lacking. In an asynchronous text-message
communication, Tina would be able to read, edit, and rewrite the text before she sent
it. In a synchronous phone-call conversation, these options are not present.
However, producing text-message spaces, in which new innovations of intimacy can
appear unfettered by the face-to-face world, may have a value of its own, as Tina
testifies when describing her relationship with a boy who actually does not like her in
the face-to-face world:
Yes, there is a boy I like, but I know he doesn’t like me. But he seems so nice
in his messages. So I choose to live in that world in a way. In a way we are
together in messages. Pretending (Prøitz 2005: 6).
As shown in this case, Tina chose the most convenient world, the text-messaging
world, where various ways of cultivating and reinventing selves and intimacies seem
to appear. To see the self as a reflexive project is closely related to Michel Foucault’s
interpretations of the term. In the next section I will look at how this reinventing and
reshaping of selves and intimacies may be a continuation of the old Greek custom
9described by Michel Foucault as "technologies of the self".
(Re)making the Relationship
According to Foucault, there were four relevant types of technologies, all related to
specific techniques that people would use to understand themselves (Foucault 2000:
224). Each of the technologies worked out as a matrix of practical reason:
(1) technologies of production, which permit us to produce, transform, or
manipulate things; (2) technologies of sign systems, which permit us to use
signs, meanings, symbols or signification; (3) technologies of power, which
determine the conduct of individuals and submit them to certain ends or
domination – an objectivizing of the subject; (4) technologies of the self, which
permit individuals to effect by their own means, or with the help of others, a
certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct,
and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state
of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immorality. (Foucault 2000: 225)
I focus on the fourth type, i.e., technologies of the self, in order to examine to which
which which what extent the ancient "self-ordering" of the individual parallels the
media of the self.
The techniques of the self consist of self-mastery and self-knowledge: if you take care
of yourself by concerning yourself, you will achieve self-knowledge. In a way, this art
of existence refers to the ways in which we learn to present ourselves as works of
everyday art. However, being able to embody the exercise of power on and through
oneself is supposed to epitomize the route to all social good, which in turn develops
your manner and morale, and transforms you into a good, dutiful and obedient citizen
and worker. Hence, the improvement of human manner and morality are the main
ethical aspects of self-caring.
One way to achieve this self-mastery was to keep notebooks that, according to
Foucault, had a role as a "truth test", and therefore functioned as a personal exercise:
a ... labor of thought, a labor through writing, a labor in reality (Foucault 2000:
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The individual notebook, or Hupomnemata, was a guide for conduct where the intent
was to capture and transform what was said, heard or read in order to "shape oneself".
Foucault sees the role of this self-writing as a “principle of rational action in the
writer himself” (2000:213). By examining the old old old ancient custom of writing
notebooks as a media of the self, I will look at how self-writing as a conduct of the
self may have been inherited by mobile-phone prod-users in the modern world of text-
message communication.
In the excerpt below, we follow Tina as she describes how one typical text-messaging
day might unfold; an excerpt that exemplifies how text-messages are utilized as a
medium of the self. Her description covers her text-message movements from the
moment she wakes up until she goes to sleep at night:
When I wake up, I check my mobile and see if I have received any messages.
And my mobile is just beside my head when I sleep. It is in silent-mode. Then
I turn off the silent-mode and check if there are any messages, and if not I’ll
write a message to my boyfriend: “Are you awake? I just woke up now”. And
then he writes back and says that he has been awake for an hour and is going
to take a shower. And then I write “Okay, I’ll take a shower as well”. And
then I take the shower, and when I am finished I write a message “I am
finished taking a shower”. Then he writes, “I was finished half an hour ago”
[laughs]. And so I write ”Okay, what happens next?” and he will answer
something about that he needs to do some work, but he will come over in
about half an hour or so. And then I write that I’ll eat and dress or something
like that. Then he writes “Okay”. After doing that I’ll write “Are you coming
soon?”, and then just “Yes, I’m coming over now”. And then I’ll wait until I
receive a message from him saying “I’m in the parking lot. Come down!” and
then I’ll write “Okay, I’m coming down”. Then I’ll go down and we drive to
his place. After some hours I receive a message from mum who asks “When
are you coming home? Where are you?” I reply that I am at Tor’s house, and
that I will come home soon. Then she writes “Okay, just make sure you’re
home for dinner at four o’clock”, and then I write “I’ll leave soon”. Then I go
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home. After I have eaten, I write to my boyfriend “I am finished eating now”
and then he replies “I can come over to your place after I watch Hotel
Caesar
5". And then I’ll write “Okay”. Then he shows up. And when he is at
my place, he is the one who receives messages from his parents. When he has
left, I go to bed – and then I’ll wait for messages from him where it says that
he has arrived safely home. I want to know because he has just got a driver
license so I worry about him driving off the road or something. Then I receive
a message again: “I’m home now. Good night, sweetheart” and then I’ll write
“Yes, good night! I love you very much!”. Then I fall asleep.” [laughs]
(Excerpt from interview with Tina, (Prøitz 2005: 8).
One may be astounded by the massive number of messages this young couple
produces, apparently self-imposed and used for continuously self-reporting their
everyday life. At first sight, it seems that the main purpose of Tina’s text messaging
with her boyfriend is to coordinate a meeting during the day. Nevertheless, instead of
making an appointment immediately, they send persistent text messages to each other
from the very moment they wake up until they go to sleep – interrupted only, so to
speak, by the text-message break that occurs when they are physically together.
Does this practice have parallels to an operation on thoughts, conduct and ways of
being in order to shape oneself? If we take a closer look at Tina’s story, we find that
she sent and received 20–25 text messages that day. The high number of text
messages together with the very detailed self-reporting texts such as “I just woke up
now”, “I’m finished taking the shower”, “I’m finished eating now”, “Now I’m home,
good night sweetheart”, may be interpreted as, if not guides for conduct, as at least
reports of conduct. Each step she takes, each movement she makes is reported, and
when there is a break in the text-message traffic, she seems somewhat paralyzed: “...
and then I’ll wait until I receive a message from him saying 'I’m in the parking lot.
Come down!'”, as if every "sending surface", each moment is completely covered and
consumed.
One can look at text messages as a modern, individual notebook practice as
5 A Norwegian TV-soap series.
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demonstrated in the way this young couple captures and transforms what is said and
done by bringing to light the impulses of thought. As we have seen from the excerpt,
the non-stop commentary of Tina’s and Tor’s everyday movements are documented.
According to Foucault, the intent of the Hupomnemata was indeed this everyday
documentary:
The intent is … to capture the already said, to collect what one has managed to
hear or read, and for a purpose that is nothing less than the shaping of the self
(Foucualt 2000: 211).
In this respect, the young couple’s text-messaging practice indeed has clear parallels
with the ancient notebook. The idea was that by writing, one reads what one has
written, and in turn this exercise would provide occasions for a personal exercise of
the self. In a previous study, I found that the participants made a point out of the
technology’s characteristic that allows one to thoroughly think through what one
writes while writing it (2003: 51). This is the point Tina highlighted in the above
section, emphasizing how embarrassing it was when her boyfriend started to phone
her instead of keeping the contact on a text-messaging level. However, there are of
course several obvious differences between the ancient Greek Hupomnemata and text
messages. First of all, the major purpose of the notebook was not to communicate
with others, but mainly to take notes for oneself as part of one’s own improvement of
manner and morality.6 The other main difference concerns the storage of the texts.
Text messages seem to be of a much more temporary nature than the Hupomnemata
writings. The study participants say they store those text messages that make them
feel good, or those texts that are from someone they care about, but generally they
delete both the sent and the received text messages after a short time. Although
Foucault’s perspective may not be completely idiomatic in this comparison, I would
argue that it is an interesting supplement in understanding how self-caring and the self
are accentuated by the means of text messages. Then again, as first proposed, the
expected meeting between Tina and her boyfriend seemed to be the main purpose of
the communication. At second glance, however, the communication and the
momentary orientation in itself appear as significant as the primary purpose.
6 The notebook could serve in correspondence as raw material for text that one
sends to others, although this was not the main purpose.
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Likewise, the high frequency of text messages can also underline and confirm the
couple’s belonging to each other. In that respect, it may not be the self as such that is
re-made or taken care of, but rather a relationship that is remade.
Foucault’s perspectives have been fruitful in terms of examining self-caring through
text messages. By looking at the text-message documentation of Tina’s everyday life,
text messages have been suggested as constituting a continuation of the ancient
personal self-writing exercise. The rate of recurrence of Tina’s text messages
emphasizes how the impermanent orientation in itself, as well as the avowal of these
young people’s belonging to each other, draws attention to how text-messaging has
become a medium of the self; text-message communication influences, transforms
and even customizes young people’s social interaction to an extent that conveys new
challenges.
Although I find Foucualt’s perspectives fruitful, I argue that one needs to advance the
analysis in order to examine how the media of the self constitutes new genres. By
grasping evolving genres, one may comprehend more specifically how media of the
self materializes and functions in young people's concrete, everyday, lives. Hence, in
the next section the genre of young people’s love text messages will be analyzed in
the light of a previous genre of love messages.
The text-message effect
Text-message communication is a product of communicative acts whereby short texts
are exchanged between two (or more) people. As various mobile-phone researchers
have stated, text messages among young people are frequently utilized in order to
micro-coordinate meetings, maintain relationships and constitute, negotiate or uphold
sexual romantic projects (Hareide, 2002; Hiorth, 2005; Johnsen, 2000; Katz and
Aakhus, 2002; Lee, 2005; Ling, 2004; Ito, Okabe and Matsuda, 2005; Prøitz 2003;
2005a; b; Skog, 2006; Sti, 2002). In addition to these functions, one of the foremost
intents of young people’s text-message communication is to perceive a sense of being
as a part of an immediate, intimate and social (micro-) community (Prøitz, 2003).
However, as text-message communication fluctuates in relation to various purposes
and situations (e.g. text messages between young people and their parents are
distinguishably different than text messages sent between young couples), I argue that
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text messages must be examined in accordance with this. I will particularly focus
upon text-message communication in young people's love projects (sexual-romantic
negotiations, flirting, love declaration and confirmations, etc).
Through a range of various media, such as emails, letters, postcards, notes, and
travelogues, expressing intimacy and love to each other has long been a well-known
practice. Therefore, although the love text message has emerged with mobile-phone
technology, it simultaneously draws upon and shares several features with well-
established genres and discourses. One genre that may be seen as the text-message’s
forerunner is the Billet genre.
A billet is a little card the size of a traditional visiting card and was used in bourgeois
societies as a communication mode in the 18th and 19th century. According to Tore
Brøyn (1996), the billet is a part of the letter medium. A note on a billet consisted of a
short message used mainly in (initiating) love projects. The texts were often
characterized by noting something, by requiring something of someone, or by offering
something (e.g., announcing one’s love or arranging an imminent meeting). Apart
from being short, the text structure was quite informal, bearing an implicit
questioning mode where an intimate atmosphere was produced and intended. In the
following example, a note for Miss Aalberg, from the well-known Norwegian writer
Alexander Kielland, reads:
…but now I would like to ask, because my remembrance is so poor, if it is so
that I should write the whole day of today and the whole day of tomorrow and
the whole day of the day after tomorrow? – or if it was rather a matter of a
small “visite de recréation” tomorrow – for instance at 2 p.m.? – would that be
convenient for you, Miss? Remember anything about this? (Kielland in Brøyn
1996:43)
Apparently, the purpose of Kielland’s billet was to re-confirm a meeting/date with
Miss Aalberg. As seen, he initiates the billet by asking Miss Alberg whether he recalls
correctly: whether they are supposed to meet for a visite de recréation tomorrow at
two o’clock. The non-formal linguistics, the rather infantile, implicit questioning
mode, blaming his poor memory, may also be a rhetorical form wherein he intends to
‘conceal’ his simple purpose: to invite Miss Aalberg out.
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Once the short message was written, the billet was sent by horse taxi or with a friend
going in the recipient’s direction. In this manner, the recipient received the billet,
answered, and returned it the very same day. The rapidity of a billet exchange (it
exceeded the postal delivery at that time), with its short, personal and intimate love
text and requests, resembles love text-messages in several ways.
On examining the youngest informants’ (15-16 years) love text messages, several
attributes stand out. First, the overall intention of communicating is to confirm and re-
confirm one’s love to each other. The next step is to find out how and where to meet,
implying how to escape parents’ monitoring eyes. In general, these meetings are
imminent; they concern the next hour or the next morning; it is very rarely about the
next week. Moreover, the texts often consist of a request or an offer – as seen in
Kielland’s billet to Miss Aalberg. However, the most characteristic features of love
text messages among young people are an indiscreet, direct and bold rhetorical form
in combination with the high frequency of the exchange. When examining the most
intense text-message exchanges, an exchange rate of 1.5 messages per minute (lasting
for hours) is not unusual; findings that are probably quite common among same-aged
youths.
In accordance with its context and historical situation, I find both Kielland’s and the
young couple’s love texts quite informal and intimate. The main purpose is an
imminent meeting, and the immediate exchange (again according to the historical
context) makes a feasible comparison between the billet and today’s text-message
frequency. However, there are obviously clear differences in these communicative
acts. First of all, billets were a practice of a bourgeois society rather than among
ordinary people, as are text messages. In this sense, people, regardless of social class,
participate in the modern form of billet exchange. Furthermore, the change from
analogue to digital exchange also plays a role; in text-messages, no one else
intervenes between the two intimate parties. As long as one does not send the message
to the wrong recipient (which sometimes occurs), text-message communication is a
safe, confidential process. Yet as mentioned, the most distinguishable feature is the
rhetoric, quickness and frequency of the communication act; although a one-day billet
correspondence was the fastest correspondence one had in the 18th and 19th century,
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a 1.5 per minute text-message exchange makes text-message communication closely
related to a synchronous conversation. Thus I argue that sending daring and juicy text
messages, strongly resembling a conversation, yet distinct from a face-to-face
communication, is facilitated by the technology itself. 7 The love text messaging as a
genre enables one to be both intimate and immediate in a shared, constituted space
while simultaneously physically separate.
In this sense, although love text message draw upon and borrow features from
previous genres, it adds distinctiveness hitherto unseen in traditional genres. Hence,
text messages are thus more than billets transferred to the mobile phone. I argue that
the text-message distinctiveness, the properties, attributes and practices it conveys,
must be seen in relation to the mobile-phone medium as a whole. As Askehave and
Nielsen (2005: 128) claim in their development of a digital-genre analysis model,
there is a mutual interplay between medium and genre that implies that one should
take into account the medium’s properties, its purposes and its form. In this fashion, I
suggest that love text messages represent a rhetoric and practice that have widely
accommodated change and have accommodated us to change; it represents a new
genre.
Another distinct genre that has proliferated through the last few years is the camera-
phone self-portrait. The visual self-practice also involves a fusion of past and novel
genres. In the next section I will, through discussion of its attributes and properties,
examine the camera-phone self-portrait genre.
Camphone self-portrait: A manifesto of the self
The self-portrait is one of several painting genres. In Norwegian art history there is a
range of artists that have painted self-portraits mainly from the second half of the 19th
century (Borgersen, 1988: 6). Contrary to the diary’s focus on the past, a self-portrait
conceives a ‘here and now’; it’s an image of the moment (Mallon 1985, Gombrowicz,
1988). As Borgersen (1988) points out, the foremost characteristics of a self-portrait
are that it is made out of one’s own interests and painted by the artist her/himself.
7 In general, the intense, cheeky and eccentric rhetorical devices used are
highly characteristic features of young people's sexual-romantic culture of the 21st
century (Pedersen, 2006, Prøitz, 2003).
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Except for children’s drawings and paintings, painting self-portraits has not been a
common practice. Predominantly, the act is time-consuming, strenuous and requires
considerable skill. Painted self-portraits still remains exclusively an act of a few.
The most renowned painted self-portraits were created at a time when photography
evolved. As with paintings, the photo practice required technological and aesthetic
skills and knowledge that only a few experts had. Apart from a few photo-artists, the
self-portrait never became common practice, even after the launch of the cheaper
lightweight 35 mm camera. Although self-timer release made self-portraits possible,
snapshots were – and still are – mostly of friends and family.
Except for the performance/presentation of the self, I argue that there are several
aspects that distinguish the camphone self-portrait. Among young people, the camera-
phone is a close-fitting, body-worn, omnipresent personal device. Due to the
corporeal sense of it, most youths perceive the camphone as a very private component
of their lives. Moreover, its user-friendliness makes it easy to operate and manage.
Most people familiar with the mobile phone have no difficulties in learning how to
snap images with the in-built camera. Contrary to painted self-portraits, it requires no
complicated technological or aesthetic skills. In addition, the no-cost processes in
combination with its multiple delete/edit-functions contribute to the distinct
camphone self-portrait-effect: numerous self-portraits are taken in numerous
situations and arrangements by numerous people. Loads of images are saved
simultaneously as others are deleted.
When looking at the informants’ camphone self-portrait-aesthetics, there are some
specific features that characterize its rhetoric form and style. Overall, all images are
frontal or profile self-portraits (face and/or torso) taken at arm-length distance. Due to
poor pixels and limited distance from the camera eye and the ‘I’, the images are often
slightly blurred. The out of focus aesthetic creates a rather lowbrow visual articulation
of the ‘I’; traditional attributes of amateur snapshots (and new-realism photo-art).
However, I find the most distinct characteristics to be the arrangement and
performance of the self in front of the camera Eye/I; the young people appear highly
comfortable, self-confident (and obsessed) in front of the camera eye/I. They easily
pose and play with the self, mocking the traditional self-portrait high-art genre, or
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rather, prod-using a new one. 8 I suggest that one must see the camphone self-portrait
genre in relation to a more general media trend (e.g. the intensified self-broadcasting
culture such as You Tube, My Space, Flickr etc).
Trail Signs of Me
As a part of the self-broadcasting and reality-trends that emerged in the late 1990s,
Calvert (2000) suggests that one must rethink the traditional significances of, for
example, voyeurism and exhibitionism. First, he puts forward three social forces that
promote mediated voyeurism: a) the pursuit of truth; b) the desire for excitement; and
c) the need for involvement. The first force concerns a lack of trust in journalism
which leads individuals to search for a more ”authentic reality”, whereas the second
involves the thrill of ‘peeping’ into other people’s unguarded lives. The latter force is
derived from a desire for mutual knowledge and shared community. He defines
mediated voyeurism as follows:
…the consumption of revealing images of and information about others'
apparently revealed and unguarded lives, often yet not always for purposes of
entertainment … through the means of the mass media and the Internet
(Calvert, 2000: 2).
In this fashion, rather than interpret voyeurism in a traditional sense (associated with
sexual gratification), Calvert suggests that mediated voyeurism must be understood
more broadly, as a part of people’s desire and right for knowledge.
Moreover, in relation to mediated voyeurism, Calvert (2000: 83) brings forward its
counterpart, mediated exhibitionism which concerns four central aspects: a) self-
clarification; b) social validation; c) relationship development and d) social control. In
a loose sense, all aspects may be seen in relation to ”technologies of the self” as they
concern various self-processes that may improve one’s self-understanding and way of
conduct. However, apart from being technologies of the self, Calvert argues that
8 Analyses of camphone self-portraits and family images are discussed
elsewhere (Prøitz, 2007a and Prøitz 2007b forthcoming). These performances are also
seen and supported as paradigmatic trends in other personal media works, see e.g.
Miller, 2005; Koskela, 2005; Rosen, 2005, Senft, 2005 ).
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mediated exhibitionism concerns well-directed/“administrated” revelations of
personal information and selves, which in turn make people’s subjectivities into a
flamboyant commodity. Similarly, Sella (2000) argues that the increasing self-
broadcasting-culture, where ordinary people achieve the opportunity to (over)-share
and expose every facets of their lives in public, calls for a need to re-interpret the
meaning of exhibitionism:
As TV and the Net enlist more and more people to reveal themselves, the
formerly unsavory phenomenon known as exhibitionism is being redefined.
It’s being rehabilitated as an adventure/…/ (Sella, 2000, p. 54, cited in Miller
and Shepard 2005).
In various media-cultures, including young people's camphone culture, monitoring
others or displaying oneself have become common acts. Whether one understands the
trends as technologies of the self, flamboyant commodity, an adventure, or a play, I
support Calvert (2000), Sella (2000) and Miller and Shepard’s (2005) comprehension
of the altered meaning of voyeurism and exhibitionism, as expressed here by Miller
and Shepard (2005):
Both voyeurism and exhibitionism have been morally neutralized and are on
their ways to becoming ordinary modes of being, subject positions that are
inscribed in our mediated discourse.Validation increasingly comes through
mediation, that is, from the access and attention and intensification that media
provide.
These theoretical approaches are highly fruitful when examining the camphone self-
portrait genre. A range of self-portraits are shared and exchanged among friends,
partners and family through the telephone-network, Bluetooth or photo-sharing net-
sites. Other informants state that self-portraits are frequently utilized as screen-savers
on their mobile phone. However, although all informants took self-portraits and
shared some of them, most claimed that they rarely shared self-portraits but merely
kept them in their own mobile phone galleries/archives as a part of a self-
commemorating practice. Rather than merely comprehending the vast amount of
camphone self-portraits as a part of a culture of confession and obsessive self-act, I
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suggest that the camphone self-portrait genre ought to be seen in relation to the power
of memory (Prøitz, 2007).
To keep a particular narrative going is, according to Giddens (1991), a vital aspect of
subjectivity formation. Continuous self-reporting through text-messages, notebooks,
diary writing or self-portraits may be seen as a part of ”the story of the self” or, as
Ketelaar (2003) suggests, as a part of an ‘archivalisation process’. The latter proposal
entails the process of which records one chooses to create, operate and use; a choice,
Keteelar argues, that is culturally and socially discursively produced. New digital
technologies and acts enable new genres. As he further stresses, ‘being digital’
enables people to here uttered from an archival scientific approach:
Being digital allows archives a continuing enrichment, using digital
technologies as relationship technologies, to establish relationships with the
people, connecting public and private memories, shaping the pluralizing
dimension of the records continuum, constituting a new public space (Ketelaar
2003).9
In this sense, the act of keeping personal records, such as camphone self-portraits, is
seen as an active articulation of a specific archivalisation process, where the personal
immediacy and broadcasting potentials of camphone self-portraits represent a novel
act and genre.
Conclusion
Communication and social interaction make use of new media. In turn, new media
expand the possibilities of how we relate to each other. In order to understand new
media such as the mobile phone, its significance and determining aspects of social
life, there is a need to analyze the linkage between the specific media in use, the
practices it generates, and its genres.
In this article, I have examined the ways in which the usage of mobile-phone
communication, such as text messages, interplays with social interaction and
9 Available online at <http://cf.hum.uva.nl/bai/home/eketelaar/publication.html#top>
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intimacies amongst young people through the development of new genres. The
analysis has shown how Foucault’s perspectives on self-caring are fruitful in order to
understand self-caring activities through text messages. The text-message
documentation of Tina’s everyday life suggests that text messages are used in
intimate relations as a continuation of the ancient personal self-writing exercise. The
rate of recurrence of Tina’s text messages emphasizes how the impermanent
orientation in itself, as well as the avowal of these young people’s belonging to each
other, draws attention to how text-messages have become a medium of the self.
But, the new genres are not only recombination (or convergence) of previous genres
of the self in new technological wrapping; the emergence of something distinctly new
is evident in the examples of love text-messages and the camphone self-portrait. I
have argued that although the love text message draws upon and borrows features
from previous genres, it has its own distinctiveness as it enables intimate and
immediate communication in a shared space while, simultaneously, being physically
separate. Furthermore, the camphone self-portrait represents a new genre, different
from other genres of self-portraits – a genre that may best be understood in relation to
the more general media trend of intensified self-broadcasting enabled by digital
technologies. 10
10 I will express my gratitude to Tanja Storsul and Dagny Stuedal for their
brilliant and constructive comments and thorough remarks to this article.
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